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Ⅰ　序

Introduction

Shirley M. Ando
Director of English Education of Otemae University

　　The dream of a universal language has been a part of human society since the days of Babel to 

the Roman or French empire when it seemed as if there would be a true lingua franca. Today, with 

increased globalization and the internet uniting people across the world, English is quickly becoming 

a common language. While a shared language, the increasingly popular use of the term "Englishes" 

to describe the diversity of the global use of the language testifies to the importance of understanding 

the diversity behind language equality. The Institute of International Education at Otemae University 

celebrates that diversity as one of its core tenets. In addition to having teachers from a wide variety 

of nations, we also offer programs that highlight the importance of cultural awareness in language 

education. The articles presented here showcase the unique and important elements of our program 

and the ways in which a common language, together with a celebration of diversity, enriches our 

lives. The papers presented here highlight our dedication to English as a tool of communication and a 

common global language.

　　Danford Chun’s paper addresses this issue directly, through his nuanced study of power 

structures underpinning language education in Japan. In a similar way, Koichi Ando’s paper examines 

the difficulties of equality for minorities in language education through his fascinating study of the 

struggle for Japanese-American education in San Francisco. John Jackson takes up a different global 

trend, that of dark tourism and the desires behind the popular creation of an interest in global tragedy 

and a shared world history of trauma. 

　　Our journal also highlights the important pedagogical techniques we use at Otemae University. 

Naoya Ashihara, Kojiro Hata, and Kozo Masada, in their award-winning article, introduce the system 

of Otemae University’s unique liberal arts education as a whole. Two of our co-authored articles, 

one by John Jackson and Robert Sheridan, and another by Gordon Carlson and Kathryn Tanaka, 

examine the ways in which our revolutionary C-PLATS philosophy is applied in our English language 

education courses (LEO). Jeff Flugel talks about the ways in which new technologies are part of the 

classroom at Otemae and some of the successes as well as challenges he has met in blogging with 

students. Robert Sheridan, in his article, presents the components of English language courses at 

Otemae that make our program so effective and engaging for our students. 

　　For our more advanced language students and for our scholars who come from abroad to study 

in Japan, we offer Global Japan Studies (GJS) and Global Business Studies (GBS) classes. These 

are content courses about Japan on a level commiserate with courses at European or American 
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universities. Gordon Carlson and Kathryn Tanaka introduce some of the content of their GJS courses 

in their contributions to this journal, addressing the difficulties as well as the importance of content 

courses in EFL education. 

　　Finally, we present three examples of student work from our program, taken from our annual 

international speech contest. These students represent the learning and experiences possible through 

Otemae University’s language education program. As a whole, these articles demonstrate the breadth 

and depth of our commitment not only to language education, but to thought-provoking language and 

content courses, and our deep belief that culture and diversity are an indispensable part of language 

education. 
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Ⅱ　IIEジャーナル発行にあたって

Preface

　この度、IIE Journal が創刊の運びと成りましたことはこの上ない喜びでございます。

IIE は本学が大学の目的に掲げる「優れた国際感覚及び問題解決能力を備えた人材を育成す

る」及び使命に掲げる「国際社会への貢献」を具現化することを目的として 2014 年 4 月に

設立致しました。更に IIE 設置の使命として、「地球規模で活躍できる人材の育成」及び「国

際教育に関する研究」の二つを掲げています。国際教育の研究事業の一つに「教育・研究成

果の発表、及び刊行」があります。IIE Journal はこの事業の中核としてその重要な役割を担っ

ています。

　科学技術の進化は人・物・金・情報の地球規模の交流・流通と協働システムの構築を促進

してきました。いわゆるグローバル化です。このグローバル化に欠かせないのがコミュニ

ケーションツールとしての共通言語です。今日の状況から判断すると、世界は最終的に英語

を国際共通語として標準化したと言ってよいでしょう。グローバル社会で活動しようとすれ

ば、日本人に限らず全ての人が英語をコミュニケーションの道具として使いこなし、世界中

の人々と協働できることが求められています。

　しかし、日本の英語教育は実践的な英語能力を高めるものではなく、入試対策のための知

識偏重型の教育でした。その結果、中学・高校の６年間英語の授業を履修しているにもかか

わらず、英語を実践で使える人材は多くはありません。日経新聞 1 の記事によると、英国の

ブリティッシュ・カウンシルのバーノン・エリス理事長は文法を重視した日本の英語教育は

「効率的でない」と断言し、「脳が柔軟な若いうちにコミュニケーションを重視した教育を始

めれば、日本人の英語力は飛躍的に高まるだろう」 と言っています。

　日本の大学における英語教育も語学の必修科目として各学部のカリキュラムに設けられて

いるケースが大多数ではないでしょうか。これらの必修英語科目もほとんどが高校までと同

様であり、英語をコミュニケーションツールとして使いこなせる能力を養成するものではあ

りません。

　一方、日本人は英語の読み書きには強いと言われる方もおられます。しかし、本当に日本

人は英語の読み書きが得意と言えるでしょうか。私の経験では、英語の文書を読みこなして

英文レターや文書、論文、レポート、議事録、契約書等を難なく作成できる人材も日本社会

にそれほど多くはありません。

　何れにしても、これからの日本の英語教育は、Reading, Writing, Listening, Speaking の言語

の４要素全てにおいて学生が実践で使える英語能力を養成しなければなりません。

１日経新聞 2014 年 11 月 6 日号 6面
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　次に、英語はコミュニケーションの単なる道具であり国際教育の真の目的ではありません。

真の国際教育とは異文化を相互に理解し、異文化の人たちと協働して問題を解決できる人材

を養成することだと考えています。その為には共通語としての英語で幅広い教養や専門科目

を異文化の学生が議論しながら学ぶことが必要です。これまで日本の大学では英語で行われ

る教養科目や専門科目はほとんどありませんでした。秋田の国際教養大学が全ての授業を英

語で行って話題となりましたが、裏を返してみれば英語での授業が少ない証拠でもあります。

多くの大学が国際化を謳いますが、ほとんどの授業が日本語で開講されています。海外の学

生が日本に留学しようとしても、日本語ができなければ留学できないようでは、大学教育の

国際化は覚束ないと言えましょう。

　本学はグローバル人材の育成を目指して早くから国際教育に取り組んで参りました。1998

年度には LEO (Language Education of Otemae) プログラムを開講し、それまでの日本の英語

教育の手法である “ 目から学ぶ英語 ” から “ 耳から学ぶ英語 ” に転換しました。LEO

プログラムは欧米の大学・大学院で TESOL（英語教授法：Teaching English to Speakers of 

Other Languages）等を修めた英語教育の専門家による英語教育です。LEO プログラムは日本

語を一切使わず、全て英語による授業です。教員の国籍もイギリス、米国、カナダ、オース

トラリア、ニュージーランドなど多様で、世界各国の英語や文化に触れながら学ぶことがで

きます。本学では、語学教育はレベル別クラスにより教育効果が高まると考えており、LEO

プログラムは大学の授業では珍しい 4段階のレベル別の授業を行っています。その結果、学

生の英語苦手意識が払拭され、本プログラムは選択科目でありながら毎年延べ千数百人が受

講する人気のプログラムとなっています。

Ins tute of Interna onal Educa on

Center for
Research & Publica on

Center for
Curriculum Development

Resource Center
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国際教育インスティテュート長

(Interna onal Liaison

　本学は 2014 年度に IIE (Institute of 

International Education) を創設し、これ

まで培った英語教育を国際教育へと進

化させる体制を整えました。

　IIE 組織発足と同時に英語を母国語

とする専任教員を２名から５名に増強

し、国際教育インスティテュート長の

下、Research & Publication、Curriculum 

Development、Resource を分担して業務を遂行しています。

　IIE Journal は Research & Publication の最も大きな事業であり、国際教育の研究成果の発表

の場を提供し、研究活動を促進すると同時に、その成果を教育現場に還元させる重要な役割

を担っています。

　Resource においては IIE ラウンジと語学ラボラトリーを伊丹キャンパスに開設し、留学生

のチューターによるインターンシップ制度を整備しています。

　Curriculum Development においてはこれまで進めてきた LEO を更に充実させるとともに、
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英語で日本文化を学ぶ GJS 科目、英語でビジネスを学ぶ Global Business Studies（GBS）及

び英語でグローバル・キャリアを考えるゼミ Global Career Seminar（GCS）を設けて国際教

育プログラムを充実させています。

　本学はこれらのプログラムの開発により、日本人学生と世界各国からの留学生が世界共通

語としての英語で相互に学びあうことのできる教育環境を提供する体制を整え、さらにカリ

キュラムの充実を目指しています。

　IIE Journal がこれまでの日本の知識偏重型の英語教育を打破し、真に国際教育を発展させ

て日本のグローバル人材育成に貢献することを信じています。今後の皆様の一層の精進とご

支援をお願い致します。

　最後になりましたが、IIE の Research & Publication 担当として IIE Journal の創刊にご努力

をいただいた Kathryn Tanaka 先生、並びに IIE の研究員の全ての教員及び職員の皆様に感謝

の意を表します。

2015 年 3 月 26 日　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

大手前大学　副学長

国際教育インスティテュート長

芦原　直哉

Preface

　　I could not be happier to announce the first volume of the Institute of International Education 

(IIE) Journal. IIE was established in April of 2014 in part to realize the purpose of this university as 

“educating students with impressive problem-resolution abilities and international awareness” and 

fulfilling the mission statement of “contributing to a global society.” In addition to these, “educating 

students to participate on a global scale” and “research related to international education” are two 

other points that can be added to the principles behind the establishment of IIE. As part of our  

international education research project, we “publish and share our educational and research results.” 

The IIE Journal is at the core of this project, and as such it has an important role in the department. 

　　The advance of science and technology has promoted the development of a global exchange, a 

system of distribution and collaboration between people, goods, money, and information. In fact, this 

is globalization. A common language as a communication tool is indispensable to the globalization 

process. Judging from the condition of the world today, it can be said that in the end the world is 

standardizing English as an international lingua franca. Of course, this is not only limited to Japanese 

people, but to participate in a global society, English must be admitted as a tool of communication to 
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allow cooperation between people all over the world. 

　　However, English education in Japan has not been intended to promote practical English ability. 

It has been founded on a type of education based on memorization and knowledge needed for entrance 

examinations. As a result, despite the fact that students have six years of English courses in junior 

and senior high schools, they do not have much talent in the use of practical English. According to a 

Nikkei2 newspaper article, Vernon Ellis, the president of the British Council for English education in 

the UK, states that the Japanese emphasis on grammar is “not efficient,” and “if you begin with an 

emphasis on language education for communication while students are young and the brain is flexible, 

then the English language ability of Japanese students will likely grow in leaps and bounds.”   

　　There are numerous cases where English is a required foreign language course in the curricula 

of Japanese universities. These required courses are in the main of the same pattern as high school 

courses, and are not aimed at promoting or developing English language ability as a tool of 

communication. 

　　On the other hand, the Japanese are said to be strong in English reading and writing. But is this 

really true? In my experience, people in Japanese society who have the ability to easily read or write 

letters and documents, research papers, reports, proceedings, or contracts without difficulty are few. 

Whatever the case may be, students must be trained so that they can practically use all four important 

linguistic areas of reading, writing, listening, and speaking. 

　　My next point is that English as a communication tool is not the only purpose of international 

education. A true international education is to foster mutual understanding between different cultures, 

and train students to cooperate with people of other cultures to solve problems together. Therefore 

it is necessary to study a wide range of liberal arts and professional courses in English as a common 

language to create debate with students from different cultures. In the past, liberal arts or professional 

courses conducted in English in Japanese universities were unusual. Akita International University 

received attention for conducting all of its classes in English, but looking behind that, there is 

evidence that there are actually few English courses. Although many universities purport to promote 

internationalization, most of their classes are offered in Japanese. If a student wants to come to Japan 

as an exchange student, if they cannot speak Japanese, they cannot do it; thus, we can say that the 

internationalization of university education is open to question. 

　　This university was early in its development of international education to create global citizens. 

In 1998, our LEO (Language Education of Otemae) program began, shifting from an “English learned 

with the eyes” to an “English learned with the ears.” The LEO program is English language education 

led by western university graduates and experts in TESOL (Teaching English to Speakers of Other 

Languages). In the LEO program, no Japanese is used and all classes are conducted in English. 

2  Nikkei Newspaper 6 November, 2014, +6
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The faculty come from around the world; we have teachers from the United Kingdom, the United 

States, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand, among others, so that students learn culture and English 

from around the world. In this university, we believe that results are achieved by dividing classes into 

levels, and although it is unusual, at our institution the LEO program is divided into four levels of 

classes. As a result, students are less conscious of poorer English ability, and the program has become 

a popular elective course for over a thousand students each year. 

　　In 2014, this university established IIE (Institute of International Education) to advance our 

system of English and international education. The full-time faculty who established IIE and at the 

same time had English as their native language went from two specialized faculty to five, and under 

the director of the Institute of International Education, three centers were established: the Center for 
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Center for
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Research & Publication, Curriculum 

Development, and the Resource Center. 

　　The IIE Journal is a large part of 

the work of the Center for Research 

and Publication, providing a forum for 

the presentation of our research results 

in international education. At the same 

time it serves to promote research 

activities, thus playing an important role in the dissemination of our research to the field of education. 

　　The Resource Center established the IIE Lounge and language laboratory on our Itami campus, 

and developed a tutor internship system for the exchange students. 

　　In addition to the advances we have made with LEO, our Curriculum Development Center is 

working to develop our international education program as well as new courses, such as our GJS 

(Global Japan Studies), courses taught about Japanese culture in English, and our business classes 

taught in English, GBS (Global Business Studies), and finally our GCS (Global Career Seminar), 

which is a seminar taught in English about global career skills. 

　　By developing these programs, in this university we have created a system where Japanese and 

international students from all over the world come together in an educational environment where they 

can learn from each other while using English as a universal language, and with this we aim to further 

enhance the curriculum.

　　I believe that the IIE Journal is an important contribution in the eradication of the 

exaggerated importance on the stereotypical English language education in Japan and to truly 

introduce an education of Japanese students as global students. I offer my wholehearted support 

to this endeavor. 
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　　In conclusion, I offer my thanks to the director of the Research & Publication Center of IIE and 

the editor of the IIE Journal, Dr. Kathryn Tanaka, and the rest of the IIE researchers. 

March 26, 2015 

Otemae University Vice President

Director of the Institute of International Education 

Naoya  Ashihara 
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Ⅲ　研究論文

The Construction of an Integrated Learning System for 
Accumulation of Learning Outcomes and Performance 

Evaluations1

Naoya Ashihara, Kojiro Hata, Kozo Masada 

Abstract: Otemae University developed a revolutionary educational program and introduced an innovative 
system, which is designed to accelerate a structural reform from knowledge-based education to problem-
solving-ability-based education. All the courses in our university have been converted to self-motivating, ability-
building education. The most difficult challenge in an ability-building program is the visualization of learning 
outcomes and performance evaluations. In order to follow the progress of each student in his or her study, 
our university established an e-portfolio system as a prop-up measure for our LMS “el-Campus”. This system 
enabled us to record and store all educational outcomes; papers, reports and presentation videos by every student 
from freshman to senior year in our original cloud web system. We also introduced a multi-evaluation system: 
(1) self-evaluations by students, (2) evaluations by teachers, (3) evaluations by external assessors (educational 
volunteer system). With these reforms we revolutionized the system of visualization and evaluation. This 
pioneering system is gaining gratifying results. Our survey shows that students feel their abilities increasing.

Keywords: Learning system, video portfolio, performance evaluations

要約
　学修成果の蓄積とパフォーマンス評価を実現した学修システム群の構築を目指し、大手前大学は全

ての授業を学生の能動的な学修による能力開発型教育に変換し、知識偏重型教育から問題解決能力開

発型教育への革新的な教育プログラムを構築し実践している。能力開発型教育の実践において困難な

課題は学修成果の可視化と評価手法である。本学はその課題を克服するために、独自に開発した LMS

である“el-Campus”に学生の学修成果を蓄積する eポートフォリオ機能を組み込むことにより、学

生個々の能力の伸長度を可視化して評価する仕組みを構築した。　

　更には、このポートフォリオ機能を利用して単にレポートや論文などの著述物や製作物の蓄積だけ

ではなく、全ての学生の入学時から卒業迄の毎年のプレゼンテーション発表をビデオ撮影した映像

ポートフォリオを蓄積している。それらの可視化されて蓄積された学修成果物を多面的に、即ち①学

生の自己評価、②教員評価、③外部評価（教育ボランティア制度）の三つの手法により能力の伸長度

を評価している。この教育改革は学生の能力の伸長感が高まるなどの目覚ましい成果を生んでいる。

大手前大学　芦原直哉　畑耕治郎　正田浩三

キーワード：ラーニングシステム、映像ポートフォリオ、学修成果の評価

1  This article is an English translation of an award-winning article that first appeared in the Journal of the Educational 
Application of Information and Communication Technologies Vol. 17 No. 1 (November, 2014), p. 1-6. 
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1.  Introduction

　　Our university has been working on drastic educational reform, moving from knowledge-based 

education to problem-solving-ability-based education, and we developed “C-PLATS,” an ability-

building program to provide students with the crucial skills they need in society. C-PLATS is designed 

to enhance three basic abilities and ten competencies in order to foster problem-solving ability, as 

we believe these skills to be the most important and indispensable for success in society. “Problem-

solving” requires various skills, most of which are difficult to evaluate in a clear and fair manner. 

With the aim of solving this problem, we reorganized our LMS system, “el-Campus,” to enable us to 

record and store all presentation videos, reports, and papers by each student from their freshman to 

their senior year. This allows us to follow the progress of each student, while it also serves as evidence 

of the quality of the education they receive at Otemae University. Most importantly, it helps students 

to understand the whole picture of their ability development process as they work to achieve their 

goals. Our rubric is effectively applied in both the syllabus and in class questionnaires. In addition, 

we introduced a multi-evaluation system, in which each student’s performance is evaluated by three 

assessors: students themselves, their teachers, and finally, external assessors (educational volunteers). 

With these reforms we revolutionized the system of visualization and evaluation as quality evidence 

of our education.

2.  The Structure of the original Learning Management System (LMS), el-Campus

　　Our university initiated drastic reform in its LMS in 2011. Focusing on active use of Information 

and Communication Technology (ICT), we abolished and consolidated existing systems, improved 

our Information Technology (IT) support system, and constructed a wireless network to strengthen our 

three pillars of an IT environment: system, service, and infrastructure. El-Campus is our on-campus 

cloud web system, functionally loaded with LMS, a portfolio system and portal system. It utilizes 

technologies and know-hows accumulated at our university through our management of our e-learning 

system for correspondence courses. El-campus as a revolutionary system is in full operation as a 

learning platform both on and off campus, as well as being an integral part of our correspondence 

courses.

3.  Performance evaluation 

 　　Here we introduce an example of presentation performance in compulsory courses. In our 

university all students are expected to give 5 formal presentations in four years, twice in the first 

year, and once in the second, third and fourth years, respectively. Immediately after matriculation 

all students go to a recording room and make a one-minute self-introduction presentation. At the 

end of the first year, in the compulsory course Career Design Two, all students give a three-minute 

presentation on their career design plans, using Power Point, in the presence of approximately 20 
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classmates, their teacher and educational volunteers. This presentation is followed by a question-and-

answer session. All presentations are recorded and stored in el-Campus and judged in a preliminary 

viewing for an all-campus presentation competition. Each presentation is graded by the student’s 

classmates on a scale of 1 to 5, using the criteria given in Table 1. Based on their evaluations, each 

class chooses a representative, who proceeds to the second round. If they are successful in the second 

round, the student then moves into the final. Presentations that are given in the final round of the 

competition are posted on el-Campus and shown to all students as good example (for an example, see 

Figure 1) . Each student uses his or her presentation footage to review for self-assessment and to see 

how far he or she has achieved their goals on a rating scale within the e-portfolio function, as will be 

discussed below. Teachers and educational volunteers also make full use of materials stored on el-

Campus for effective feedback.

Figure 1: Sample of video portfolio content

Competencies Criteria

 ● Presentation
 ● Communication

Attitude
Manner Visual Documents 

 ● Logical Thinking 
 ● Planning
 ● Creativity

Logicality Originality
Creativity

 ● Communication
 ● Social Responsibility ytilautcnuPsAdnasQ

Table 1: Evaluation criteria for presentations
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４．Competency-based learning system 

　　For the purposes of performance evaluation and to make the process fair and precise, we 

developed a revolutionary educational system. 

（１）The C-PLATS system

　　We developed the C-PLATS system to enhance problem-solving ability in our students and 

facilitate their evaluation. As stated above, C-PLATS is an acronym of abilities students need to 

acquire, which consist of 3 ability basis and 10 competencies: Society Basis (Social Responsibility, 

Teamwork), Thinking Basis (Logical Thinking, Analysis, Creativity, Planning), and Action Basis 

(Communication, Presentation, Leadership, Action). All faculty members take part in a “competency 

faculty” activity once a month and re-examine C-PLATS to keep improving upon it and integrating 

it into their curricula. Details of ability-building education, ability definition, objectives, evaluation 

criteria, educational methods, etc. are compiled in book form, in the OCD (OTEMAE COMPETENCY 

DICTIONARY) (Ashihara 2013).

（２）Evaluation system

　　We introduced an educational volunteer system to ensure the quality of our education and to 

get advice on our educational reforms from an external viewpoint. We invite volunteers to provide a 

real-world perspectives in performance evaluation, which makes a multi-angle evaluation possible. 

Progress of competencies is therefore evaluated from three perspectives: students themselves, teachers 

and external assessors. 

Photo 1: Interviews by educational volunteers

　　At present, 261 volunteers, including graduates of our university, local intellectuals, and certified 

career counselors, among others, actively take part in our program, such as attending compulsory 

classes, giving career advice, and serving as judges in our all-campus presentation competition.
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（３）Portfolio system

　　With the aim of securing an accumulation of evidence of ability-development and facilitating 

self-assessment, we prepared two portfolios, “C-PLATS” and “my note” in el-Campus. 

　　“C-PLATS” is the core system in our work-ready, ability-building education, which helps 

students track their progress in their studies. By using this portfolio, each student sets yearly goals, 

long and short-term objectives in C-PLATS competencies, finds personal appeal points, and reflects 

upon their activities and performance as a means to guide himself or herself to a higher level (Figure 

2). The contents put in “C-PLATS” by each student are shared with their teachers and educational 

volunteers, who also input comments, advice, or encouragement using el-Campus as an important 

communication channel (Figure 3). The presentation footage in Figure 1 above, for example, is placed 

in the personal appeal section of “C-PLATS” with comments from the student. Educational volunteers 

can come to class and advise students in person, or they can give advice from home by visiting the  

student’s portfolio and checking the contents on el-Campus. This system makes feedback easier and 

enables volunteers who cannot come to class, as is often the case with people working in society, to 

expand their participation and guidance activities.

Figure 2: Sample of the C-PLATS tab
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　　“My note” is also a portfolio, where students save reports, presentation materials, papers, and 

other coursework. It allows students to organize and store all their educational output for review. “My 

note” is well coordinated with our LMS. All reports and writing assignments turned in electronically 

are automatically stored in “my note” with feedback from the teachers (Figure 4). Hand-written 

reports, as are often used in many classes, can be stored in “my note” electrically by putting a mark-

sheet sticker on the handwritten paper and scanning it. Management of educational materials used to 

be left up to each student but this system was inadequate. However, our new system makes it easier 

and helps students to better organize and store all their materials in one place.

 Figure 3: Sample of comments on a presentation Figure 4: Sample from“My note”

（４）Video accumulating system

　　It is time- and energy-consuming to record and store presentation videos of more than 500 

students per academic year. In order to minimize the labor, beginning in 2011, we utilized VCMaker, 

our original video report system. This system is designed to record and store presentation videos 

in real time without encoding or uploading data to the server, and it has been successfully used in 

correspondence courses. When there were fewer simultaneous users, the system worked smoothly. 

However, the increase of simultaneous users caused failure or delays in the system. In 2012, therefore, 

we started to use laptops with built-in cameras in every presentation room to record presentations. 

Although we need to encode and upload the videos afterwards, which used to be unnecessary with 

VCMaker, we have succeeded in smoothing the recording and storage process with less labor by using 

a batch process. 
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５．Results

　　Our survey, conducted in 2013, shows that many students think their abilities are growing (valid 

responses: 38,172). To the question “Do you think your C-PLATS abilities are improving?,” students 

on average graded themselves with a 3.35 (on scale of 1 to 4) in classes where all presentations are 

stored in e-portfolio. That is higher than 3.20, the average of all classes. To the question, “Which 

competencies do you think have been improved? (check all that apply),” as shown in Table 2, 

leadership and teamwork get higher points in Career Design One (first year, spring term) and Career 

Design Two (first year, autumn term), where group work is more integral than in other courses. In 

their graduation study seminar, where students tackle their graduation thesis or work, students gave 

themselves higher marks in analysis, planning, and logical thinking. In classes where presentations are 

stored in e-portfolio, presentation competency gets higher points when compared to other classes. 

　　Comparing 2013 with 2012, on average in 2013 students graded themselves 2.8% higher, and 

significantly, they did so across all 10 competencies. We presume this result comes from the fact 

that performance activities, such as presentations, group work, and discussion, have become more 

common in specialized classes.

 

Table 2: Improved competencies (1)

Analysis  Crea vity Planning Logical Thinking Presenta on Ac on Communica on Leadership Teamwork
Social

Responsibility Average

2012 44.8% 33.2% 29.6% 34.9% 29.8% 26.4% 21.6% 7.8% 18.6% 17.1% 26.3%

2013 50.6% 35.1% 31.1% 40.1% 33.1% 27.6% 24.8% 8.8% 19.5% 20.2% 29.1%

0.0%

10.0%

20.0%

30.0%

40.0%

50.0%

60.0%

Figure 5: Improved competencies (2)
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６．Findings and challenges

　　Our university created our original rubric, which facilitated performance ability evaluation, and 

we succeeded in the visualization of competency progress in performance. By introducing an innovative 

cloud web system, el-Campus, as a leading ICT, we created an optimal educational environment for 

students, as well as educational volunteers. Accumulation of all educational products from freshman 

to senior year enables easy yearly comparison, and moreover it serves as quality evidence of our 

education. Furthermore, we get encouraging feedback from our educational volunteers. Although their 

role is mainly performance evaluation, some show a willingness to make continuous contribution to 

students or enjoy the opportunity to exchange views with teachers. This network of communication is 

an invaluable part of student development and support. By providing ways for volunteers who cannot 

come to our university to get involved on the web, we find new potential in the external evaluation 

system. 

　　We found presentation evaluation to be very effective as an indicator of the students’ progress 

in competency development, because making a presentation involves many tasks, such as research, 

material preparation, the delivery of the presentation and a question and answer session. All of these 

tasks require various competencies that we believe are indispensable for ability development.

　　On the method of performance evaluations, we have sometimes heard contrary opinions. For 

example, some people have said, “There should be ways to perform other than presentations that 

depend on Power Point,” or “Performance evaluation is too connected to the ten competencies of 

C-PLATS.” Thus, in regard to feedback from educational volunteers to students, we find a very wide 

range of differences, which we think indicates there is room for improvement. To give an example, 

our systems el-Campus and VCMaker need improvement in user interface and smooth performance, 

respectively.

　　The most remarkable outcomes of our reform efforts are seen in study habits of our students. Our 

survey in the year 2013 shows that on average, a student spent 8.8 hours per week on studying outside 

class, a number that is far better than the national average for university students in Japan, which is 4.6. 

Furthermore, the number of books checked out from the university library per year has increased from 

3.9 in 2009 to 7.0 in 2013, after the implementation of  our educational reform efforts.

　　Japanese universities have been criticized for putting too much emphasis on academic 

knowledge. Many institutions are currently endeavoring to shift to a program where students enhance 

competencies required in society and acquire the ability to take action. However, the change from 

knowledge-based education to ability-based education is very slow, mainly because of difficulties 

in structuring a good system for performance ability-building and performance evaluation. Our 

university has addressed these difficulties by introducing a problem-solving ability-building program, 

“C-PLATS,” and by developing an innovative performance evaluation system, “el-Campus.” We 

have demonstrated great potential for change and revealed the great possibilities of the educational 
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effects of these systems. Most importantly, we are seeing concrete results through the improvement of 

students’ study habits.
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A Model Case of  a  Bilingual Education Program 
in the U.S. Public Education System

Koichi  Ando

Abstract:  In the early 1970’s, in San Francisco, a historical educational demand on the establishment of 

Japanese bilingual bicultural education program within the public school system was proposed by the third 

generation of Japanese American parents. The reaction to this demand was overwhelmingly negative because 

their American-born children were English-speaking. The general public, therefore, did not see any reason 

to spend tax money to teach Japanese in a public school. Why did English-speaking parents demand such a 

program? How did they build the foundation to maintain the program for over 40 years, as it continues up to 

the present as one of the best alternative programs in the school district? This paper examines the history and 

successes of the program based on the Japanese Americans’ history and interviews conducted with the founding 

members of the program. In addition, I myself was employed as an instructional aide in late 1970’s and my 

American born children attended the program. This personal experience was a strong motivation to write this 

paper.

Keywords: International education, American education, Japanese American education

要約
　1970 年代初頭、サンフランシスコの日系三世が提唱した「日英バイリンガル教育」は、公立小学

校内でのプログラム設立を要請したことによって、歴史的な意味をもつことになった。三世自身が英

語を母国語とする、日本語を話せない世代であり、その子どもである四世のために「公費を使って日

本語を教える。」という発想に対して、一般市民の反応は非常に否定的であった。なぜ、三世の親た

ちは、すでに存在する私立の日本語学校ではなく、公教育の中での日英バイリンガル教育を強く要求

したのだろうか。サンフランシスコ公立学校区の中で、今、現在まで 40 年以上もの間、レベルの高

い教育を提供し続けている日英バイリンガル教育プログラム創設について、日系アメリカ人の歴史と、

実際に創立に尽力した三世への聞き取り調査をもとにして解明しようとした試みが、この研究ノート

である。筆者自身も、70 年代後半に助教師としてこのプログラムで働き、また筆者のアメリカ生ま

れの二人の子どもたちも、生徒として学んだプログラムの歴史的意味を、一つの形として残しておき

たいという強い思いからこの論文が完成したことを追記しておきたい。

キーワード：日英バイリンガル教育、多文化教育、国際教育

―The Japanese Bilingual Bicultural Education Program, San Francisco in 1970’s―
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Introduction

　　The United States of America, as a land of immigrants, naturally required a common language 

to unify the country. English has become the de-facto language and English as a Second Language 

Programs (ESL) were developed early within the US educational system to Americanize people 

who arrived from all over the world. However, early ESL programs could not meet the educational 

needs of rapidly increasing numbers of children of immigrants from Central and South America and 

Asia, particularly after a new immigration law was enacted in 1965. Bilingual education was initially 

developed out of the weaknesses of ESL education. At that time, however, bilingual education was 

considered to be merely a more effective special language program for children of poor immigrant 

families. Therefore, when Japanese American parents attempted to establish a bilingual bicultural 

education program for their English-speaking children at a public school system in San Francisco in 

the early 1970’s, the general public response to this proposal was overwhelmingly negative. 

　　Why did English-speaking Japanese American parents demand and organize a bilingual bicultural 

education program within a public school system?  How did they build the foundation to maintain the 

program for over 40 years as it continues up to the present to be one of the best alternative programs 

in the San Francisco Unified School District?

　　This paper examines the history and successes of this program. In the first section, I briefly 

review the post-1960’s history of bilingual education in the United States and summarize the related 

laws to clarify the background and explain the demand for bilingual education by ethnic minority 

groups. 

　　The second part contextualizes the history of Japanese Americans in the United States. Public 

education is one of the main instruments in reinforcing ideas and belief systems, and one idea that 

is implicit in educational systems is the abandoning of a minority group’s culture and language. 

This process of assimilation creates an authoritative relationship between the majority and the 

minority groups in the society. In this paper, the majority is the dominant white culture and Japanese 

Americans are a minority group. This leads us to the question: Who are those Japanese Americans 

and in particular who are the “Sansei,” or the third generation of Japanese Americans that demanded 

a bilingual education for their children? This section answers this question within the context of the 

history of Japanese in America.

　　The third section describes the process of the establishment of Japanese Bilingual Bicultural 

Education Program (hereafter JBBP) in San Francisco Unified School District. When the JBBP 

opened its doors in 1973 there were three basic groups enrolled: Japanese nationals whose mother 

tongue is Japanese, fourth generation (Yonsei) Japanese Americans whose mother tongue is English, 

and other Americans whose mother tongue is English. Among the three groups, the founding and 

the most dedicated group was Sansei, or third generation Japanese Americans. The parents in this 
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group composed the active steering committee to organize and run the program. The question of their 

motivation to make such a strong commitment to the program is the subject of this section.

　　Finally I draw on my personal experience to underscore the importance of JBBP.  I immigrated 

to the U.S. from Japan in 1974 and studied at San Francisco State University. Through the practicum 

of the education course I was introduced to JBBP, and later became an instructional aide. Through 

my work in this program I became aware of the existence of the Japanese American community. As 

a newcomer from Japan, I was an “outsider” to both mainstream society and the Japanese American 

community. I quickly realized that in Japan, I was a member of the majority, or the dominant group. In 

this light, my perspective in writing these notes is not solely from the point of view of a researcher but 

also that of an active participant. In addition to my personal experience, both of my American-born 

children, attended JBBP. After so many years, they still remember their school and teachers very well. 

This article is therefore one of personal as well as academic interest.

Section 1　
Bilingual Education

Part 1. Minority’s View and Majority’s View of Bilingual Education

　　In the United States of America, a multi-ethnic nation created by immigrants, the first attempt 

was made to articulate educational programs as part of human rights in the Asian community. The Lau 

vs. Nichols case was one such representative struggle. In 1970, Kinney Kinmon Lau filed a suit in the 

Federal District court in San Francisco against Alan Nichols, President of the San Francisco Board 

of Education on behalf of nearly 2,000 Chinese-speaking students. The suit alleged that Chinese-

speaking children were not receiving the kind of education which they were entitled to because of 

their need for special English classes. The plaintiffs asked the District Court to order the Board of 

Education to provide special English classes with bilingual teachers, basing their argument on the 

violation of Federal, State Constitutions,1964 Civil Rights Act, and Provisions of the California 

Education Code.

　　After being denied relief at lower court levels, the case was appealed to the Supreme Court. In 

1974, the Supreme Court ruled that the San Francisco Unified School District was in violation of the 

1964 Civil Rights Act, and that it had a responsibility to provide an equal educational opportunity to 

non-English–speaking Chinese children. This remains the most significant federal decision protecting 

linguistic minority educational rights and it further represents a significant victory by a minority 

community. Previous to this decision, the Bilingual Education Act, Title VII was passed in 1968, and 

that provided supplemental funding for school districts interested in establishing programs to meet 

the special educational needs of large numbers of children with limited English-speaking ability. 

However, under this act, the children also had to be from low-income families. It was geared towards 

serving low-income groups, acting as a program targeting an immigrants’ issue. In other words, it was 
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an educational strategy designed to remediate the effects of poverty and cultural disadvantages. Under 

the decision the Supreme Court decision expanded access to bilingual education to include all non or 

limited-English speaking children.

　　Title VII opened a new educational era. Prior to 1968, there were no federally funded bilingual 

bicultural education programs. Its effect was immediate and profound, as Susan G. Schneider, author 

of Revolution, Reaction, or Reform:the 1974 Bilingual Education Act noted: “In 1969, one year after 

Title VII was signed into law, there were 76 federally-funded bilingual bicultural programs operating 

in the U.S.  Five years later, there were 305 federally-funded programs in 41 states”  (p. 21).

　　Following this act, in 1970, the Health, Education, and Welfare Department sent a memorandum 

stating the responsibility of any school district having more than a five percent language minority 

student population to provide equal educational opportunities for all children. Then, in 1974, the 

Bilingual Education Act, Title VII was amended. The requirement to serve low-income students was 

eliminated and expanded to include all minority language students.

　　In exploring the historical background of these educational policies, an argument could be made 

that they were developed to balance the needs of the minority educational rights movement based 

on its acquired civil rights, and the national goal of public education to develop a unified body of 

citizens through the Americanization of all racial, ethnic, and linguistic minorities. In other words, 

the government met its needs by utilizing the minority’s demand as an alternative solution for social 

integration problems. On the side of the minority educational movement, the first attempt to change 

the educational system based on its needs was met, although not fully.

　　The English language is the key tool in the national goal of public education as part of the 

Americanization process. This process is particularly significant in the United States of America, 

the nation that historically accepts the greatest number of immigrants. In part based upon U.S. 

power in international politics, English has come to be considered a global language and ESL has 

become a highly developed program to unify all children under one language. At the same time, 

children of immigrants were required to assimilate into the mainstream educational value system 

and subconsciously taught to abandon their native tongues. This has created problems, especially 

among rapidly increasing non-white immigration populations, such as Mexicans, Puerto- Ricans and 

Asian groups. One of the fundamental problems with language education was that English language 

acquisition classes were taught only in English. 

　　As a result of not being able to comprehend classroom discussions and lessons, social problems 

such as truancy, drop-outs rates and low grades increased. Criticism from the minority community 

arose out of these social problems. ESL classes impeded participation in general classes where non-

English speaking children were pulled out of mainstream classes and put into separate classes; this 

was complicated by the fact that ESL programs were usually not conducted in conjunction with 

general curriculum. Students therefore were alienated from their peers and, their inability to participate 
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impeded the development of their self-esteem. Bilingual education program was developed from the 

weakness of ESL programs.

　　From the minority community’s criticism and the movement for equal educational opportunities, 

in dialogue with governmental need to remedy social problems, the 1968 Title VII and the laws 

discussed above were developed. All these educational policies, however, emphasized the assimilation 

mechanism to create a homogeneous, unified student body through bilingual programs rather than 

enhance children’s multi-cultural backgrounds. Indeed, bilingual education was initially no different, 

as Josue Gonzalez, author of “Bilingual Education: Ideologies of the Past Decade,” argues: “What 

legislators and witnesses alike had in mind was the use of bilingual instruction to bring about a 

transition from the use of the vernacular in informal situations to the exclusive use of English in the 

formal setting of the schools” (p. 26).

　　Even in the Lau vs. Nichols case, the minority’s view that bilingual education was an equal 

educational right was not fully understood and reflected in the court decision. The court of appeals 

determined that the Chinese community should be blamed for causing the language deficiency of the 

children, and stated that, “I merely wish to make plain that when, in another case, we are concerned 

with a very few youngsters, or with just a single child who speaks only German or Polish or Spanish 

or any other language other than English, I would not regard today’s decision. For me, numbers are at 

the heart of this case and my concurrence is to be understood accordingly” (Lau v. Nichols, 1974).

　　As I mentioned above, it is true that this remains the most significant federal decision protecting 

language minority educational rights; however, this should also be considered within the context 

of governmental policies, which are based on the perspective of educational approaches such as 

Assimilation-Compensation-Remedial described in the Part 2. Regardless of whether a program was 

ESL or bilingual education, the public accepted it as a means for language minority children to acquire 

English in order to assimilate into mainstream culture. In this sense, a bilingual education was seen 

merely as a more effective special language program for those children. Therefore, when the Japanese 

American parents attempted to establish a bilingual bicultural education program for their English-

speaking children, the public rejection of this program was overwhelming as it served not assimilation 

function of education, but the legitimization of minority groups.

Part 2. Different Approaches to Bilingual Education

　　Before I examine the JBBP program, I would like to define the different approaches to bilingual 

education based on the definitions in “Coming of Age in Bilingual Bicultural Education: A Historical 

Perspective” by Josue Gonzalez as follows:

　1.　Transitional: primarily for limited English-speaking children to teach the curriculum in both 

the child’s native language and English. The purpose is to teach English as a common language 

so that children may adjust to American society while child’s native language is used as a 
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means to present comprehensive material.

　2.　 Maintenance and Succession: primarily for minority children to teach the child’s own cultural 

heritage and native language. The purpose is to enhance the child’s self-esteem and create a 

positive self-image.

　3.　Recapture: primarily for English-speaking minority children to restore their ethnic language 

deprived them in previous history and present their cultural heritage to instill a positive self-

identity as an American with ethnic roots.

　4.　Enrichment: for all children including mainstream Americans. In this multi-ethnic and multi-

cultural society, it is important to learn and acquire other languages and cultures other than 

English. This type of the educational program enhances the growth of all children (Gonzales,  

p. 7-8).

 

　　Bilingual bicultural education is not only based upon the transitional approach but also on a 

recapture of cultural heritage, which is founded upon the notion of cultural pluralism. This new 

approach to bilingual education came about in part through the establishment of JBBP. As I stated 

above, JBBP basically consists of three categories of student groups: Japanese nationals, Japanese 

Americans, and others; the students thus have different needs, such as a transitional or a maintenance 

approach, which means that this program was not only viewed as a recapture program. However, the 

main force of its establishment was Japanese Americans, and the core philosophy is based particularly 

upon this group’s historical experience, as I demonstrate in Section III.

　　Thus, because of the diverse student body, the JBBP embodies all of the approaches mentioned, 

with particular emphasis on the recapture approach. The recapture approach became the basis when 

the group eventually sought to create the educational enrichment program. This program emphasizes 

the importance and acceptance of differences in culture and language of both mainstream children and 

children with multi-ethnic/cultural backgrounds; consequently it instills a global sense of America as 

a multicultural society. Indeed, when the JBBP began, the program had an ethnically well balanced 

quota of students. It helped the program to implement its enrichment approach, benefiting all the 

children with different backgrounds in the US.

　　I also would like to call attention to this recapture approach, which is considered radical as it is 

in conflict with the government’s educational goal based on assimilation and transitional approaches. 

The JBBP was formed by Japanese Americans, who historically have been considered a quiet, model 

minority that successfully assimilated into mainstream society. The JBBP was a turning point, bringing 

into focus the fact that this ethnic group turned its attention away from the assimilation process of 

schooling and moved towards strengthening its ethnic identity.
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Section II

Japanese Americans
Part 1: A Brief History of Japanese in the US

　　Japanese Americans are the only immigrant group in the U.S. who have specific linguistic 

terms for each generation of descendants from the original immigrant group. This generational 

consciousness has created a pattern of changing ideas, decisions and actions. We can understand that 

pattern through an examination of the history of Japanese in the United States, primarily through a 

brief examination of attitudes in American society towards each successive generation of Japanese 

Americans. An erosion in the assimilation process coupled with a strong ethnic identification from 

the first generation to the third generation is immediately apparent. The historical climate of each 

generation is an important factor that greatly influenced the movement towards recapturing Japanese 

culture.

　　The history of Japanese immigration to America can be traced back over 130 years to between 

the 1880s and the early 1900’s. The first generation of Japanese Americans are addressed as Issei, 

which means merely“first generation;”their off-springs are then Nisei,“second generation,” and the 

children of Nisei are the Sansei,“third generation.” Japanese immigration was forced to stop after 

1924 when the US Congress passed the New Immigration Law, also known as the Japanese Exclusion 

Act. The term“Issei”is only applied to that tremendous first wave of immigrants in the early part of 

the twentieth century, unduplicated thereafter. It is this unique history of Japanese immigration that 

created a Japanese American community built from one family tree with little interruption from a flow 

of new immigrants.

　　The first immigrants from Japan were primarily plantation workers who came to Hawaii in 1868. 

In 1869, the first group of immigrants arrived on the U.S. mainland. In 1882, the Chinese Exclusion 

Act was passed by the U.S. Congress, and after that America needed another source of “cheap labor” 

to replace the Chinese. In 1885, 900 Japanese immigrants arrived in Hawaii in accordance with the 

Japan-Hawaii (Kingdom) Treaty. More Japanese came to work on the plantations after Hawaii was 

annexed as a U.S. territory. On the mainland, as the demand for cheap labor increased, the Japanese 

started to migrate to the West Coast through Hawaii. 

　　This migration was in part caused by the fact that in Japan, the end of the Japan-Russo War 

resulted in an economic depression and created increased unemployment. These social factors forced 

many young men to seek opportunities abroad. During this time, the rapid influx of immigrants 

caused anti-Japanese sentiments in the United States. As early as 1893, a regulation was introduced 

by the San Francisco School Board that provided for the segregation of Japanese children within a 

public school, and in 1907 the School Board ordered the segregation of 93 Japanese students. After 

that, many anti-Japanese proposals were introduced to the legislature. In order to reduce tensions, 

Gentlemen’s Agreement was formalized in 1908 and Japan ceased further emigration to the U.S. 
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thereafter.

　　Around this time, Japanese immigrants, most of whom were single males, found a unique form 

of marriage. These marriages were arranged through the “picture bride” system, in which photos were 

exchanged between the two parties overseas. After 1910, distinct groups of Japanese women, who 

were wives of Japanese immigrants started to come into U.S. ports to join their husbands. Although 

Japan had stopped sending out immigrant laborers, the U.S. still accepted immediate relatives such 

as wives of immigrants established in America. This arranged marriage system enabled Issei men to 

marry Japanese women and bring them to America to start a family in the new land. This was a key 

point in the creation of the Japanese American family and community.

　　The Immigration Act of 1924 was passed by the U.S. Congress, and it prohibited all immigration 

to the United States from Japan. Thus, the first generation families had their beginning and end 

between 1885 (the arrival of the first group of the plantation workers to Hawaii) and 1924. There was 

subsequently no Japanese immigration until after the end of World War II. Postwar the U.S.- Japan 

Peace Treaty Act of 1952 reopened immigration from Japan. This gap of 28 years resulted in the 

growth of distinct generations of Japanese descendants uninterrupted by a continuous flow of new 

immigrants.

　　The internment of 120,000 Japanese on the West Coast in February 1942, two months after the 

bombing of Pearl Harbor, played a significant role in shattering the dignity of Japanese Americans. 

They were completely stripped of their already minimal political, economic, and social rights. To 

prove their loyalty, many American-citizen of the Nisei generation, who comprised two thirds of the 

interned, joined the 442nd Regimental Combat Team, which became the most decorated team in the 

U.S. Army. There were some who went to prison because they contended that their basic liberties 

should be restored before they went to war. There were also a few of Nisei who challenged the 

constitutionality of their incarceration through litigation. Later this painful part of their history became 

a unified rallying point for demands of redress and reparation.

Part 2: Issei, Nisei and Sansei

　　The transmittal of Japanese language and values to younger generations was in the hands of 

families, but through severe hardship this link to Japanese culture was broken in less than three 

generations of Japanese in America. The original Japanese immigrants, the Issei, suffered overt 

discrimination. To survive in America during a period of high anti-Japanese sentiment, they segregated 

themselves by forming self-sufficient communities. In larger cities such as San Francisco and Los 

Angeles, Japanese restaurants, newspaper companies, churches and temples, social clubs, stores, and 

resident hotels sprung up to provide a safe atmosphere while living in a hostile society. During this 

time, there were hardly any avenues open for the Issei to assimilate into mainstream life. As a result 

of these factors, their lives were controlled by a culture that they did not understand and felt unable to 
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influence.

　　The Issei envisioned a brighter future for the Japanese in America with the birth of the second 

generation, or Nisei children. Through the Nisei, who at birth were American citizens, successful 

acceptance of the Japanese could be achieved through higher education because Nisei would be better 

equipped to live in the mainstream society. However, the constant bombardment of desirable traits by 

a society with little tolerance for different ways of life, lead the Nisei towards denouncing their ethnic 

culture and assimilating. The reaction to this stress culminated in a type of self-hatred, wherein many 

of the Nisei tended to reject a Japanese identity. Some of the Nisei suffered from what was vulgarly 

referred to as a “banana” complex, which means that physically they were Asian and yellow skinned, 

but inside, their souls desired to be white. The banana complex describes the difficulty the Nisei had 

in deciding which culture was owed their primary loyalty. It is within this context that the Nisei, 

the generation that did not transmit Japanese language to the Sansei, the next generation, must be 

understood.

　　Many Sansei were born during and immediately after World War II, and they were primarily 

raised in middle-class surroundings with few overt ties to their grandparents heritage except for 

their skin color and facial features. Unlike the social climate their Nisei parents were raised in, 

the Sansei were growing up on college campuses with minority movements advocating pride and 

ethnic consciousness. Cultural conflicts were reconciled by integrating aspects of both Japanese and 

American cultures to develop the ethnic identity. From this generation, we inherit the term “Japanese 

American.”

Part 3: Sansei and Identity Crisis

　　After the internment, many Japanese had to start life all over again. They were stripped of 

their homes, businesses and their communities. In the immediate postwar period, after their release 

from relocation camps, many returned to take up residency in Japantown or Nihonmachi of San 

Francisco and Little Tokyo of Los Angeles areas, which had to be rebuilt. Despite their efforts to 

rebuild the community, in the late 1950s, a redevelopment project began which aimed to wipe out 

the ghettos and undeveloped areas in the big cities, and these areas included the Japanese enclaves. 

Until the early 1970s, over 3,000 families were uprooted from Japantown in San Francisco in order 

for the redevelopment project to proceed. The Issei and Nisei, in this sense, were evacuated by the 

government twice in their lifetimes. 

　　As the community was dispersed, campus activities flared. Many Sansei in their twenties began 

to join the Asian American student movements that flourished in conjunction with the civil rights 

movement during the same period. As mentioned previously, Sansei were raised by Nisei parents 

who attempted to assimilate into mainstream life. Some Sansei had fallen into an “identity crisis” 

which the civil rights movement made them face. As part of the identity crisis, Sansei questioned 
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their identification with the Anglo majority culture. Physically, Sansei look Japanese and some have 

knowledge of Japanese culture, but relatively little knowledge of the Japanese language, and are 

unable to communicate with their grandparents (Issei), who acted as the transmitters of history and 

culture. They heard about the Japanese internment of their parents and grandparents but they remained 

silent. The schools taught them about American history and Asian history, but not about Asians’ 

history in America nor the grounds and argument for the internment of citizens of the United States. 

　　The Sansei began to actively investigate their own history to find an answer to the question, 

“Who am I?” The search was explicitly tied into the movement to establish a new area of study, 

which educated Sansei about their ethnic heritage. Students requested that an Asian American Studies 

program be incorporated as a major at San Francisco State College in 1968, and again during the 

Third World Student Strike at University of California Berkeley in 1969.  The purpose of such a major 

program was be to learn about the distinct history and experiences of Asians in the United States. To 

have their demands met, an Asian American Task Force was formed. This group later served as one of 

the primary forces in establishing the Japanese Bilingual Bicultural Education Program (JBBP).

Part 4: The New Japanese American Community

　　That same minority fervor expressed in the Civil Rights Movement that had students striking for 

ethnic programs had motivated Japanese-Americans to return to the Japanese community. Students, 

comprising the bulk of the necessary manpower, devoted themselves to establishing community-based 

organizations and programs, under the realization that they must actively expose and combat racism. It 

should be noted that community organizations among Japanese Americans is not a new phenomenon, 

but that the concepts of ethnic pride and equality, the basis of these new organizations, was a new 

development that departed from traditional organizations, which were centered on an identity based 

upon exclusion. The community became a place where Sansei could identify themselves as Asian 

Americans: they also realized the significance of developing the community as it was related to their 

own growth.

　　In San Francisco, Japantown, 1969, the Japanese Community Youth Council (JCYC) was 

formed to provide educational services for youth groups. In 1971, Kimochi-Kai (Kimochi in Japanese 

means heart or thoughtfulness) was formed to provide social services for seniors and to learn ethnic 

heritage from Issei. In the same year, Japanese Community Services (JCS) was formed to serve the 

community in general, and this organization became one of the major forces in establishing the JBBP, 

which started its program in 1973. In 1974, Nihonmachi Little Friends (NLF), a Japanese bilingual 

multicultural day care center opened its doors, followed by Japantown Art and Media Workshop (JAM) 

and Nihonmachi Legal Outreach (NLO). Nihonmachi or Japantown was not rebuilt as a residential 

community, but as a center for cultural and service oriented organizations. In addition, the Committee 

Against Nihonmachi Eviction (CANE) was formed to fight against the destruction of the community 
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and the invasion of capitol from Japan. Their strong stand and direct action stripped off the label of 

Japanese Americans as a “silent model minority.” JBBP was born in this community. These Sansei 

parents who were active members of the community raised the request of Japanese bilingual education 

program in the public school system. 

Section III

Japanese Bilingual Bicultural Education Program (JBBP)
Part 1. Brief History

　　In the years following the civil rights movement, racial and ethnic minorities established 

numerous grass-roots programs for the benefit of their community. The programs themselves may be 

considered minor, but when put together they reveal a new pattern of behavior in minority affairs. This 

pattern is a form of civil rights movement, usually referred to as a “minority movement.” In short, 

in those years, minority communities were assuming an increasingly energetic role in the conduct of 

local policy. It suggests that despite the varied nature of the programs, such programs all stemmed 

from a shared concept of equality, and the acquired notion of a multicultural community. Indeed, some 

people were bold and assertive in exhibiting a scarcely restrained cultural pride. Certainly some of 

these characteristics can be seen in the Japanese American approach towards JBBP.

　　This new sense of community concern in minority social status can be discerned in the Japanese 

American community’s changed attitudes toward the establishment of the JBBP. On February 21, 

1973, the community held a forum titled “What the public education is doing for the Japanese 

child?” The question of the role of public education in the Americanization process was the starting 

point of discussion at this forum, which was sponsored by three community organizations: Japanese 

Community Services, Japanese Speaking Society, and the Asian American Task Force. Reflecting 

the principles of these organizations, the idea of a Japanese bilingual education, expanded into a 

bicultural program and an Asian American Studies Program. Each organization publicized their view 

of bilingual, bicultural education in the local Japanese newspapers as follows:

　1.　Representing the community concern of the needs of limited English speaking Japanese 

children such as new immigrants, businessmen’s children, etc. was the view held by the 

Japanese Speaking Society.

　2.　Representing the concern of parents and positive self image, learning about cultural heritage 

and language related to children’s personal growth, was the view of Japanese Community 

Services.

　3.　Representing the Japanese American view to maintain cultural heritage and expose all grade 

levels to this in order to build positive self-image as well as an awareness of an Asian American 

identity, was the view of Asian American Task Force.

　　Seventy-five people attended the forum. Discussion was focused on concept of the bilingual 
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bicultural education. At this forum a Steering Committee was formed to direct future activities 

pursuant to:

　1.　Establish a bilingual bicultural education program

　2.　Strengthen existing Japanese language classes

　3.　Create an Asian American Studies courses

　　Also at the forum, a subsequent community forum regarding the proposal was scheduled for 

March 30, 1973, and at this meeting parents were able to sign their children up for the program. 

Everything moved smoothly after the first forum, reflecting strong community interest and parent 

involvement. Community service groups, religious groups, and prominent community members began 

to support and endorse the program and to voice their advocacy of this program to the City Board of 

Education.  

　　On April 5, 1973, the proposal for the program was presented to the Board of Education 

Curriculum Committee and was approved. The proposal drawn up was as follow:

　1.　For kindergarten to sixth grade, a bilingual/bicultural program was to be included in the general 

curriculum.

　2.　Establish Japanese language classes and Asian American Studies Courses at the junior high 

school level.

　3.　Expand the Japanese language programs and Asian American Studies at the high school level.

　　The next obstacle was to get the proposal budgeted. The Steering Committee had to put pressure 

on the Budget Committee in order to have any funds allocated for the program, because the Budget 

Committee had their own constituencies to whom they were obligated, and the budget was often 

predetermined. At the same time, the Steering Committee also asked for federal funding under the 

Emergency School Act. There was a constant need to search for alternative funding channels within 

the bureaucratic hierarchy of the local, state, and federal government. For example, to apply for 

district funds, they needed approval from the budget committee of the Board of Education.

　　On May 15, 1973, over sixty people attended the Budget Committee hearing. Many of them 

brought along their children. Because of the large interest group and the presence of the children, their 

request was placed earlier on the agenda. However, the proposed program was not included in the 

1973-74 school budget due to the lack of available funds. Enormous effort was required to obtain a 

relatively small amount of funding, and yet the program was placed on a priority list. Ultimately the 

establishment of the program depended upon the final decision of the budget meeting. While it was 

enough to discourage many people, the Steering Committee never gave up.

　　The next step was to appear before the full Board of Education. Under very difficult 

circumstances, the Steering Committee continued to work on necessary details, such as recruiting 

teachers with knowledge of the Japanese language and culture, enrollment of students, including non-

Japanese, finding program sites and arranging transportation, and many other details. Throughout it 
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all, the Steering Committee acted on the presumption that they would have funds allocated to them. 

In response, the school district administration was uncooperative. They neither gave the committee a 

list of teachers with a Japanese background who were currently employed by the school district, nor 

informed children in grades K-3 about the program. Finally caving to community pressure, such as 

letters, telephone calls, and interviews with media sources, the Superintendent agreed to cooperate. 

At the same time, the only available funds were a small grant the Japan Foundation had given for 

educational materials. The Steering Committee planned and organized activities to raise funds, such 

bake sales, garage sales, and soliciting private donations.

　　On July 25, 1973, a community forum was held regarding the school site, selection of teachers, 

transportation, recruitment of students, curriculum and parent participation. On August 7, the Board 

of Education approved the budget, and fifty-nine thousand dollars was granted to the JBBP. The funds 

were allotted to do the following:

　1.　Establish two Japanese language courses at the junior high school level

　2.　Establish a Japanese bilingual bicultural program for grades K-2 with two teachers and three 

instructional aides

In September 1973, the Japanese Bilingual Bicultural Education Program (JBBP) started with sixty 

two students at Emerson Elementary School, San Francisco.

Part 2. My Experience in JBBP

　　In 1975 I first joined this program. I had just come to the United States from Japan and my 

ability to use English was weak. I was very happy, therefore, to find a program that offered me the 

opportunity to use my Japanese language skills. I began to work as a student intern and in 1977, I 

was hired as an instructional aide. I first taught third and fifth grades, eventually also teaching first 

grade children until 1979. During this period at the beginning of JBBP, I witnessed very active parent 

participation in the program. They still carried on with the spirit which created the program. There 

were always parent and staff meetings, and nothing could be finalized until the Parents Advisory 

Committee approved it. 

　　The Parents Advisory Committee consists of eleven sub-committees under the executive board.

These were transportation, curriculum, political action, site & transportation, personnel, bylaws, fund 

raising, recruitment & publicity, goals & objectives, social & hospitality, and classroom coordinators. 

Each committee includes teachers, instructional aides and parents. The committee reflects the fact 

that this program was established through the parents’ hard work and initiative, from the sites of the 

school, to the transportation for students and the hiring of teachers. There was incredible parental 

involvement in negotiating for the school buses and other activities. The parents were fully committed 

to help guide and develop the program. 

　　The subcommittees performed the day to day management of the program. To someone like me, 
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familiar only with school systems managed by the school officials and administrators, this style of 

the management was a great surprise. Indeed, my position at the school depended upon the parents’ 

committee: in regards to hiring and firing teachers, the parents advisory committee made the final 

decision. When I was hired as an instructional aide, I was interviewed by a group of parents, teachers, 

and fellow instructional aides. 

　　In order to develop the curriculum it was necessary to conduct research and create new teaching 

materials. The collective work of professionals and parents made it possible to start the program 

with a well-organized Japanese language segment and original material for use in the classroom. The 

curriculum committee contacted several existing Japanese schools in Los Angeles, California, and 

Hawaii. One of the Japanese schools in Honolulu was instrumental in helping to collect the teaching 

materials. 

　　The difficulties of starting the program were endless. To set the transportation, and keep the site 

and budget to maintain the program was a constant battle. The increase of students and expanded 

classes required the Parents Committee to find new school sites every year. Programs which were 

created by parents had to be maintained by the parents because there was very little protection from  

the School District. The position of the school was precarious as the school administration viewed 

these programs as extra weight in an increasingly tight financial period. 

　　In 1978, the program administrators changed and the program policy also changed to reflect a 

stricter adherence to the state and district’s guidelines. These guidelines required at least one-third of 

limited-English speaking students be envolled in order to receive funding. There were not many new 

immigrants in the Japanese community. Therefore, the target population of limited-English speaking 

students shifted to include the children of businessmen, who only stayed in the program for a short 

period of time. They generally used the program for the children to acquire English skills before 

transferring to a regular American school. To meet the needs of these students, therefore, the JBBP 

also prepared traditional ESL materials. At the same time, they had to emphasize major subjects 

such as English reading, writing and math in order to demonstrate their high academic achievement. 

In terms of approach to bilingual education, the policy of the school was changing to fit a narrower 

adhesion to the transitional approach. The attitude towards the instructional aides, most of whom 

were Japanese speaking, also changed. The role of the aides had been equivalent to that of a teacher, 

but aides became essentially a teacher’s assistant. In protest of this inequality, in June 1979, nine out 

of thirteen aides, including myself, resigned from the program. It is hard to maintain a program with 

the same spirit and principles that led to its creation, especially programs which are created from an 

independent spirit. 

　　I have always, however, had a strong desire to write about the full meaning and history of the 

JBBP before it is lost. This is because even after I resigned my position, I strongly believed that the 

establishment of the JBBP was historically significant as a model case of a minority educational 
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program. Here is a summary of the statements submitted to the San Francisco Board of Education by 

the parents’ steering committee in 1973 that clearly declared their educational philosophy and vision 

toward multicultural society. I believe that this statement describes the reasons for my enthusiasm and 

belief in the program: “In an era where international relations affect us daily, in a city that is proud 

of its pluralistic heritage. Bilingual programs enrich and enhance the educational system not only 

for children of these ethnic backgrounds but also for all American children. We are a valid part of 

America. Let our children learn about their cultural heritages and their languages along with American 

culture and general curriculum. Let all children enjoy and appreciate each other’s differences as well 

as similarities” (Steering Committee Speech, 1973). This is a philosophy that continues to be an 

important and often overlooked pillar of global education today. 

Conclusion   

　　In conclusion, the JBBP reflects the minority movement in the educational sector and their 

attempts to further the rights of all racial and ethnic minority groups. The means to accomplishing this 

task were threefold:

　1.  As an educational rights movement, not only for the language minority, but for all racial and 

ethnic minority groups, such as English-speaking second and third generations of immigrants.

　2.  As a cultural movement to enhance the ethnic background and language of the minority groups.

　3.  As a special education language program for minority groups to restore the loss of a language 

other than English or to maintain an ethnic language.

Firstly, the emphasis of this program is on its effort to recapture the Japanese culture and to educate all 

groups of children with a common goal of legitimizing multiculturalism. This ideology vividly reflects 

the conflict between the melting pot theory as opposed to supporting the maintenance of diverse 

ethnic and linguistic minorities within the larger society. Although the efforts to place the JBBP in a 

public school setting was met with severe resistance, the conflict no longer centered around conflicting 

ideologies, but rather around practical matters, mainly involving financial support.

　　My interview with the original members of the parents' steering committee revealed the desire 

to legitimize Japanese American culture in the school system. The contrasting imagery of Japanese 

Americans who are quick to accept and assimilate into the mainstream society, while at the same time  

fighting to maintain an ethnic cultural identity, can be found in the Japanese community structure of 

non-English speaking first generation (Issei) and non-Japanese speaking third generation (Sansei). 

Within a short span of three generations, the Japanese Americans lost the ability to speak the Japanese 

language. According to the Sansei parents of the JBBP, this loss was not a choice that was made 

freely, but was an adaptation forced upon this group during periods of high anti-Japanese sentiment 

for mere survival. With the inspiration of the civil rights movement and its understanding of majority 
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societal pressures upon minority groups, the Sansei insisted on the responsibility public education had 

to transmit their language and culture for the sake of the future generations. The JBBP movement is an 

expression of a minority group’s educational perspective based on the ideology of social equality.

 　　Secondly, this is also a cultural movement to create a positive self image for minority children. 

If the idea of bilingualism is to guide minority people towards a new identity as a minority American, 

then JBBP embodied this concept. When we use the term bilingualism, we imply neither a complete 

entry nor a total rejection of the mainstream culture, but rather the creation of a new American culture.

 Thirdly, the teaching of an ethnic language is considered to be valued on the same level as the English 

language. If a minority group or culture is recognized as a legitimate sector of American society, 

then the language of that group must not be presented as a second (or second class) language but one 

that has equal standing with the English language since it is a key element in creating a new cultural 

identity. Language is not seen a means of communicating ideas but as a tool for transmitting values. It 

may be looked upon as a mirror reflecting personality types, style and character. Language maintains 

and embodies cultural values and culture must have language to continue its existence. This is why 

the Japanese American parents were so adamant that their children learn the Japanese language, 

since culture and language go hand in hand and cannot be separated. Language is an indispensable 

element for the growth of children as a new American. Bilingual education was seen as an inevitable 

mechanism to fulfill this need.

　　This program does not create a link to Japanese national culture but rather it restores that link 

which was lost to form a permanent foundation for the development of a new identity, that of a 

Japanese American. The goals for JBBP reflect the above mentioned as follows:

　1.  To seek social and political equality for minority groups within the USA.

　2.  To enhance the culture and language of racial/ethnic minorities to instill a sense of  self-esteem 

as a unique cultural and/or language group.

　3.  To create a new value system to develop a new group of citizens as a minority American.

　　Education is not merely the act of teaching or being taught, but it is a process involving two 

interacting parties from which new values and new ideas are developed. Education needs different 

parties to provide the catalytic element that will create new resources. In a land filled with such a rich 

and colorful mixture of people, America provides an ideal setting for this educational process to occur.

　　Great care must be placed on this multiethnic and multicultural society. It is these differences 

that have caused the minority movement to enrich America. We must recognize the United States 

of America as a microscope of global processes and learn from its experiences to advance our 

educational system in the 21st century.
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A Tale of Two Trilingual Princes: Exploring the Cross-Cultural 
Perceptions of Non-Japanese University Students

Danford Chun

Abstract: Non-Japanese trilingual students who grew up in Japan and are studying full-time at Japanese 

universities represent a linguistically privileged yet socially marginalized sliver of the EFL student population in 

Japan. Although English has been criticized as a weapon used by western imperialists to colonize and subjugate 

non-western peoples, in this particular sociolinguistic ecological context it is used to empower the marginalized. 

As an additive agent in self-identity development, this case study argues that English can aid EFL learners in 

battling linguistic imperialism by equipping them with a powerful voice that can be heard by a more inclusive 

global audience beyond local, monolingual borders. The investigation explores the cross-cultural perceptions 

of this extraordinary group as well as the implications for TESOL advocates of social justice, multicultural 

diversity education, and World Englishes, and how these intertwine and weave conceptions of EFL literacy and 

learner identity.

Keywords: Multicultural education, English as an International Language, World Englishes

要約

　日本で育ち日本の大学に通っている多言語話者である非日本人学生は、言語の上ではある種の特

権を有しているようにみられるが、日本において外国語として英語を学ぶ学生（EFL： English as a 

Foreign Language）の数の多さからすると社会的には軽んじられているのが実情である。英語は西洋

の帝国主義者たちが非西洋の人々を植民地化し服従させる一つの武器であるとして批判されてきた

が、前述の文脈における軽んじられている学生たちに対しては力を与えるものといえる。この論文に

おいては、英語を外国語として学ぶ者に対して英語がなしうることを示すが、それはある地域や単一

言語の領域を超えてより多くの人々に届く力強い声により言語帝国主義に抗うことを意味する。この

研究では、TESOL（Teaching English to speakers of other language：他言語話者に英語を教えること）

が唱えている社会正義や文化の多様性教育や World Englishes に言及するだけでなく、英語を外国語

として学ぶ者の異文化理解についても触れている。そしてこれらがどのように英語を外国語として学

ぶ者の読み書き能力やアイデンティティという概念を作り上げているのかについても検討する。

キーワード：　多文化教育、共通語としての英語、世界的な英語

Introduction

　　It has been said that intellectual honesty often requires biting the hand that feeds it. Whether 

done willfully or reluctantly, for TESOL professionals aware of the powerful influence the English 

language asserts upon its users and non-users worldwide, the quest for an intellectually honest 

discourse surrounding its proliferation and usage must be addressed in an ethical, transparent manner. 

As Japanese universities internationalize to compete for government funding and climb the world 
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rankings ladder (see “Universities get yen for ranking,” 2014), English becomes an even more 

valuable commodity. The following counter-stories of two non-Japanese, trilingual males studying 

as full-time university students in Japan provide insight into the cross-cultural perceptions of an 

emerging group of linguistically privileged yet socially marginalized individuals. It is hoped that the 

issues unearthed in this case study will motivate university administrators, instructors, and students 

to engage in meaningful dialogue about the impact historical, sociolinguistic, and cultural forces have 

had and continue to exert upon non-Japanese students in Japan.

Literature Review

On Being Pure Japanese

　　The widely held view by many Japanese people of what it means to be pure Japanese is that an 

individual has Japanese nationality under the law, has Japanese blood lineage, and has internalized 

Japanese culture (Fukuoka, 2000). This refers to people who are native speakers of Japanese, who 

hold Japanese citizenship, who adhere to Japanese cultural behaviors, and whose ancestors were 

Japanese (Hammond, 2006). According to the 2010 census, the population of foreign residents in 

Japan stood at 1.28% of Japan’s total population of approximately 128 million people (Statistics 

Bureau, Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications, Japan, 2011). Ethnic minority groups in 

Japan include the indigenous Ainu of Hokkaido (Uchida et al., 1994), the Uchinanchu people of the 

former Ryukyu Kingdom of Okinawa (Keyso, 2000), the ethnic Korean population in Japan (Hirasawa, 

1991), the Chinese communities of Japan (Maher, 1995), and recent South American immigrants of 

Japanese descent (Hirataka et al., 2001). Lie (2001) concludes that these minority populations in Japan 

are very difficult to account for because neither governmental nor sociological surveys incorporate 

ethnic diversity. Moreover, minority groups such as ethnic Koreans may try to blend in as mainstream 

Japanese to avoid discrimination (Hicks, 1997).

　　Although several minority populations exist in Japan, a lingering attitude prevails that Japan 

is a country of one culture, one language, one race, and one ethnicity (Uchida et al., 1994) with no 

significant problems facing minorities (Fukuoka, 2000). Summarizing the work of various scholars, 

Noguchi (2001) notes that this rigid, monolithic image of one Japan was concocted by the emperor of 

the Meiji period (1868-1912) in an effort to standardize Japanese education and language with the aim 

of raising national pride in the face of more technologically advanced western nations. In conjunction 

with the creation myth of the Japanese as an elite race of people descended from Shinto gods, this 

nationalism was bred to unite the Japanese people and justify their racial and cultural superiority 

(Noguchi, 2001). The homogeneity construct also helped to further justify the assimilation of all other 

ethnic groups by stripping them of their languages and cultures until their very histories and identities 

were overwritten (Noguchi, 2001).
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Internationalization in Japan

　　The Japanese term kokusaika (internationalization) was coined in the 1980s and refers to 

westernization or Americanization with a focus on learning English while championing Japanese 

culture (Schneer, 2007). To many Japanese people, speaking English is synonymous with being an 

internationally-minded, middle-class citizen (Kubota, 2002). However, in a study of the effect of 

globalization upon the local linguistic ecology of a rural Japanese community, Kubota (2009) debunks 

the myth that English is the lingua franca of choice in most international contexts. She also discovered 

that some Japanese participants felt that dealing with non-westerners in Japan was a superficial, 

unnecessary form of kokusaika that did not contribute to true internationalization (Kubota, 2009). 

Unlike native English-speakers, uninvited foreigners (e.g., non-English speaking migrant workers) 

are expected to assimilate into monolingual Japanese society, suggesting that many Japanese people 

therefore value an exclusive bilingualism involving fluency in Japanese and English, but not other 

languages (Kubota, 2009). 

　　Despite their perceived superiority, many Japanese have a deep admiration for western countries, 

in particular North America and Europe (Lie, 2001). Hammond (2006) reports hearing Japanese 

people say they have a racial inferiority complex to Caucasians but not to other foreigners. In the 

Japanese media, the fair-skinned Caucasian with blonde hair and blue eyes is the stereotypical symbol 

of Japanese internationalization (Simon-Maeda, 2004), and whites are overwhelmingly featured 

in TV commercials endorsing Japanese products (Nakanishi, 2002). Kubota (1998, 2002) argues 

that Japanese students have been subconsciously influenced by the social, cultural, and historical 

backdrops that reflect symbolic colonialism and the superiority of English, whiteness, and British or 

Anglo-American culture. In a study of Japanese university students, Chiba, Matsuura, and Yamamoto 

(1995) discovered that positive descriptors such as friendly, elegant, and skilled were used more 

often for white speakers from the United Kingdom and the United States than for non-white English 

speakers from countries such as Hong Kong, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, and Japan.

Racism and Multicultural Education in TESOL

 　Race and racism are controversial topics that inevitably surface in the worldwide practice of 

teaching English. Hammond (2006) defines racism as a construct that perpetuates unequal relations of 

power through inferiorization, a process in which the other is rendered inferior to the self. Scheurich 

(1997) identifies epistemological racism as based on the knowledge and practices that privilege white 

European modernist civilization. The world’s most influential philosophers, social scientists, and 

educators have been predominantly white males, and the world epistemologies that influence the 

ways in which we think, analyze, socialize, and educate have been largely developed within this racial 

and cultural framework (Scheurich, 1997). Epistemological racism is ingrained in North American 

textbooks and affects a spectrum of academic disciplines ranging from biology to history to English, 
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constructing and perpetuating the racial stereotypes and white hegemony stemming from western 

imperialism (Willinsky, 1998).

　　Institutionalized racism has particular significance for TESOL’s role in the global spread 

of English when constructing the norm with regard to what is legitimate linguistic and cultural 

knowledge (Matsuda, 2002). Kubota (2006) argues that institutional or structural racism is ubiquitous 

and shapes social relations, practices, and institutional structures in which ideas of equal rights, 

universalism, humanism, and democracy were not necessarily extended to non-favored groups (Kubota 

& Lin, 2006). Holliday & Aboshiha (2009) identify the contradictions within the contemporary 

European dilemma of an imagined creed of universalism, equal treatment, and humanism that 

nevertheless segregates humanity into a hierarchy of races and cultures. Collins (1998) censures the 

hypocritical paradox of white descendants of colonizers who publicly claim to be advocates for the 

marginalized through an outward promotion of equality, yet justify their own privileged status in the 

racial hierarchy. Lin (2004) argues that whiteness exerts its power as an invisible and unmarked norm 

against which all others are racially and culturally defined, labeled, and made inferior. A familiar 

example of institutionalized racism in TESOL is the worldwide practice of hiring predominantly white 

English teachers. Racial stereotypes that reinforce the superiority of white native English speakers 

may also prevent L2 learners from communicating with others in foreign languages other than English 

(Chiba, Matsuura & Yamamoto, 1995).

　　Multiculturalism is a set of beliefs through which education, the media, government policy 

and other institutions deal with an influx of people from different nations and cultural backgrounds 

(Holliday & Aboshiha, 2009). Kubota (2004) characterizes normative multiculturalist education as a 

non-offensive, egalitarian approach that glosses over the real issue of white privilege by focusing on 

superficial differences among diverse cultures and peoples and perpetuating familiar stereotypes of 

the exotic and romanticized other. Kumaravadivelu (2007) condemns normative multiculturalism for 

its patronizing oversimplification of complex identities through its superficial focus on food, clothing, 

festivals, and ceremonies. A familiar illustration would be western tourists who view the non-western 

world as a place to experience and collect culture as an exotic commodity (Jordan & Weedon, 

1995). Spears (1999) exposes the normative approach to multiculturalism as neoracist due to its 

rationalization of the oppressive hierarchies that blame the lower achievement of minority groups on 

dysfunctional attitudes, values, and orientations that do not measure up to the white norm. Moreover, 

the normative approach focuses primarily on blatant forms of racism, thus allowing favored groups 

to deny harboring any racist attitudes and to evade responsibility for eradicating social injustice (van 

Dijk, 1993).

　　At the other end of the spectrum, Hammond (2006) defines critical multicultural education as an 

approach that promotes social justice and equality through an intense scrutiny of the power and politics 

that dominate and maintain subordination in various dimensions of local and global society. Teachers 
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and students are challenged to identify and analyze the hidden, biased discourses that mold the social 

structures and worldviews that privilege dominant white American and European cultures and deeply 

imbue the fabric of English curricula and instruction (Hammond, 2006). A familiar example within 

America’s diverse population is affirmative action, pitting members of the privileged white middle-

class majority who may condemn it as an unfair policy versus their minority counterparts who may 

view it is a step forward in rectifying the racial, ethnic, gender, and socioeconomic inequalities in the 

United States.

World Englishes and English as an International Language

　　Kachru (1985) identifies the use of English worldwide in terms of the inner-circle variety used by 

native speakers from Anglophone countries such as the United Kingdom, the United States, Canada, 

Australia, New Zealand, and Ireland; the outer-circle of former British colonies scattered throughout 

Asia and Africa (e.g., India, Nigeria); and the expanding-circle of other countries in which English is 

learned as a foreign language (e.g., Japan, Brazil). The English language has splintered into countless 

regional varieties, and although American or British English still dominate as pure or authentic norm-

providers for English usage worldwide (Matsuda, 2002), their grip has weakened as countries of the 

outer-circle have diverged linguistically (Kachru, 2005).

　　Fairclough (2006) defines globalization as the international system of networks and 

interconnections, including the flow of people, goods, money, intergovernmental networks, and 

discourses. In contrast, globalism is the process by which the United States and its allies seek to 

extend their power across the globe through the imposition of neoliberal market economics, whether 

through hard power (i.e., military intervention in the affairs of sovereign states) or soft power 

(i.e., language, cultural or religious practices) (Fairclough, 2006). The teaching of English in the 

globalization discourse is inextricably linked to its worldwide spread; its changes in forms, functions, 

and users; the politics associated with the language; its coexistence with indigenous languages; its 

use as the medium of education or language of law; and its function in international communication 

(Phillipson, 1992). In South Korea, Shin (2006) contends that English is commonly constructed as 

the international language of an elite global community of educated, privileged citizens from the 

United States and other wealthy inner-circle countries. The association between English speakers and 

transnational educated elite stems from the worldwide belief that a mastery of English enables one to 

work in international contexts (Shin, 2006). In Japan, English is similarly viewed as a gateway to parts 

of the world that would otherwise not be accessible to most Japanese people (Matsuda, 2002).

　　The teaching of English as an International Language (EIL) versus the dominant inner-circle 

model transpires an inevitable debate about the way English is portrayed, perceived, and taught in 

countries where it is neither an official language nor the native language of the majority. Kubota (1998) 

points out that TESOL in Japan has centered on inner-circle forms of English and promulgated western 
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perspectives at the expense of other global sociolinguistic viewpoints. Matsuda (2002) discovered 

that nearly all of the introductory textbooks approved by the Japanese Ministry of Education were 

based exclusively on American or British English with hardly any representations of English speakers 

from the outer- or expanding-circles. Matsuda (2003) argues that the Anglocentric view of English is 

prevalent among Japanese students, and English teaching in Japan is a raced practice with preference 

for white native speakers as teachers. Simon-Maeda (2004) points out how native English speaking 

teachers from western countries are revered by the Japanese as “sacred dispensers of standard 

English” (p. 422) “entrusted with teaching subject matter of considerable sociopolitical value” (p. 

419). Pennycook (2007), however, questions the assumption of native-speaker authority that underlies 

teaching inner-circle varieties of English, which relegates speakers from other circles to an inferior 

position and undermines their ability to empower themselves with English.

　　The inner-circle-based curriculum has also been criticized for its failure to critically examine the 

history and politics of the English language worldwide. Phillipson (1992) warns of the devastating 

effects of Linguistic Imperialism, which takes place when English supplants other languages, resulting 

in users of English accumulating linguistic capital while non-English users are dispossessed of their 

languages and their territories. Phillipson (2009) argues that exercising the choice of whether one 

should learn English or not is a luxury that the world's underprivileged do not enjoy. Rubagumya (2004) 

bleakly articulates the African perspective, in which the neoliberal capitalist market has replaced 

imperial armies in the new global village run by a few almighty chiefs who reign economically and 

militarily over masses of powerless villagers, giving false hopes that everyone can have equal access 

to English. Moreover, a lack of awareness of the potential power struggles associated with English 

learning and usage may cause learners to internalize a colonialistic view of the world (Pennycook, 

1998) and devalue their own status in international communication due to their irreversible, peripheral 

position (Phillipson, 1992). Pennycook (2007) further criticizes the World English model for its 

unquestioning deference to the inner-circle as the norm-providing default position, rendering non-

standard varieties of English illegitimate or useless. International understanding is often emphasized 

as an essential element of English language teaching, yet the symbolic colonialism behind English 

teaching coupled with the perceived illegitimacy of World Englishes may prevent EFL learners from 

fully affirming linguistic and cultural diversity (Kubota & McKay, 2009).

　　In contrast, an EIL-based curriculum is designed to address the colonial past, the postcolonial 

present, and the power inequality associated with its history (Phillipson, 1992). Morgan (1998) 

contends that language is used to put people in their place, and people use language to change 

where they have been placed. As the foreign wave continues to spread across Japan and more 

Japanese people experience living abroad (Noguchi, 2001), ethnic minorities in Japan have become 

increasingly vocal (Mannan & Befu, 1991). Kubota (1998) adds that a critical awareness of the 

power of English along with communicative skills in English can enable marginalized individuals to 
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transform their psychological biases through using “English as a weapon for social transformation” (p. 

304). Simon-Maeda (2004) shares the example of a 2nd generation Korean-Japanese EFL teacher who 

studied abroad in the United States in order to become fluent in English as a way to fight Japanese 

discrimination by mastering the language of the people whom the Japanese admire.

Methodology

Data Collection

　　To gain insight into the cross-cultural perceptions of non-Japanese trilingual students who grew 

up in Japan and are studying as full-time students at Japanese universities, the interviewer used the 

method of counter-storytelling (Delgado, 2000). Solôrzano and Yosso (2002) define the counter-

story as a method of telling the stories of people (e.g., minorities) who may be suffering from 

marginalization, whose voices are seldom heard and experiences not often shared. It is also a tool 

for analyzing, challenging, and exposing hidden forms of racism in everyday interactions with those 

who are racially, ethnically, and socioeconomically privileged (Ladson-Billings, 1999). Simon-Maeda 

(2004) suggests that storytelling analysis has been used to observe how speakers use narratives to 

display a particular version of self and to understand their everyday worlds. Ochs and Capps (2001) 

identify storytelling not only as a social exchange in which interlocutors build an account of life 

events but also as a tool for collaboratively reflecting upon specific situations and their place in the life 

histories of the storytellers.

　　Phenomenological interviewing (Seidman, 2006) was the method used for acquiring the 

counter-stories for this investigation. This method examines the life history of participants with the 

goal of having them reconstruct and re-examine their experiences in the context of their lives in 

order to acquire meaning. A total of 27 interview questions were arranged into three categories: life 

history, contemporary experience, and reflection on meaning. The interview questions were phrased 

intentionally in an open-ended fashion in order to safeguard the researcher from inadvertently biasing 

the participants’ responses (Moussu & Llurda, 2008).

　　Due to space limitations, the two most compelling counter-stories will be explored for the 

purposes of this investigation. The participants agreed to volunteer for the study after informed 

consent was obtained and it was clearly understood that pseudonyms would be used to protect their 

identities. Because the interviewer understood that the interview process could lead participants to 

divulge information they may later regret having shared (Kirsch, 1999), they were informed explicitly, 

both verbally and in writing, that they may choose not to answer any question or even discontinue the 

interview at any time if they feel uncomfortable or uneasy (see Appendix). By mutual consent, the 

investigator also agreed not to record the interview but instead took notes for later transcription. This 

was done to ensure the safest, most confidential environment possible for the participants to openly 
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share their cross-cultural experiences and their views on language learning without the fear of being 

gossiped about or judged. The interviews were conducted entirely in English in the privacy of the 

researcher’s office during regular university hours. The participants were informed in advance that the 

interview would last approximately 45 minutes. However, once the interviews began, each participant 

got into such a verbal flow that each interview was extended to approximately two hours apiece.

Target Population

　　Mike and Rob (pseudonyms) are freshmen attending a private, co-educational Japanese 

university located in one of western Japan’s largest metropolitan areas. As Asian males, they blend in 

phenotypically with their Japanese peers but are among a hidden handful of trilingual, transnational 

students on campus. Unlike the typical international student who was born and raised in a foreign 

country and is studying Japanese as a foreign language at a Japanese university for a semester or a 

year, Mike and Rob are both classified as regular full-time students at the university. They became 

friends after meeting at an international conversation club where students can play English games 

and practice conversation with native English-speaking staff and other students. Both Mike and 

Rob identify English as their third language along with Japanese (their second language) and their 

respective heritage languages (Mandarin Chinese and Tagalog Filipino, respectively). Although their 

childhood experiences growing up in Japan bear striking similarities, the individual coping strategies 

they devised to resolve cross-cultural conflict provide a valuable lens for examining the perceptions of 

this intriguing group of non-traditional students emerging across Japanese university campuses.

Mike (Age 20, Chinese)

　　Mike is a first-year student from Shanghai, the most populous metropolitan city in the PRC 

(People’s Republic of China), who first came to Japan as an 11-year old 6th grader. Tall and bearded, 

upon meeting him for the first time he seems much older than many of his undergraduate peers. When 

asked about how he first came to Japan, he recounts the story of how his father, a former chef at a 

four-star hotel restaurant in China, had brought his family over to Japan a year after he had relocated 

to start his own Chinese restaurant. Mike’s father had decided to follow in the footsteps of a family 

friend who had come to Japan five years earlier and successfully managed to start her own business.

　　When asked about his childhood experiences growing up in China before he had come to Japan, 

Mike recalls a life of hardship as a student at a highly-competitive elementary school that was under 

the auspices of a prestigious university. He shares about the corporal punishment he had to endure 

from teachers who would hit him on the shoulder with a steel rod if he did not finish his assigned 

homework, which was always too much for any student to possibly complete. He recalls taking tests 

every weekend and having to write reports of 1,000 kanji (Chinese characters) as a primary school 

5th-grader. He also describes in vivid detail the brutal one-hour commute to and from school every 
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day on an overcrowded bus with no air-conditioning that was so unbearably packed that he sometimes 

had to enter through a window and sit or stand wherever he could find room. These hardships led his 

parents, whom Mike describes as non-traditional by Chinese standards, to move to Japan in search of 

better opportunities for their family. In addition, he describes how the government had suppressed and 

banned nearly all local regional languages from Chinese public schools, including his family’s native 

Shanghainese, in favor of standard Beijing Mandarin, the lingua franca of the PRC.

　　Mike begins to open up candidly about the difficulties he faced as a 6th grader from China in 

his first year of elementary school in Japan, especially his struggles to acquire Japanese, a language 

he had never studied prior to his arrival. He remembers the initial kindness shown by his teacher 

and some of his classmates who helped him to learn Japanese. After some obvious hesitation, he 

describes in chilling detail his first incident with classmates who ganged up on him. It took place on 

an overnight excursion to a rinkan gakko (“school in the mountains”) with his teachers and fellow 

classmates. He remembers oversleeping one morning, so in order to teach him a lesson, the other 

students kicked him mercilessly and locked him in the futon (mattress) closet. At another time during 

this field trip, while eating dried Chinese plums he spit the seeds out onto the grass, something he 

says is commonplace among kids in China. Unfortunately, this angered some of his classmates to the 

point where they began hitting him until he was left bloodied and unconscious. To add insult to injury, 

his teachers neither acknowledged the incidents nor punished the offenders. When asked why he did 

not tell his parents about what had happened to him on the excursion, he said he did not want them to 

worry about him because they were too busy running their new Chinese restaurant. This marked his 

initiation into the brutal world of the well-documented practice of Japanese bullying and harassment, 

which Mike had to endure on a daily basis until he reached junior high school. During this difficult 

period of his childhood, Mike confesses that he really missed China even though the harsh school life 

there was often unbearable.

　　Americans have a saying, “If you can’t beat ‘em, join ‘em.” After entering junior high school, 

Mike’s Japanese improved dramatically and he used his newfound language skills to befriend the most 

powerful bully in the school. The head bully eventually accepted Mike into his gang of hoodlums 

who had found new targets (e.g., Korean students) to harass. While this may seem cowardly, it 

provided an emergency escape from the physical and mental torture Mike had to endure on a daily 

basis in elementary school the year before. Mike states that although the assimilation process in Japan 

eventually helped him to bury the nightmares from his past, he still feels taunted mentally whenever 

he hears Japanese people laughing in public. On a conscious level, he realizes that they are probably 

not laughing at him, but it still brings back the mental anguish and haunting memories of being 

ostracized and beaten up by his Japanese classmates, bullies who would mock him for being Chinese 

and therefore “like a child.”

　　In spite of the hardships he once faced as a young Chinese boy attending a Japanese public 
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school, Mike has managed to master the Japanese language to such a degree that one of his Japanese 

professors once praised him as the best student writer of Japanese he has taught in over 20 years. 

Mike boasts proudly about his ability to write reports in perfect Japanese that are 3,000 to 4,000 kanji 

long. He also brags that he would edit and correct the writing of an older Japanese ex-girlfriend who 

was a Ph.D. candidate. Having mastered the local regional dialect, he says that most Japanese people 

have no clue that he is actually Chinese when they first meet him. He admits that it still bothers him 

whenever he hears Japanese students making derogatory comments about China or Chinese people, so 

due to negative stereotyping he usually does not reveal his Chinese identity to others until he gets to 

know them fairly well. 

　　With regards to his university life and career goals, Mike is studying business administration with 

dreams of becoming a venture capitalist. Following graduation from high school, with the support of 

his parents he took a year off in search of a reason why he should invest the time and money needed 

to attend a Japanese university because he really did not enjoy studying. Although he had been 

rejected by some of the more prestigious universities he had applied to, he feels that he made the right 

choice to attend his current university. He praises his favorite business professor who happens to be 

very knowledgeable about China. This professor believes that Chinese students differ from Japanese 

students in their strong desire to become successful and “reach for the sky.” Mike agrees that based 

on this characterization he is still very much Chinese and does not care so much anymore about what 

others think of him. He has become more vocal especially in his seminar class and states his opinions 

freely, in contrast to many of his apathetic Japanese peers who never dare to share their own opinions 

in class and do not seem to care at all about what the professor has to say. 

　　When asked about what he would change about the Japanese education system if he were the 

prime minister, he says he would make university classes smaller and campuses more international. 

He speaks highly of a progressive new university in Tokyo with a small student population of 

approximately 400 students, half of whom are from foreign countries, yet boasts an outstanding 

international department in which Japanese and international students are required to live together to 

foster intercultural cooperation. He considers this institution to be the ideal model for the 21st century 

Japanese university given the fact that 100% of its graduates attain full-time employment before they 

even graduate. He states, however, that he would still recommend studying at a conventional Japanese 

university to other Chinese students, that they may experience the “real Japan” while pursuing 

their education. After graduation, Mike hopes to work for a mid-sized company in order to gain the 

experience he will need to start his own company.

　　In terms of language learning, Mike understands that mistakes are a necessary component of 

learning any foreign language so he takes this approach towards learning English. His short-term goal 

is to improve his TOEIC (Test of English for International Communication) score, while his long-

term goal is to become a near-native speaker of English. He feels that these are realistic personal goals 
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especially after witnessing a German teacher’s impressive explanation to his class in perfect Japanese. 

He feels that his Chinese identity gives him an advantage in learning English because he is unafraid 

of making mistakes, in stark contrast to his Japanese peers who are so worried about using proper 

grammar that it ultimately hinders them from improving their English conversation skills. Whenever 

he overhears Japanese students making derogatory comments about his Chinese accented English, he 

thinks that they are just jealous of the fact that he speaks English so well. However, he does know of 

a few Japanese students who can speak English better than he does, so he worries that if he does not 

continue to improve his speaking skills, younger students will surpass him as he approaches his senior 

year. He hopes to study abroad for a year at an American university where his goal is to take regular 

courses with American students, not ESL classes with other international students.

　　Mike is also insightful when it comes to identifying various cross-cultural phenomena, including 

the Japanese concept of seishin nenrei, which may be translated as “mental age.” He says that many 

Japanese people look down on the Chinese and other Asians, considering them to be lower in mental 

age (i.e., immature). He also sees the paternalistic parallels between the Japanese family and the 

Japanese company. For instance, the president of a Japanese company is analogous to the father of a 

Japanese family in that he is the unquestioned leader and provider for everyone under his authority. 

He also believes the Japanese value privacy more than the Chinese do.

　　Mike now enjoys a carefree, happy life as a university student in Japan. He and his parents 

decided to legally change their Chinese names to Japanese after becoming naturalized Japanese 

citizens a few years ago. While he is proud of his new nationality and name, he still cannot erase the 

painful memories that stem from being a target of racial violence. When asked about the turbulent 

history between China and Japan, he states that while the image of Japan remains negative in most 

places around China, Chinese people from big cities like Shanghai do not hate the Japanese because 

they realize how important Japan is to both their local and national economies. On one hand, he 

despises the ubiquitous anti-Sinoism in Japanese society that is further fueled by negative coverage 

by the Japanese media. On the other hand, he patriotically supports the Japanese government on most 

political issues involving conflict with China. He blames the Chinese government for sensationalizing 

recent high-profile cases such as copyright violations, intellectual property infringement, the ongoing 

Senkaku Islands dispute, and the disturbing incident of a Chinese exchange student who was recently 

indicted in the murder of a Japanese company president who had allegedly bullied him. He says that 

the issue of identity is complicated to him because he desperately wishes to be recognized and treated 

as a bona fide Japanese citizen, yet will never be able to completely erase his Chinese past. Despite 

his ongoing identity crisis as a Chinese student studying at a Japanese university, he feels his Chinese 

identity getting stronger and feels compelled to mentor his Chinese kohai (younger classmates) to 

express themselves more “aggressively.”
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Rob (Age 19, Filipino)

　　Rob is a first-year student who was born in Manila, the capital of the Philippines. Tall and 

athletic with a slicked-back hairstyle reminiscent of James Dean, he strides into the office sporting his 

Beats© by Dr. Dre headphones. He projects an assured self-confidence not commonly seen among his 

Japanese peers. When Rob was still a 2-year old toddler, his father brought his family to Japan after 

accepting a position as a government ambassador of the Philippines. After a few years of living in 

Japan, Rob and his mother ventured to the United States to live with relatives in Los Angeles where 

he attended kindergarten. Rob is fondly reminiscent of his early childhood in the United States when 

he and his family got to travel to many of America’s most famous cities including Las Vegas, Detroit, 

and New York City. He describes the Unites States as a “dream country.” His father then decided to 

bring the family back to Japan when Rob was seven years old and they have been living in Japan ever 

since. Rob says his parents like Japan because it is much safer than the Philippines.

　　At the beginning of the interview, when asked about his childhood growing up in Japan, Rob 

initially states that he likes Japan and has never felt any type of culture shock even after his family 

moved back to Japan when he was a young boy. However, towards the very end of the interview 

Rob reluctantly confesses that he too was bullied in the 1st grade when he first entered his new 

Japanese elementary school. He remembers how he was labeled gaijin (“foreigner” in Japanese) by 

his classmates and excluded from participating in team sports such as baseball. On one occasion, 

he punched and knocked out a bigger Japanese boy who had picked a fight with him. The boy then 

ran home and reported the incident to his mother. Infuriated, the mother of the boy confronted Rob 

after school the next day and forced him to apologize to her son in the presence of their Japanese 

homeroom teacher. Rob adamantly refused and told the teacher that the other boy had instigated the 

fight. The mother insisted that her well-mannered son “is not like that” and would never start a fight 

with anyone. After listening to both sides of the argument, the teacher eventually sided with the hostile 

mother who maintained her son’s innocence. Rob’s refusal to back down to these false accusations 

led other bullies at school to take turns ganging up on him until they too eventually got beaten up. By 

the time he had reached the 2nd grade, Rob had developed a reputation as a “wild boy” by gaining the 

begrudging respect of his classmates who learned to leave him alone or suffer the consequences.

　　After attending this local Japanese elementary school until grade 6, Rob’s parents decided 

to enroll him in an international school where he attended both junior and senior high school. He 

estimates that approximately 90% of his international school classmates were either Japanese 

kikokushijo (“returnees” who had lived abroad and then returned to Japan) or sekiryugakusei 

(international students of other nationalities including Chinese, Korean, German, Peruvian, Mexican, 

and American). He states that although Tagalog (the national language of the Philippines) is his mother 

tongue, he has now attained greater fluency in both Japanese and English. He also feels fortunate that 

he was able to grow up in a large cosmopolitan city that boasts one of Japan’s most diverse foreign 
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populations. Like many of his peers, he also loves music and dancing, and is able to enjoy these 

activities at his local church.

　　While Rob insists he can speak Japanese as well as many of his Japanese peers, upon meeting 

him for the first time he admits that most Japanese people can automatically sense he is not Japanese 

because of his distinct facial features and darker complexion. He states that he is proud of this fact 

and it makes him feel good to be recognized as non-Japanese. In describing the Japanese people, 

Rob says that they are too shy and “negative” compared to most Filipinos or Americans. He declares 

his allegiance to his native country and says that every day he misses the friendly people of the 

Philippines, especially his grandmother. He says that Filipino people tend to smile a lot more than 

Japanese people who always seem to look tired.

　　In discussing his life as a full-time student at a Japanese university, he admits that he is attending 

a Japanese university mainly because his mother felt that his English was “not good enough” to attend 

a university in the Philippines or the United States. He is studying information technology at his 

current university because he likes computers and feels that these skills are vital for thriving in the 

digital era. However, his true passion is graphic design because as a child he would enjoy drawing 

t-shirt designs. While he appreciates the fact that Japanese university students have a lot of free time, 

he disdains those who cut class because of the belief passed on from his parents that a student attends 

university in order to study, not to “goof off.” He categorizes his younger cousin, who is half-Japanese 

and half-Filipino, as a perfect example of the notoriously lazy Japanese college student who rarely 

attends class because the system tacitly allows him to pass anyway. However, he does mention finding 

a few new friends on campus, including Mike, who have “original” personalities and serious dreams 

for the future, unlike the majority of “cookie-cutter” Japanese students. Although he sometimes feels 

lonely because he does not quite “match” or fit-in with most of his Japanese peers at his university, 

in his free time he gets to hang out with his international friends from high school who now attend 

some of the most prestigious universities in western Japan and have non-traditional part-time jobs as 

chefs, dancers, etc. It is clear from his narrative that Rob highly values originality and American-style 

individuality, especially when it comes to making friends. Although his current university situation is 

less than ideal, he does not care what other students think of him, which affords him the personal time 

he needs to pursue his other interests.

　　When asked about his relationship with his professors, Rob exclaims that he has a great 

relationship with his foreign teachers but acknowledges that his Japanese professors treat him a 

bit differently perhaps because they know he is not Japanese. He enjoys the English class of one 

foreign teacher in particular who allows Rob to use his graphic design talent to design English 

posters using ©Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator. He also likes the fact that this class has two other 

students with “original” personalities who ask a lot of questions, unlike the other Japanese students 

who do not contribute at all to class discussions. Overall, he absolutely prefers taking classes from 
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foreign instructors because his Japanese professors are “crazy boring.” In fact, he would love to take 

English classes at least four times a week, but because of his major, the university does not allow 

him to deviate from its pre-determined curriculum. He admits that while his English is obviously 

better than most of his Japanese peers at the university, he is nowhere near the level of his Japanese 

returnee friends who easily score in the 900 range on the TOEIC. Because most of his close friends 

are exceptionally proficient in English as well as the fact that he has Filipino-American relatives, he 

is accustomed to listening to American English and engaging in conversation with native English 

speakers. With regards to technology usage, he feels completely comfortable using his computer and 

smartphone entirely in English. His dream is to study both English and graphic design in either Los 

Angeles or New York City where he can bask in the avant-garde music, art, and entertainment scene. 

With his mother’s blessing, he hopes to study abroad in the United States within the next two years.

　　As for the historical relationship between the Philippines and Japan, Rob recalls his father 

telling him stories about how the Filipino people had suffered immensely at the hands of the Japanese 

Imperial Army, which had attacked and occupied their country during World War II. In contemporary 

times, though, Rob believes that the political relationship between the two countries has stabilized 

although it remains basically neutral, neither good nor bad. Moreover, he believes that most people 

in the Philippines are better off than they were 7 to 10 years ago thanks to the efforts of President 

Aquino who has really helped those suffering from poverty in the slums. He claims that many of the 

public streets in the Philippines are now even cleaner than those in Japan. He jokes that although he 

is a big fan of boxing champion Manny Pacquiao, who developed his legendary pugilist skills in the 

dangerous slums of Manila, he does not think the boxer would make a very good president.

　　In terms of cross-cultural exchange, Rob says that he would probably not advise Filipino students 

to study at a Japanese university. On one hand, the universities in the Philippines are much harder 

academically and stricter attendance-wise than the stereotypically lenient university in Japan, and 

therefore, expectations may differ. His parents warned him that if university students ever miss a class 

in the Philippines they are automatically kicked out. On the other hand, he says that studying English 

in the Philippines could be beneficial to Japanese students because it is much cheaper than studying 

abroad in America or other more affluent western countries where English is spoken. In addition to 

solid English language programs, the Philippines offers fun activities for students outside of class such 

as scuba diving or relaxing at its many beautiful beaches. At the conclusion of the interview, Rob uses 

the term “destiny” to describe what it means to be a Filipino student studying full-time at a Japanese 

university since he grew up in Japan and is fluent in Japanese. Although he sometimes wonders if he 

might have been happier pursuing his education in the Philippines or in the United States, he accepts 

the fact that it was a decision that his parents felt would be best suited for their son in order to protect 

him from the dangers ever present in their native land.
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Discussion

Patterns of Marginalization

　　Although space limitations prevent delving too deeply into any single facet of the participants’ 

counter-stories, prevalent themes were unearthed that centered on being marginalized as outsiders by 

Japanese society. Suchet (2004) identifies several coping strategies used by members of non-favored 

groups such as feeling a sense of bonding with the favored group, trying to fit in with the favored 

group, or offering resistance. During each interview, a clear pattern of participants pinpointing a 

specific juncture or sequence of events in their early years marked a turning point in their self-identity 

development. Furthermore, although their childhood experiences of being labeled as gaijin (foreigners) 

may occasionally surface to haunt them on a psychological level, they were able to transform these 

narratives of struggle into stories of empowerment. Each used different (albeit questionable) survival 

tactics to deal with cross-cultural conflicts such as bullying and harassment. Furthermore, the initial 

reluctance on the part of both participants to admit that they were bullied in elementary school may 

be attributed to the universal cultural conditioning that prevents most boys from admitting any type of 

weakness, vulnerability, or victimization.

　　On the surface, both Mike and Rob seem to have a lot in common. For instance, both were 

born in developing Asian countries, but had to move to Japan as elementary school children. Both 

had attended local Japanese public schools where they were among a handful of minority children 

immersed in a native Japanese-speaking environment. In Rob’s case, after attending a Japanese 

elementary school, his parents enrolled him in an international secondary school with many 

kikokushijo (returnees) who had spent significant time in foreign countries. Given their backgrounds, 

both could be categorized as first-generation L2 speakers of Japanese since neither was born in Japan 

nor raised by native Japanese-speaking parents. Furthermore, neither could claim any Japanese 

heritage, ancestry or blood lineage. In spite of these barriers, both managed to maintain their 

respective heritage languages learned through their parents at home.

　　For Mike, his accelerated acquisition of Japanese may have been involuntary, but this forced him 

to develop the diplomacy skills he needed to avert racial violence, even if it meant acquiescing to and 

eventually joining forces with the very gang of bullies who once preyed upon him. In other words, 

although it might seem cowardly on the surface, he did what he had to do in order to survive in this 

hostile environment, which his Japanese teachers ignored and his parents were blissfully unaware of. 

Although he still struggles with feelings of inferiority and the deep-rooted fear of being ridiculed for 

being Chinese, Mike feels a responsibility to mentor younger Chinese students who may be struggling 

with similar issues of being bullied or ostracized by Japanese classmates. As a former Chinese national 

who recently attained Japanese citizenship, Mike tries to view the political and historical conflicts 

between his native country and his adoptive country as objectively as possible through a dialectic lens 
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that critically examines each perspective.

　　In contrast, Rob refused to back down to bullies from an early age, and while his defiance may 

have cost him superficial friendships at school and alienated him from his Japanese classmates, these 

experiences molded and solidified his identity as a proud Filipino national. He is self-assured, fully 

aware of who he is and where he comes from, and relishes his role as a non-conformist and critic of 

Japanese society. It is obvious from his counter-story that Rob has internalized very little of Japanese 

culture into his self-identity, or arguably none at all. He seems to view Japan as a stepping stone to a 

brighter future in either the United States or the Philippines.

Bilingualism and Self-Identity Development

　　Festinger’s (1957) Theory of Cognitive Dissonance states that contradictory attitudes and 

behaviors in learners experiencing identity changes must be resolved in one way or another. Gao 

(2007) defines self-identity as how learners perceive themselves in light of their values, abilities, 

communication style, and worthiness to belong to a particular linguistic and cultural group. It 

remains unclear whether Mike and Rob were able to fully grasp how exceptional they are as trilingual 

university students in predominantly monolingual Japan. Both Mike and Rob identify English as their 

third language, yet the researcher had never observed any noticeable signs of uneasiness or discomfort 

during their numerous interactions with native-English speakers at the international conversation 

club where they met. Being trilingual not only indicates oral proficiency in three languages, but the 

ability to think, develop multiple perspectives, and compare and contrast thought processes across 

three languages (Nero, 2006). Furthermore, empirical studies by Baker (1993) and others reveal that 

bilingual children may develop cognitive advantages such as divergent thinking and metalinguistic 

awareness over their monolingual peers. At times, like most EFL learners they struggled to come up 

with the right word or phrase to accurately articulate their opinions in English during the interview, 

yet both managed to communicate effectively and fluently to the interviewer in their third language. 

In spite of having to endure painful childhood experiences as minority language users in Japan, 

both Mike and Rob were able to devise strategies to combat oppressive sociocultural forces, while 

constructing and reinventing their self-identities as non-Japanese students.

　　Norton (2000) contends that cultural identity plays a critical role in second language acquisition 

and whether bilingualism is perceived as additive or subtractive. Baker (1993) defines additive or 

productive bilingualism as when a second language and culture are acquired with little or no pressure 

to replace or reduce the first language. Brown (2007) adds that additive bilingualism usually occurs 

where the native language is held in prestige by a community or society, as in the case of native 

French Canadian speakers learning English in Quebec. On the other end of the stick, subtractive 

bilingualism occurs when a native language is considered non-essential or detrimental to the learning 

of a dominant second language (Brown, 2007), as evidenced by the prejudice faced by the masses of 
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“Spanglish” speakers in the United States. Although bilingualism is often outwardly valued among the 

mainstream middle and upper classes, Shin (2005) points out that children from immigrant families 

are expected to assimilate as quickly as possible into monolingual English-speaking America, and the 

resulting social, educational, and economic pressures have caused immigrant children to lose their L1 

capabilities at a faster pace than in previous generations. Even among nations of the European Union, 

where English is successfully learned as a foreign language, the languages of immigrants are often 

seen as problems that need to be dealt with rather than resources (Phillipson, 2009).

　　What then, might be the reason for Mike and Rob’s remarkable English proficiency that has 

propelled them into the elite realm of the trilingual given the fact that neither grew up with native 

English-speaking parents nor had learned English much differently from other Japanese students? 

Obviously, in Rob’s case his parents were educated in the Philippines, a former U.S. Territory, and 

therefore probably understood the value of English, moreso than most stereotypical Japanese parents 

who can barely speak English. This was evidenced by their decision to send Rob to an international 

school in order to improve his English. Although Rob never mentioned it explicitly during the course 

of the interview, it is likely that his parents raised him in a bilingual environment in which both 

English and their native Tagalog (standard Filipino) was used at home. Furthermore, although Rob 

had only spent a year in the United States as a kindergartener, this early childhood experience clearly 

had a positive impact upon his propensity and motivation to acquire English later in life even within 

the confines of predominantly monolingual Japan.

　　In Mike’s case, he acknowledges the fact that although he is completely fluent in Japanese and 

has recently acquired Japanese citizenship, he will never be classified as Japanese by most Japanese 

people because of his Chinese ancestry. However, he does not feel hindered or shackled by rigid 

Japanese social norms either, and exercises the freedom to use English to speak up in class and 

articulate his opinions. He is very critical of Japanese teachers who tacitly permit a passive learning 

style through boring lectures and discourage students from voicing dissenting opinions in class 

because it may be offensive to others. As he becomes more secure in his identity as a Chinese student 

who grew up in Japan, he begins to care less about being the proverbial nail that sticks out and gets 

hammered down in a society that values conformity and superficial harmony to such an extreme. 

He credits his rigorous primary school training in Shanghai for shaping his pragmatic educational 

philosophy. In contrast to his native country, which has infamously suppressed the heritage languages 

and cultures of its indigenous minority groups such as the Tibetans (Upton, 1999) and the Uygurs 

(Bastid-Bruguiere, 2001), Mike has successfully managed to maintain his heritage language in Japan. 

Furthermore, although English has been accused of further exacerbating the educational inequality 

of China’s indigenous minority groups who already face significant disadvantages in literacy 

development (Lamontagne, 1999), Mike has managed to thrive academically within the Japanese 

university system and to develop additive proficiency in both Japanese and English.
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　　What also differentiates non-Japanese EFL learners like Mike and Rob from their Japanese peers 

is their attitude towards ownership of English (Matsuda, 2003). At the onset of the interview, both 

proudly proclaimed that they speak English as their third language and that they are studying hard in 

hopes of attaining greater fluency in English. They also feel comfortable adopting English nicknames, 

a relatively uncommon practice even among their Japanese peers who speak English well. Mike and 

Rob, moreover, use English as a communicative tool to combat Japanese supremacy through open 

criticism of the hegemonic forces that forced them into submission when they were young boys 

trapped in an unfamiliar culture. From their counter-stories, it is clear that both find their English 

classes liberating, one of the few respites from a scripted Japanese university life. Their exceptional 

ability to code-switch at will across three languages with diverse groups of people is not due to an 

inability to keep their languages separate (Shin, 2005), but a proud reflection of their trilingual self-

identity. English adds to their already impressive degree of linguistic capital across three languages, 

analogous to having three different types of currency in their linguistic banks from which they can 

withdraw on demand. But perhaps the most impressive sociolinguistic achievement of these young 

men is the fact that both managed to maintain their heritage languages to attain trilingualism in 

spite of the hegemonic forces within Japanese society that devalue or stifle the languages of its non-

English speaking minorities (e.g., Brazilian Portuguese). As Mike and Rob elevate their levels of 

English proficiency and as their interactions with other speakers of English increase, they will begin to 

understand more fully the power the English language holds across cultures and continents.

Limitations of the Study

　　This case study has been entitled, “A Tale of Two Trilingual Princes,” precisely because it 

encapsulates the life histories of but two non-Japanese trilingual students from a mid-sized Japanese 

university. Due to the demographic paucity of trilingual, non-Japanese university students who 

have grown up in Japan, the investigator was hard-pressed to find participants interested in being 

interviewed for the study. In fact, among a university population of nearly 5,000 students, the 

researcher was acquainted with only five or six non-Japanese candidates who had clearly developed 

trilingual proficiency in English, Japanese, and their respective heritage language. Some declined to 

participate in the study for personal reasons. The counter-stories of those who were interviewed but 

were either unable or unwilling to answer the interview questions adequately in English were not 

included in the study. The superficial answers given by some of the interviewees could be attributed 

to the interviewer’s failure to establish effective rapport since he had had limited contact with these 

individuals prior to the interviews. Given the difficulty of finding even non-Japanese bilinguals who 

could speak English fluently, being able to identify and interview two trilingual students from the 

same university who were interested in sharing their life histories was an impressive feat in itself.

　　Another limitation of this study is the fact that the one-shot interviews were conducted entirely 
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in English -- the first language of the interviewer, but the third language for the participants. If the 

interviews had been given over the course of two or three sessions in the participants’ native languages 

or in Japanese (their second language), perhaps their responses would have differed since language 

and identity are such interrelated, inseparable constructs. Researchers who are fluent in the native 

language of their participants and who have access to a more diverse pool of trilingual university 

students would be better equipped to carry out longitudinal studies in Japan or other countries where 

English is learned as a foreign language.

Implications for TESOL Professionals

　　Three interventions based on the literature are recommended for TESOL professionals in Japan 

genuinely interested in fostering an inclusive multicultural learning environment for both Japanese 

and non-Japanese university students.

　　First, TESOL professionals must recognize the power that English wields against other languages 

and devise ethical strategies to help their students attain additive bilingualism. Kubota & McKay (2009) 

argue that English exerts “invisible symbolic power” (p. 616) that can be used to educate and liberate 

but also to objectify and demean. Li (1998) advocates the establishment of English teaching theories 

and practices that have local ecological validity for countries where English is learned as a foreign 

language. Gao (2007) advocates productive bilingualism as an educational objective for language 

teachers who must strive to cultivate in learners an intrinsic interest in the target language and culture 

through properly integrating these with the respective languages and cultures of their students. 

Phillipson (2009) concurs that implementing projects that make English additive to other languages 

can build a more ethical road to multilingual competence, provided that English learning takes into 

account local sociolinguistic ecologies. Teachers, members of the community, and families must take 

practical steps to raise awareness about adding English while preserving their heritage languages to 

ensure that their children will become profitably bilingual (Miller, 2008).

　　Second, TESOL instructors must identify the inequalities that exist between favored and non-

favored groups and evaluate our own personal prejudice and biases that affect our teaching methods. 

Hall and Eggington (2000) state that a teacher's personal values forged from a lifetime of social 

interactions become an integral part of his or her identity and shape the educational beliefs and 

professional practices that directly affect his or her students' learning contexts. Canagarajah (1999) 

promotes critical pedagogy to encourage teachers and learners to understand that educational sites 

are never neutral, but rather are shaped by powerful sociopolitical forces controlled by the interests 

of dominant social groups. Teachers must also identify entitlement, which Suchet (2004) defines as 

the privileges given to a favored group over a non-favored group, and involves the subjective feeling 

of being unmarked and invisible. Allowing favored groups to evade uncomfortable discussions 

about race and entitlement simply confirms and reinforces a discourse that denies the existence of 
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differences among groups and the consequent need to scrutinize the roots of social inequalities and to 

generate ethical interventions (Larson & Ovando, 2001). How sad it is to hear Japanese students say 

that Japan is a homogeneous society and that they had never learned much about minorities in Japan 

in school (Hammond, 2006). The shortcomings of current educational practices in Japan need to be 

rectified in order to assist Japanese students in developing an awareness of discrimination against 

foreigners within their own society. This requires the courage to turn the page on current curriculum 

policies that propagate supremacist attitudes and sustain an oppressive status quo through the 

inferiorization of other peoples, languages, and cultures.

　　Last but not least, TESOL administrators must strive to create an authentic multicultural 

environment that highlights English as an International Language used by native, ESL, and EFL 

speakers alike to express viewpoints of equal validity. An EIL curriculum that emphasizes critical 

multicultural education would allow both students and teachers to identify and boldly confront 

manifestations of social injustice (e.g., racism) on both an individual and collective basis. This 

approach would also debunk the myth of English as a distant foreign language, exclusively owned 

and operated by privileged white elites from inner circle countries. Even if the dominant target model 

remains standard American or British English, an awareness of different English varieties can foster 

communicative flexibility and help students develop a more comprehensive view of the English 

language (Chiba, Matsuura, & Yamamoto, 1995). As a new TESOL paradigm emerges for the 21st 

century, not only are alternative varieties of English becoming acceptable and legitimate (Scales et al., 

2006), but nonnative English-speaking teachers who have undergone the rigorous process of attaining 

English fluency themselves are also being recognized for the distinct advantages they bring to English 

pedagogy over native speakers (Braine, 1999). The JET (Japan Exchange & Teaching) Program, 

which was heavily criticized in years past for hiring only native English-speakers from inner circle 

countries, has made a concerted effort in recent years to recruit qualified assistant language teachers 

from other parts of the world in order to expose Japanese students to alternative English-speaking 

models who more accurately represent English language usage worldwide. Given the fact that English 

speakers from the outer- and expanding circles comprise well over half the population of one billion 

English speakers worldwide (Kachru, 2005), university departments genuinely concerned about social 

justice and the worldwide inequality gap must reflect this diversity in their faculties (i.e., beyond one 

token position) if English truly is the world’s premier international language. The World Bank Group 

(2014) estimates that over 3 billion people, nearly half the world’s population of 7.1 billion people, 

subsist on less than $2.50 USD per day. It is time for the inner-circle privileged to give someone else a 

chance and share with the less fortunate a larger sliver of the prosperity pie.
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Conclusion

　　Although English has often been criticized as an instrument for oppression used by western 

imperialists to colonize and subjugate non-western peoples, it can also be used to empower the 

marginalized by equipping them with an additive voice within a global democracy that intrinsically 

questions authority. Psycholinguist Steven Pinker (2007) identifies freedom of speech as the 

“foundation of democracy” without which citizens would not be able to “share their observations on 

folly and injustice or collectively challenge the authority that maintains them” (p. 323). In addition 

to Japanese and their respective heritage languages, English enables students like Mike and Rob to 

become full-fledged members of a more inclusive global community.

　　The purpose of this study is not to scapegoat native-speakers from Japan, China or America who 

may benefit from the existing status quo, nor to demonize racial majority groups that have historically 

oppressed others. People have no control over where they were born, how they were raised, who 

educated them, or who their ancestors were. That is not my aim, nor is it to nurse the psychological 

wounds of minority groups suffering from a “victim mentality” that uses social injustice as an excuse 

for underachievement, self-pity, or retaliation. As a racial/ethnic minority in the United States, I 

understand how tempting it is for the marginalized and disenchanted to ingest victimhood, a cynical 

poison which merely perpetuates racism, ethnocentrism, and other forms of social injustice. However, 

a critical discourse analysis of the oppressive forces inherent within this particular sociolinguistic 

context made it necessary to identify what these hegemonic forces were and how these could be 

overcome through educational intervention.

　　As a Hawaiian Creole English speaker of Chinese-Hawaiian ancestry in the TESOL profession, 

the fact that I represent two marginalized, underrepresented voices has equipped me with the ability 

to empathize and identify with ethnic minority students. This has shaped my own self-identity and 

positionality as an EFL educator from Hawai‘i, where East meets West and the border blurs between 

the inner- and outer-circle. The illegal overthrow and annexation of the Kingdom of Hawai‘i by 

a white supremacist oligarchy, the linguistic imperialism that attempted to extinguish the Native 

Hawaiian language and culture, and the reactionary usage of Hawaiian Creole English by indigenous 

and ethnic minority groups to unionize and fight back (see Rohrer, 2010) have had a tremendous 

impact upon my own perception of the English language as a potent weapon that can racialize and 

inferiorize, but also empower. The paradoxical nature of English has also influenced my career 

choices, my research interests, and my inner struggle to find meaning in my role as a non-white EFL 

instructor in a highly Anglocentric profession.

　　As a 4th-generation Asian-American born and raised in multicultural Honolulu, I feel fortunate 

to have grown up with relatives, neighbors, and peers of various races and ethnicities – Americans of 

Asian, European, African, and Native Hawaiian ancestry. I am by no means painting a saccharine view 
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of Hawai‘i as a conflict-free paradise where everybody gets along; locals and mainlanders continue to 

grapple with prejudice, bigotry, ethnic inequality, and racial tension (see Okamura, 2008). However, 

as Japan’s demographic landscape shifts in light of its continual influx of newcomers, I believe that 

politicians, community leaders, and fellow educators in Japan could learn much from studying the 

successes and failures of Hawai‘i’s no-nonsense approach to multiculturalism. In spite of our racial/

ethnic differences and the inevitable misunderstandings that arise, the local communities of Hawai

‘i have made a collective effort to transcend our negative biases and stereotypes through tolerance, 

humor, and an unwavering belief in an idealistic but flawed “melting pot” paradigm. If there is a 

society in North America that surpasses Hawai‘i’s multicultural model in terms of how it successfully 

manages to integrate the cultures and languages of its plethora of newcomers, it is definitely Toronto, 

Canada, which boasts street signs in more than 30 different languages! Multiculturalism can add 

synergistic value to a society if politicians, educators, and business leaders embrace it as an asset, not 

a liability.

　　As the father of two bilingual, bicultural toddlers, engaging in research on these issues has been 

a catharsis for me on a deeply personal level--I have had to stop writing on numerous occasions to 

reflect upon these implications for my own children. Above all, like other non-Japanese parents of 

children who do not fit neatly into the narrow mold of pure Japaneseness, I am primarily concerned 

about the safety and well-being of not only my own children but of all minority students who may be 

suffering in silence. On a professional level, I have had to question my own judgments which are so 

predicated upon heuristic biases (see Kahneman, 2011) and modify my teaching methods in order to 

create a more optimum learning environment. As an instructor, I confess that I can become so myopic 

in attaining instructional objectives designed to improve my students’ conversational proficiency, 

vocabulary, and TOEIC scores that I become oblivious to the subtle manifestations of institutionalized, 

epistemological racism embedded within university EFL education in Japan. Fu (2003) reminds 

teachers that we have no control over our students' educational background or their birthplace, but do 

have control over how to educate them.

　　Hammond (2006) states that although critical multicultural education has proven to be an 

effective form of antiracist education, minorities who speak out again discrimination are often 

dismissed by the majority as incessantly whining about their suffering. Bonilla-Silva (2003) 

also reports that scholars who critically analyze race or publish articles on racism are sometimes 

inadvertently accused of promoting racial divisions and thus being racists. Admittedly, attempts to 

publish my findings have been thwarted by critics in the past, in particular an older Japanese professor 

who once dismissed my research as “unethical,” but refused to offer any plausible explanations why. 

Welch (2000) argues that societies operate on an ethic of control that seeks to protect people from 

any risk or discomfort resulting from uncertainty or ambivalence when they interact with others who 

are different. A communicative ethic of risk challenges people to enter into an unsafe, uncomfortable 
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dialogue, to open themselves up to the different ideas and values of others, and to make themselves 

vulnerable by engaging in the process of mutual challenge and transformation (Welch, 2000). If by 

addressing these volatile issues, so painfully obvious to many foreign EFL instructors in Japan, I end 

up burning my own professional bridges, then so be it.

　　Nevertheless, over the course of my English teaching career in Japan I have had the privilege 

of befriending a number of enlightened Japanese educators who are keenly aware of and deeply 

concerned about the alarming historical and political ignorance plaguing Japan’s apathetic younger 

generation. I dedicate this publication to these outstanding Japanese educators who have put their own 

careers on the line in their quest for intellectual honesty and inspired me to tackle these disturbing 

but significant issues. Although English has been used to colonize and exploit, it is also the language 

of liberation and democracy, a linguistic weapon like no other that can empower the marginalized to 

speak out boldly against social injustice and to fight peacefully for equality, as exemplified by Gandhi, 

King, and Mandela. It is hoped that this study will ignite an impassioned, honest debate about the real 

struggles non-Japanese students face in Japan, and that my work as a TESOL professional will foster 

greater intercultural understanding and social justice for all.
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Appendix

　　Informed Consent: Thank you for volunteering to participate in this research study. The purpose of this study 

is to educate others about non-Japanese students studying full-time at a Japanese university. Your real name will 

not be used in the research publication in order to protect your identity, so please share your honest thoughts. If you 

don’t want to answer any of the following questions, no problem! The interview will take about 45 minutes and the 

interviewer will take notes during the interview. You may stop the interview at any time if you feel uncomfortable or 

uneasy. Thank you again for your participation!

I.　Life History (How did you come to be a non-Japanese student studying full-time at a Japanese university?)

　1.　What is your nationality?

　2.　Why did you move to Japan? How old were you then?

　3.　What was your life like before coming to Japan?

　4.　How did your family feel about coming to Japan?

　5.　What problems did you have adjusting to life in Japan?

　6.　When did you first experience “culture shock” in Japan? Please share your story.

　7.　How many languages can you speak? Which language is your “native tongue”?

　8.　How fluent are you in Japanese?

　9.　Upon meeting you for the first time, can most Japanese people tell that you are not Japanese? Explain.

　10.  Do you ever miss your home country? Why or why not?

II.　Contemporary Experience (What’s it like to be a non-Japanese student studying at a Japanese university?)

　11.　Why did you choose to study at a Japanese university?

　12.　What are you studying at your university and why did you choose this major?

　13.　What do you like most about studying at a Japanese university? Dislike most?

　14.　Do you have any non-Japanese friends who are also studying full-time at a Japanese university? If so, how 

long have they been living in Japan, at which university do they study, and what is their major?

　15.　What is your relationship like with your teachers and other students?

　16.　How is your English compared to most Japanese students?

　17.　Do you have any advantage in learning English compared to Japanese students? Why do you think so?

　18.　Do you prefer taking classes from a Japanese professor or a foreign professor? Why?

　19.　Do you sometimes feel that you are treated differently by your professors or by your classmates?

　20.　How does your university support non-Japanese students when they are faced with a difficult situation?

　21.　If you could change one thing about the Japanese university system, what would it be?

　22.　What will you do after graduating from university?
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　23.　Would you recommend studying at a Japanese university to students from your home country?

III.　Reflection on Meaning (What does it mean to be a non-Japanese student at a Japanese university?)

　24.　Describe the history between Japan and your country.

　25.　How do most Japanese people feel about your country these days?

　26.　What is the current political situation between Japan and your country?

　27.　What does it mean to be a (nationality) student studying full-time at a Japanese university?
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Dark Tourism: Is There a Bright Side?

John  Jackson

Abstract:  Although it is hardly a new concept, Dark Tourism - the practice of people visiting places associated 

with death, disaster, misery, suffering and destruction has grown in popularity particularly since the mid 

twentieth century as more and more places have become accessible. The reasons for this popularity have yet to 

be categorically defined, as has the motivation of the visitors. Tarlow (2005) defines dark tourism as such: “those 

events which are more than just tragedies in history, but rather touch our lives not merely from the emotional 

perspective, but also impact our politics and social policies.”

　　This paper aims to examine the motives for visiting dark tourism sites and investigate and present the 

benefits gained ethically, morally and emotionally through studying and ultimately, gaining an understanding of 

visitors’ personal connections through their experiences. 

Keywords: dark tourism, death and disaster, historical sites, education, culture

要約

　ダークツーリズム～これはもはや新しい概念ではない。死、大災害、苦痛、破壊等の生じた場所を

訪ねること～は、それらの場所へのアクセスが容易になるにつれ、20 世紀の半ば以降、人気が上昇

している。その理由はまだ十分に明らかとはなっていないがこれはそこを訪れる人たちの動機につい

ても言えることである。ターローはダークツーリズムを以下のように定義している：「歴史上の悲劇

といえるもの以上の出来事で、単に感情面に影響を与えるだけでなく、政治・社会政策にも衝撃を与

えるもの。」

　この論文の目的はダークツーリズムの現場を訪れる目的を考察すること、そしてこれまでの研究に

より倫理的・道徳的・感情的に得られた成果を調査・発表することであり、さらにはそこを訪れる人々

の経験を通じてダークツーリズムの現場とのつながりを理解することにある。 

キーワード：ダークツーリズム、追悼の旅、史跡・教育・文化

Definition of Dark Tourism

　　Dark Tourism involves the act of visiting or traveling specifically to sites of death or to where 

events of a macabre nature have taken place. The term dark tourism was first introduced to mainstream 

academic scrutiny in an editorial by Malcolm Foley and John Lennon for the International Journal of 

Heritage Studies in 1996 and was further publicized and elaborated on in 2000 in their well-received 

book, Dark Tourism: The Attraction of Death and Disaster (Lennon and Foley, 2000).

　　Among the numerous studies of this field, many researchers have sought to gain an understanding 

of the type of individuals who engage in these visits, the political and social impacts and the attraction 

of the darker side of tourism sites (Ashworth & Hartmann, 2005; Beech, 2009; Lennon & Foley, 
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2000; Sharpley, 2009; Sharpley & Stone, 2009; Walter, 2009). These studies have also focused on the 

importance of developing a more ideological approach to the phenomenon of dark tourism in order to 

further our understanding of its concept and its rise in popularity.

　　Seaton and Lennon (2004) maintain there are more questions than answers in regard to dark 

tourism. Similarly, Reader (2003, p. 2) suggests “the dynamics through which people are drawn to 

sites redolent with images of death . . . and the manner in which they are induced to behave there . . . 

[means] that the topic calls out for discussion”. 

　　Perhaps the most distinctive and collective aspects of engaging in dark tourism are that the 

locations and sites offer extremely emotional experiences for visitors (Shackley, 2001). Indeed Miles 

(2002) also contends that in order to be successful, attractions promoting dark tourism are required 

to provide highly emotional experiences that engender a strong sense of empathy among visitors. 

Generally, experiences at dark tourism sites tend to evoke a sense of emotional negativity within 

visitors, including feelings of horror, sadness, fear, depression, sympathy, and often, a need for justice 

or vengeance.

　　Dark Tourism could also be described as a manner of “place-specific tourism” (Ashworth 

& Hartman, 2005, p. 4), whereby the experiences of individuals depend greatly on the specific 

characteristics of a site and the associations they suggest. Several researchers have therefore 

categorized dark tourism sites in relation to the characteristics that define them. Smith (1998) placed 

these characteristics into two fundamental categories: primary sites (for example, sites of celebrity 

deaths, massacres, former prisons and holocaust camps); and secondary sites (for example, locations 

and sites that commemorate death, disaster or tragedy). Furthermore, Miles (2002) suggested a 

“darker-lighter” paradigm exists which serves as a distinction between the forms of “dark” and “darker” 

tourism according to the lesser or greater extent of the morose or macabre associated with the site. 

For this reason it may be said that dark tourism sites represent “sites associated with death, disaster 

and depravity” whereas darker tourism sites are essentially “the sites of death, disaster and depravity”

(Miles, 2002, p. 1175). Using this paradigm we could contend that the Jewish Museum in Berlin could 

be categorized as a dark tourism site because it is associated with the deaths of thousands of Jews 

in the holocaust, whereas the Dachau site in southern Germany, a former concentration camp and 

geographically authentic location would therefore come under the category of a darker tourism site. 

Using the paradigm created by Miles (2002), Stone (2006) expanded it by proposing a spectrum that 

classified dark tourism sites according to their perceived characteristics (see Figure 1). Using a scale 

of different degrees or “shades of darkness” beginning from darkest to lightest, Stone illustrated seven 

categories of “dark tourism suppliers,” ranging from “Dark Camps of Genocide” as the darkest to “Dark 

Fun Factories” as the lightest on the scale. A specific example of the darkest suppliers would point 

to genocide sites including those in Cambodia, Rwanda or East Timor. In contrast, examples of the 

lightest suppliers include sites such as the New London Dungeon attraction in England or the Soviet 
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Figure 1: A dark tourism spectrum proposed by Stone (2006)

　　Despite the distinctive characteristics that dark tourism sites possess, it has also been recognized 

that similarities in individual’s motivation exist in visitor experiences regardless of the type of site. 

The following section aims to examine the qualities in dark tourism that tourists find attractive and 

seeks to find a common basis of interest and motivation in visitation.

What is the attraction of dark tourism sites?

　　The “horror experience” is regarded as one of the key reasons for the visitation of dark tourism 

locations, particularly those sites directly related to atrocity or barbarity. Ashworth and Hartmann 

(2005) maintain that because of the considerable amount of television and movie depictions invoking 

fear and horror in consumers, relating atrocity as history at a given site is equally as entertaining as 

oppression theme park “Stalin World” in Lithuania.
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any media portrayal – for precisely the same reasons and moral overtones. In fact, polls and surveys 

have indicated that in many cases, a strong sense of moral or personal duty was a driving factor in the 

visitation of these sites. Another key reason was the emotional experience that visitors gained from 

these encounters and consequently benefited from.

　　Notable examples are Gallipoli in Turkey and the battleground of Gettysburg in the USA, which 

constitutes one of the bloodiest and most brutal campaigns in the American Civil War. Thompson (2004, 

p. xii) provides an extensive travel guide to the “25 Best World War II Sites” and notes “a battlefield where 

thousands died isn’t necessarily a good place but it’s often an important one.” Slade (2003, p. 782) further 

reflects on this importance and suggests that Gallipoli, the battlefield where Australia and New Zealand 

suffered massive casualties during World War I, was where both countries, respectively, have their “de 

facto psychological and cultural origins.” Chronis (2005) also observes that sites like Gettysburg are 

capable of being embraced by both tourists and facilitators alike, to morally wrestle with, define and 

strengthen national identity and embrace a sense of patriotism.

　　On the other hand, there are numerous locations that hold a certain fascination which one could 

argue is neither morally nor ethically beneficial but rather morbidly entertaining. These include the 

assassination site of John F. Kennedy and sites of celebrity deaths, such as those of James Dean, 

Marilyn Monroe, Buddy Holly, Jim Morrison, and in more recent times, Elvis Presley, John Lennon 

and Princess Diana. Birthplaces of people that are synonymous with death are also frequently visited 

and include those of Adolph Hitler, Idi Amin and “Vlad The Impaler” (Dracula). The hometowns 

and/or former residences of mass murderers, dictators or other organizers and perpetrators of genocide 

are also heavily visited sites. These types of tourism locations have also been labeled as sites of 

Morbid Tourism, Black Spot Tourism or Grief Tourism. More specifically, Bristow and Newman 

(2004) propose the label “Fright Tourism,” for “a manner of dark tourism in which individuals 

receive a tangible shock or an enormous thrill from viewing or participating in an experience.” Is 

this form of morbid attraction beneficial in any way? Perhaps this observation from Dann (1998, 

p. 61,) best summarizes our desire to engage in these particular “negative” types of dark tourism. 

He states that “dicing with death” – that is, seeking experiences or “holidays in hell” that challenge 

tourists or heighten their own sense of mortality – may be considered one reason for participating 

in dark tourism. In an October 2013 interview with Will Coldwell for the newspaper The Guardian, 

Mark Watson, executive director of ethical travel education group, Tourism Concern, stated there is 

no definitive answer or conclusion as to whether dark tourism is ethically or morally right or wrong. 

“People go for a huge variety of reasons, so it’s difficult to accurately or categorically assess their 

motivations,” he explains. “At places like Auschwitz and the Rwandan Genocide Memorial, people 

go to fully understand what happened and are genuinely affected by it.” In addition to these locations, 

popular sites providing similar motivations and emotional outcomes include the Tuol Sleng Genocide 

Museum in Cambodia; a former high school used by the Khmer Rouge to mercilessly torture and 
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murder over 20,000 prisoners, and the village of Hoi An in Vietnam, where U.S. soldiers massacred 

hundreds of women and children during the Vietnam War. Robben Island Prison Museum just off 

the coast of Capetown, South Africa was formerly a notorious prison housing political prisoners – 

most notably Nelson Mandela. It was here that Mandela served 18 of the 27 years of which he was 

sentenced. Despite the brutality and despair of its past history, this site now represents a powerful 

symbol of triumph over adversity, racism and repression.

　　Sites that are currently completed or near completion include one located in Thailand’s Khao 

Lok National Park commemorating the devastating Indian Ocean tsunami of December 2004, one 

for the Haiti earthquake of early 2010 and another in the Chinese city of Chengdu in remembrance 

of the massive 2008 China earthquake. Of the three previously mentioned sites, it is worth noting 

that none were created with the sole intention of generating revenue through tourism. They do (and 

will) however, most certainly attract visitors purely on the premise of being widely promoted and 

publicized by the media (Seaton, 2009).

　　Following disaster or adversity, a surge in tourism has always been vital in the successful 

rebuilding of any site (Daams, 2007). Prior to the devastating earthquake and consequent tsunami 

in March 2011, the city of Rikuzentaka in northeastern Japan was a well-visited tourist site due to 

its pristine beaches and abundant pine forests. Following the earthquake, more than 18,000 people 

perished and whole communities were destroyed by the ensuing tidal wave. 

　　Twelve months after this catastrophe, tour operators and travel agencies began promoting tourism 

to the immediate area to stimulate travel to this location and others throughout Japan as part of a 

rebuilding strategy to aid the nation both financially and emotionally. Furthermore, Travcoa, a major 

worldwide travel agency formed a partnership with the Japan National Tourism Organization in an 

effort to successfully promote and market this campaign. 

　　In the case of Rikuzentaka and other locations affected by calamity such as the hurricane 

damaged city of New Orleans and the World Trade Center site of New York, it could be argued that 

dark tourism is providing emotional benefits to both the tourist and the community. This form of 

tourism is being used to educate as well as raise awareness, provide encouragement and increase 

revenue for re-building. By becoming more aware of the horrific events in our past, dark tourism is in 

fact, guiding us to a deeper, more sobering awareness of the world we all live in (Daams, 2007). 

Conclusion

　　As stated earlier in this paper, the study of the ambiguous nature of dark tourism calls out for 

discussion. It forces the scholar to consider multiple facets and ask many questions. A number of these 

questions form the basis of this paper: what factors could possibly motivate us to spend our time and 

money visiting the locations of misery, death and destruction and are these motivations and intentions 

honorable? Are we seeking the tragic as a form of therapy or as an instrument of our superiority over 
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the less fortunate? Is participating in dark tourism a type of counter balance to our moral character or 

does it pacify our sense of guilt? What are the fundamental purposes of dark tourism sites? 

　　It is the opinion of the author that with certain exceptions, the large majority of dark tourism 

sites and/or attractions throughout the world are established purely to educate, commemorate or 

promote reconciliation throughout peoples and communities. Indeed this need for commemoration 

or remembrance would appear to be a vital activity that humans need to connect us to our past. The 

desire to reflect on the past defines us in the present (Young, 1993). Remembrance helps us formulate 

an identity, learn from our mistakes and proceed into the future with a clearer vision. The author also 

maintains that it is of utmost importance that dark tourism sites are able to demonstrate and confirm 

that the intentions and objectives for their creation have been realized and justified through the 

outcome of visitation from the tourists’ perspective.

　　As quoted by Jean-Pierre de Caussade,* ‘So we follow our wandering paths, and the very 

darkness acts as our guide and doubts serve to reassure us.’

*Jean Pierre de Caussade (7 March 1675 – 8 December 1751) was a French Jesuit priest and writer known for his 

work Abandonment to Divine Providence. 
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Ⅳ　英語教育法

Reflections on a Multinational, Heterogeneous, Philosophy Class 

Gordon D. Carlson

Abstract: This self-analytical article illustrates the process of engaging a student body of mixed nationalities 

and language proficiencies in a Philosophy and Society course in the spring of 2014 at Otemae University. It 

reviews a 15-week journey and addresses various difficulties and successes creating a content-based course in 

English. In addition, it includes student reactions to their experience as well as the instructor’s analysis of the 

course. There are two reoccurring themes throughout this paper. The first is the benefits of teaching a content 

course in a foreign language, particularly to Asian students who wish to master English. It supports the rationale 

that such courses offer language learners practical application of attained language skills in specific context 

in a real world setting. Secondly, this article argues that  a content course, moreso than a traditional language 

course, in English promotes the development of stronger language ability to comprehend and express ideas. 

Furthermore, students are able to develop their abilities to independently draw their own conclusions on a 

variety of issues.

Keywords: content-based English instruction, philosophy and society, teaching mixed learners

要約

　この論文は、大手前大学の 2014 年度春学期に行われた講義「哲学と社会」において、様々な国籍・

語学能力からなる学生たちが講義にどのように参加したのか、そのプロセスを明らかにするものであ

る。15 週にわたる講義を振り返り、英語によるコンテンツ・ベースの講義の難しさやうまくいった

点について記している。また、教員による分析に加えて、学生たちの反応についても触れている。

　この論文では二つの論点が繰り返し登場する。ひとつは、特に英語を習得したいアジア圏の学生に

対して、外国語で一般科目の講義を教えることの利点である。これは実世界における特定の文脈にお

いて獲得された語学能力を、実際に使ってみることは正しい方法であることを示すものである。二つ

目には、英語で行う一般科目講義が学生たちの表現する能力を向上させることについてである。さら

に言うならば、学生たちは様々な課題について自力で結論を導き出す能力を磨くこともできる。

キーワード：content-based 英語教育、哲学と社会、多様な学生を教えること

Course Description

　　The course was a late addition to Otemae’s content-based Global Japan Studies program, which 

offers content classes taught in English. Heavy consideration was given to what materials to use 

and the English levels of the students. Locating a suitable textbook as an anchor for the course was 

difficult within the limited time frame allotted to prepare the course. Consequently, it was necessary to 

create original, authentic, and adaptable material for the course. 
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　　The class originally consisted of 29 multinational students with a large discrepancy in English 

proficiencies. Consequently, the first challenge was productively engaging with English levels 

that ranged from novices to native speakers. Of course, those who could not comprehend any of 

the content quickly dropped the course. However, many participants with low levels of English 

competency remained, leaving the task of simplifying the content enough for some to understand 

without compromising the quality of the course.

　　The success of the course also relied heavily on the relevance of the content to how students 

developed their own decision-making abilities in real life. It was important to make this class 

substantial so that students could engage with the material in a meaningful way. Without a text but 

with a deep desire to make the content pertinent, the course was structured into six areas of study that 

would teach some of the core basics of philosophy. At the same time it was paramount to have subject 

matter that was applicable to making decisions for issues that all students eventually encounter in life 

such as: self-esteem, criminal justice, raising children, education, euthanasia, death, and war. Such 

problems were worthwhile since they taught the students exactly how philosophy is exercised in real 

situations that they will face throughout their lives. Two to three classes were devoted to each of the 

following six areas of study:

1.　Philosophy of Human Nature (Happiness, Truth): What makes a person truly happy? 

　　In this part of the course, students were expected to come up with attitudes and non-material 

things that contribute to a happy life. The catalyst for the classes was a video presentation of a 

17-year-old boy, named Sam Berns, who suffers from a disease called Progeria. After considering 

Sam’s circumstances and his philosophy of happiness, students were required to come up with their 

own conclusions on how to live a happy life. 

2.　Aesthetics (Defining Beauty, Entertainment): What makes a person beautiful or unsightly? 

How do you judge between good and bad entertainment? 

　　The first segment dealt with identifying traits that make people either attractive or unappealing. 

The main activity divided the students into two groups that viewed different videos of the same person 

introducing himself in two different ways. Both groups came up with completely different assessments 

of the same person. Participants were then required to write about traits that constitute beauty to 

present the following week, followed by a debate on whether or not beauty contests should be banned.

　　The second part continued with a philosophical approach on how to judge art and entertainment 

and why they are important to society. Activities included rating art and music videos and gauging 

how opinions of others influenced one’s own assessments. Students composed criteria for what makes 

good or bad entertainment and how they could apply it to their lifestyles.
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3.　Epistemology (Using Criminal Justice, Debate): How do you distinguish right from wrong 

and determine guilt or innocence?

　　Using epistemology in order to distinguish truth, the class conducted a case study on a 

homicidal crime. As detectives and juries, the class was required to define absolute facts and to weigh 

probabilities to convict the right person. An in-depth explanation of this activity is given later in this 

paper.

4.　Philosophy of Religion (Why Bad Things Happen, Faith): Are bad life circumstances 

random, or is there meaning behind them? What is faith, and how do we all exercise faith 

on a daily basis?

　　The first part of this series addressed the reality of pain and injustice in life. Through  interactive 

activities, students considered questions such as: Do things happen by random chance or by design? 

How do effort and free will affect the good and bad things that occur in life? Is a higher power 

responsible for unfairness? How do our own actions or inactions play into the courses of our lives?

　　The second part of this series covered the issue of faith and how people trust in the unseen on a 

regular basis. Students defined areas in their lives where they develop their beliefs independently and 

what they accept on faith from others. This theme will also be developed in depth later in this paper.

5.　Philosophy of Society (Education, Raising Children): What qualities are essential to make a 

good parent? What should the extent of education be at home versus school and society?

　　Two weeks of dialogue centered on a film called “I Am Sam,” which depicted the life of a 

mentally handicapped, single father, who dealt with the challenges of raising his seven-year-old 

daughter Lucy. The class was split into two factions to debate the fate of the child. One group played 

the part of the NSPCC (National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children), which argued that 

the state and professional counselors knew what is best for the child, with the goal of removing Lucy 

from Sam. The other group consisted of lawyers who represented Sam and argued that he was the 

best parent for Lucy in spite of his disabilities. Students were then required to write a follow-up report 

of their convictions on the primary principles of good parenting and education in society and how to 

make them applicable to their own lives.

6.　Philosophy of Society (Utilitarianism, Kantian Ethics - War, Euthanasia): When is war, if 

ever, justified? Who should determine the right for people to live or die? 

　　The final area of philosophy was deepened through two lectures followed by student debate. The 

first discourse was on Kantian and Utilitarian Ethics, and the second on teleological and deontological 

theories. The student’s task was to discuss the strengths and weaknesses of each theory and use them 

to either defend or reject issues such as just war and euthanasia.
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General Teaching Method
Assessment: 

　　The main requisite for a passing grade was through participation and being prepared for class. 

The grading for the course was broken down as follows:

1.　Portfolio (30%)

　　Weekly homework included extensive reading and viewing videos online. Students composed 

short essays for specific questions asked by the instructor. All assignments were kept in organized 

portfolios that were used during class discussion.

2.　Mid-term Presentation (20%)

　　Group mid-term presentations required students to meet outside of class for research and 

brainstorming. Students were evaluated, in part by their peers, on how much they contributed to the 

project.

3.　Final Paper (20%)

　　Students were given a choice to write on any one of the six topics covered throughout the 

semester. These papers were based on what they found to be the most momentous and how they came 

up with philosophical conclusions to issues that affected them the most. 

4.　Participation (30%)

　　Up to five points were awarded each week for those who arrived to class with their weekly 

assignments complete. These assignments enabled each student to actively participate in class and 

contribute to the classroom community.

Weekly Assignments Overview

　　It was of utmost importance to give weekly pre-class reading and writing assignments in order 

to lay the groundwork for each session. This was necessary since English was the second or third 

language for most students, and for many, the content of the class was not easily grasped. Accordingly, 

it was imperative that the learners arrived to each class equipped with some prior thoughts or 

knowledge of the subject matter to be covered in that day’s course. They were therefore required to 

enter class prepared with some formed opinions in writing to contribute to group discussions.

　　Without a textbook, a typical assignment usually included an article that was composed from 

fragments of various publications (such as news and philosophy articles), online sources (such as 

teacher resource sites), mixed with the instructor’s thoughts and questions. The articles were edited 

slightly above the average reading level of the class so that it would be challenging for some, yet not 
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too superficial for others. The reading was followed with various essay questions, typically requiring 

answers that ranged from one-hundred to three-hundred words each. In addition, the students were 

required to compose their own questions to ask their peers on the topic in class. These questions were 

purposed to fuel class discussion and enable even the lowest levels of English to engage in as much 

exchange as possible (Carlson & Tanaka, 2015).

　　The regular reading was a considerable time investment for the majority of students. The hard 

work bore fruit, however, as most were able to keep up with the pace of the class and contribute 

according to their ability. Moreover, students took responsibility for their own learning and achieved 

greater learning autonomy by constructing their own conclusions on a variety of issues.

　　The improved effort was reflected in a comparison between mid-semester and final portfolio 

evaluations. By the eighth week students were required to have written six entries for three topics 

in their portfolios: Philosophy of Human Nature, Aesthetics, and Epistemology. Assessment was 

done according to whether all sections were present and the amount of effort that had been put into 

the writing. At that time, the class-average grade for homework was a “C-minus.” By the end of 

the semester, however, the medium had risen to a solid “B” as students exerted greater resolution 

into completing their writing. Furthermore, the improved effort was also depicted in how students 

successfully completed their final papers which required a minimum 600-word essay. What many 

students thought to be unattainable for their English abilities became attainable through diligence and 

perseverance. 

Creating an Active Classroom

　　With the homework generally laying the groundwork for each class, it was easy to set the subject 

matter in motion from the beginning. Class would start off with a short lecture, followed by an activity 

or two to illustrate the concepts at hand. These preludes were very helpful for three reasons: to make 

the topic appreciated, to enhance understanding for those with low English levels, and to create a 

vibrant class atmosphere. 

　　One such activity addressed the topic of unexamined assumptions or blind faith while covering 

the Philosophy of Religion segment of the course. Comparing it to children believing anything a 

parent or teacher tells them, the class was asked, “How do you know that we breathe oxygen?” The 

only answer offered was that it is taught as fact. A number of further solicitations were made on 

beliefs and maxims that are normally accepted as true although they have never actually been seen or 

proven to them through their own independent perceptions. The contributions by the students included 

unseen things such as: time, love, the soul, Santa Claus, gamma rays, black holes, the ozone layer, the 

universe, and the belief that the very chairs they were sitting on would support them without breaking. 

The students concluded, therefore, that a multitude of things are believed as fact merely because 
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people either trust their natural instincts or have been taught so by somebody else. 

　　At this point, two follow-up activities about faith were set into motion. First, the class was 

tested on using faith through their common senses through a simple illustration. A large balloon filled 

with water was exhibited along with seven sharp pencils. The group was asked what they thought 

would happen if the balloon was held over someone’s head and the pencils poked through it. They 

unanimously agreed that the balloon would burst and the victim below would be drenched. One of 

the most reluctant students was then asked to sit under the suspended balloon while a pencil was 

punctured through it. The class hooted and squealed while the subject shut her eyes tight, bracing 

to get doused. To her relief and everyone’s surprise, the first pencil went right into the balloon and 

through the other side without spilling a drop. The class was asked what would happen if the rest of 

the pencils were inserted. A number of people were still not convinced that the balloon would hold, 

so the procedure continued with  six more pencils. Finally, there was a balloon with seven pencils 

protruding through it, and not one drip of water had leaked on the subject’s head. It went against the 

class’s collective common sense, but showed how some faith in their teacher’s word was required to 

believe that no water would spill. This demonstration drew parallels to other beliefs and truths handed 

down and accepted by faith, generating a fresh dialogue throughout the room.

　　Second, the room was cleared of all desks and chairs, and about 50 balls were spread across the 

floor. The class was partitioned into two teams that selected four representatives for their teams in the 

upcoming activity. The chosen ones were blindfolded and instructed that the floor was a figurative 

field and the balls were allegorical mines. They were to walk to the other side of the room without 

stepping on a single mine lest he or she be metaphorically maimed or killed. It was their comrades’ 

duty to guide them through the field by telling them where to step. In blind faith, the participants 

set out with a small sense of fear. The class became lively as they shouted out directions to their 

blindfolded teammates. Despite the confusion, noise, and moving balls, most of the blind slowly 

succeeded, through trust, to make it across the room unscathed. There was one, however, who failed 

in his mission to cross the room. Although there was plenty of laughter and some heckling, he felt 

somewhat let down and betrayed by his teammates. 

　　Both the successful crossings and the one failure opened a wide door for discussion on whether 

there are times when it is necessary to blindly depend on what is told, taught, or seen through someone 

else’s eyes. Furthermore, it also touched on other subjects such as the need to determine certain beliefs 

independently from others and the feeling of betrayal when disillusioned by those whom are trusted. 

Additionally, the balloon trick in the first exercise contributed to a dialogue on the role that science 

can play into faith and religion.

　　Overall, the class activities and illustrations yielded good results. Although the Philosophy 

of Religion was voted the least popular topic of the course, a written post-class survey revealed 

that on a scale between one and five, one meaning “boring” and five being “interesting”, the class 
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average was a 4.6 for the day. When asked, “Did today’s class get you to think that the philosophy of 

religion is important to your life?” a remarkable 95.2% of the participants voted “yes” compared to 

previous “show of hands” inquiry that showed that over half of the class did not think religion was 

a relevant issue for their lives. A follow-up question asked, “Did this topic make you think of things 

that you have never thought of before?” 76.2% answered “yes” while only 23.8% thought otherwise. 

Furthermore, when asked if they had come up with some of their own, new ideas on religion, 71.4% 

responded in the affirmative. This survey revealed that non-native English speakers were able to 

acculturate into a communicative, philosophical class. Prior to the course, many, if not all, were 

still studying grammar and vocabulary. Straightaway, however, students of all English levels were 

comprehending new concepts and engaging in rational dialogue about the role that faith plays in 

religion, science, and everyday life.

Discussion and Peer Learning

　　Following a short discourse and some illustrative activities such as those described above, every 

class entered into extended discussion. One might think that this would be a difficult task for a class 

where the majority of the students were non-native English speakers, in particular Asian students. 

Typically, such students are used to a text-based learning environment and not usually accustomed to 

creating dialogue in a Western-style academic setting. In fact, the Japanese education system believes 

in systematic, regimented, teacher directed instruction (Sakamoto and Chan, 2006). Many would 

expect, therefore, that Asian students would hardly be well-equipped to participate in classes that 

involve active dialogue and debate. Such was not the case for this class, however, and there are three 

main reasons why this is worthy of attention. 

1.　Students were required to form answers to discussion questions before class.

　　To lay the groundwork for an interactive class, students arrived prepared by completing 

their homework assignments. The majority put a great deal of thought into forming their opinions 

beforehand and came equipped to answer questions that would be asked. Admittedly, there were often 

a small minority of students who arrived unprepared. Yet there were days when 100% of the class 

came fully prepared. Even if some participants arrived ill-prepared, the rest of the class was primed to 

generate stimulating and meaningful conversation each week, and depending on the topic, sometimes 

quite animated.

　　Students quickly realized that their portfolio entries were essential communication tools as they 

dispersed in to pairs or groups to re-engage with their homework in the classroom. Through small 

group discussions learners were able to put their own written ideas into effect, resulting in student-

centered classes that internalized the content through sharing with others. Discrepancies in abilities 

were lessened as students collaborated with philosophical ideas based on their own thoughts. Capable 
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students supported the less adept, making complex content easier to comprehend. In essence, what 

unfolded was peer teaching. Through the act of teaching, students were able to consolidate what they 

had learned, leading to a deeper understanding of the concepts at hand (King, 2002).

　　Primed with pre-formed opinions, classes increasingly became student-driven. Substantial 

and memorable discussions took form since every person was provided numerous opportunities 

to participate. Through such engagement, students took multifaceted approaches to issues that 

were presented to them. Since no two viewpoints were identical, students had to consider the same 

issues from a variety of angles that did not naturally occur in them. This was a great asset to this 

multinational, heterogeneous class in particular, where the less people had in common, the more 

diverse their thoughts and opinions were. In essence every opinion mattered. 

2.　Interactive activities set students at ease with each other and integrated the classroom.

　　A variety of activities were continually used to aid the students to become better acquainted with 

each other. Being a heterogeneous class, they needed to break down barriers that prevented them from 

effectively interacting with each other. This was vital due to the chasms that sometimes exist between 

different nationalities, upper and lower classmen, and the sexes. Students tend to cling to people of 

their nationality, grade, or gender, often making it difficult for peers in any class to intermingle. For 

this reason, the class was often broken into small groups created through lotteries, card drawings, 

shooting targets; these activities served to integrate the student body in an entertaining way to help 

them develop good rapport. 

　　Part of effectively blending the class was to capitalize on the six foreign exchange students who 

enrolled in the course. It was also imperative to keep shuffling up the groups so that everyone had a 

chance to interact with each other and prevent identical groups forming too frequently. For example, 

two circles were occasionally formed in the center of the room. There would be one inner circle and 

another outer circle with equal numbers of people in each. The inner circle people would pair up 

with someone from the outer circle and discuss a question from their homework assignments. After 

a determined time interval, the outer circle would be called on to step to the right, creating new pairs 

that would continue discussing the questions at hand. It is not a completely unique idea, but such 

activities continued to incorporate person-mixing and ice-breaking activities throughout the semester. 

Keeping a constant rotation undoubtedly helped erase the definitive lines between the members of the 

class. 

3.　Students were compelled to think beyond the boundaries of their normal thinking.

　　Once weekly assignments were consistently completed, integration established, and rapport 

built, the course could proceed to more complex topics. For a philosophy course, it was imperative to 

prompt students to think outside the box when they encountered weighty issues. In order to achieve 
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this, small groups or pairs were not merely asked to converge and discuss a homework question or 

topic. To invigorate dialogue the class members were arranged into juries, judges, legislators, and 

other such bodies. Not only did this create an energetic atmosphere, but it also encouraged valuable 

skills such as coming up with a group consensus.

　　One memorable example is when the class touched on the practice of epistemology, which 

uses what is known as facts and truth in order to reason and make decisions. While many courses 

might branch off into ontology and determining what things actually exist in the universe, this course 

took a practical approach by conducting two mock court cases in which the class had to determine 

innocence or guilt based on facts and truth. In one task, the class was presented a case where two 

American students were suspected of murder. Unknown to the rest of the group, one of the implicated 

was innocent, but would be coerced to confess to the crime and fabricate fictional stories about what 

happened. The other was guilty, but would adamantly refuse to admit to the crime due to fear of the 

death penalty. To add to the plot, a surprise witness would make false testimony against the guilty 

culprit. It would be up the rest of the class to convict the right person.

　　Prior to the trial day, students were instructed to prepare for two portions of the class. The first 

segment of time would be designated for all members to interrogate and extract evidence from the 

accused. The second section would be the actual trial, consisting of two defendants, one false witness, 

four judges, and the jury members. In a competitive spirit, participants invested more effort than usual 

outside of class to develop their roles. The arraigned meticulously formulated their defenses while the 

others entered thoughts and questions into their portfolios to use before the interrogations and the trial. 

　　Throughout both segments of the activity, the defendants and the fictitious witness craftily 

lied, making it increasingly perplexing for the class to base their judgments on only truth and facts. 

An exhausting fifty questions were asked in an attempt to break down the defendants’ alibis and find 

discrepancies in their testimonies. In the end, the judges and jury correctly identified the guilty culprit 

who was ceremoniously arrested with handcuffs and led away. It was a great sense of accomplishment 

to the students to have successfully weighed truth against fact and arrive at the correct verdict. 

　　At the conclusion of the trial the students dealt with lingering questions such as: How do you 

determine absolute truth? Can you weigh what is probable against what is improbable, and draw a 

firm conclusion? Should hard penalties be given when the complete truth is not 100% certain? How 

would we feel if we sentenced someone to death only to find out later that he or she was innocent? 

How do you determine equitable penalties for certain crimes? Using utilitarian and Kantian concepts, 

such questions were discussed in length by the class, and varied conclusions resulted. Some groups 

determined that light retribution and rehabilitation was the preferred action because proof of the crime 

was not 100% absolute. Others demanded life-long imprisonment, or even the death penalty, claiming 

that the high probability of the crime heavily outweighed the improbability. Through the process, 

rationality and logical thought processes were manifested by those who use English as their second 
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or third language. For many, it was the first time that they used English as a means of acquiring 

information.

　　Activities like the mock trial were effective for several reasons. First, they compelled the students 

to occasionally argue both sides of certain issues. They were compelled to think imaginatively, using 

new ideas and arguing against some of their own convictions. Subsequently, many people revised their 

original views. Even more frequently, however, students were able to reconfirm and strengthen beliefs 

which they had already established prior to the course. 

　　Secondly, such activities made the students significantly more engaged in decision-making 

processes. The best classes were when groups were eager to win their arguments and debates, even 

if they disagreed with the position that they were representing. Stronger students were able to pull 

up the weaker, providing involvement for those who struggled with the content and pace of the class. 

Conversely, the more capable students were able to consolidate what they had learned, which led to a 

greater understanding of their own ideas. 

　　Thirdly, these exercises also provided excellent opportunities to capitalize on the camaraderie of 

the native English speakers. They were able to assume complicated roles that most others could not 

due to lower English levels. Their presence also provided their counterparts the chance to interact on 

a higher level of English. Not only were these enterprises highly entertaining, but the level of thought 

and dialogue was elevated. 

Course Assessment - Challenges

　　There are three things that threatened to impede the progress in this course, and they are mostly 

related to language proficiencies and deficiencies. The first was that inevitability of some students 

having an insufficient knowledge of English for the course. The second was finding ways to keep 

the native-speaking exchange students motivated, and the third dealt with some students finding 

illegitimate shortcuts to get their work done. 

　　The first deficiency has to do with English capability. As with other content-based courses offered 

in Otemae University’s Global Japan Studies program, there was a large number of students who 

lacked the proficiency of English required to participate in a college level course. At the beginning of 

the program, participants were repeatedly informed that it was not an EFL/ESL class, but a content-

based course. The message repeatedly stated that it was a course in philosophy, taught in English, 

and it would be very difficult to get through without a high comprehension of the language. Great 

measures were taken to encourage lower-level students to drop the course, and while some did choose 

to drop, some lower-level students chose to remain. 

　　This resulted in a number of students struggling to survive the course. In fact, six students, 

comprising 20% of the class, failed to complete the course. Additionally, there were some who were 

unable to comprehend enough of the content of the course to succeed. Those who lingered tended to 
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rely heavily on their counterparts translating for them. Although it is not a transgression to revert to 

one’s first language, relying on translation periodically slowed the progress of the class. Additionally, 

it became a distraction on a few occasions. This demonstrates the necessity for content courses to 

establish certain prerequisites in order to restrict the number of students with low English aptitudes. 

　　Although it is best for the instructor and participants to use English as the common language to 

communicate, the use of languages other than English should not be necessarily forbidden in class. 

There are times when reverting to one’s first language is unavoidable. Therefore, the policy for this 

course was, “Use English as much as possible, but it is acceptable to use your native tongue to seek 

the help you need, considering it supports the progress of others and does not get the class off track.” 

It is meaningless if 100% of input is in English without letting people digest some of it in their own 

language. It does not help communication very much, if at all, for understanding meaning is the key 

to true communication (Weschler, 1997). Throughout this course there were certainly occasions when 

students reverted to their native languages to support each other. At some times it was a help, and 

at others it was a hindrance. Nonetheless, it should not beyond the capabilities of any instructor to 

monitor any overuse of other languages. 

　　The second difficulty to address was the task of keeping native English-speaking students 

motivated throughout the course. This posed a challenge; not only because the reading and writing 

assignments required less effort for them than others, but because they come from a culture that 

encourages strong opinions at an earlier age than their Asian counterparts. This does not imply 

that the Asian students were shallow in comparison. Rather, it means that many Asian students had 

never considered issues such as: defining beauty, finding criteria for being a parent, considering 

what constitutes happiness, how retribution works with justice, defining just war, the challenges of 

euthanasia, and more. Their American counterparts, however, had already thought about many of 

these issues to a certain degree and had developed various beliefs before enrolling in the course. This 

started out as a potential problem, and there was a lingering concern that the exchange students might 

not be stimulated throughout the term.

　　In reality, however, the imbalance provided a fantastic opportunity to upgrade the class. It was 

a great enhancement to have the western students share their already-formed, core beliefs with their 

Asian counterparts. The American students, in particular, shared their views with their peers, giving 

their new associates unfamiliar concepts to contemplate. At the beginning of the course the Asian 

students mostly listened to what the exchange students said. Toward the end of the term, however, 

there was a turnaround as Asian students engaged in strong dialogue with their American counterparts 

on heavy subjects such as war and the death penalty. In fact, four of the strongest final assignments 

came from Japanese and Korean students who came to powerful realizations on certain issues that 

they took to heart. A post-course survey revealed that 56% of the overall class felt they were able to 

debate well, and 35% said that they were able to debate to a satisfactory degree. Such results reveal 
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that the influence of the foreign exchange students played a major role in bolstering their Asian peers 

to come up with better conclusions than they would have otherwise. Their impact on the class was 

profound enough to say that their contribution clearly made the class a better experience for all. 

　　Contrary to the concern that the foreign exchange students would under stimulated, the non-

Japanese students gave the course high evaluations. On a scale between one and five, five being 

the uppermost, one of the Americans crossed out the number five and wrote in a “10” on the form. 

Another wrote that he made a new career choice as a result of taking the class. A Korean student said 

that she came up with stronger beliefs and was able to counter other people’s opinions for the first time 

in a third language. The outcome reveals that the course did indeed stimulate the language-competent 

students in spite of a constant concern that the content would be substandard to their English abilities.  

　　Finally, the third deficiency of the class was a common problem of students finding delinquent 

shortcuts to complete homework assignments. Obviously, the homework assignments were a difficult 

task for many, especially for those with low aptitudes in English. Most of the students rose to the 

challenge and completed their assignments to the best of their abilities. A minority, however, took 

different tracks that did no justice to their learning experience. In fact, 13% admitted to doing less 

than what was required.

　　One example is that a small number of students simply wrote their answers in Japanese and then 

consulted Google Translate to convert them to English. It is common knowledge that Google Translate 

is not capable of translating in a very fluent manner. Consequently, a small number of assignments 

were turned in that were obviously “Googled” and made very little sense. Accordingly, students were 

frequently reminded not to use translating software as a tool to interpret whole passages, ensured that 

they would only be judged by the best of their abilities. As a consequence, no further unintelligible 

Google translations were submitted.

　　A more serious example, however, is that there were some isolated incidents of plagiarism. 

This did not seem to be a major problem throughout the semester; however, there were two special 

instances when it was obvious that the students had not done the writing themselves. In hindsight, 

such issues should be addressed at the beginning of the term rather than later. Since these occurrences 

happened at the very end of the semester, there was no opportunity to collectively address the class 

about the issue of copying other people’s work. Had this been dealt with at the start of the semester, 

the problem could have been avoided altogether. 

　　A necessary step for instructors teaching content courses in English, therefore, is to first raise 

awareness among the students about plagiarism and give them more guidance from the outset. It is 

necessary to take some time for some systematic training on how to use citations and give credit where 

it is due. Teachers must deal with the fact that the concept of plagiarism is often unclear, particularly 

where the line is drawn between the students' own ideas and someone else’s ideas. It will be a service 

to them to eliminate any confusion about what is common knowledge and what are borrowed ideas 
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(Rinnert and Kobayashi, 2005). 

Course Assessment - Conclusion

　　As mentioned at the beginning of this essay, one of the hardest tasks for a content course taught 

in English is to make the class content comprehensible for all. Teachers must avoid the two extremes 

of being either too easy or too difficult. Instructors must continually and dynamically strive for a 

meaningful balance between language and content (Snow and Brinton, 1997). If one gets too absorbed 

into thinking students cannot comprehend the content until they understand the language, he or she 

could end up teaching too much isolated language. Conversely, if one makes the content “supreme” 

and dismissed whether the students understood it or not, both the class and teacher will become non-

communicative. For this reason, it serves well to compose the class assignments slightly above the 

average student’s level and make them exert some energy to understand it. With some amount of 

work, all learners can grasp the material and digest it. 

　　Although it is nearly impossible for teachers to compose content to be perfectly equal for all 

participants, an effort to do so pays off despite the wide range of English levels and capabilities in 

their classes. It is crucial to make a classroom student-centered, spurring all the students, not only 

participate, but to internalize the material enough to form some of their own ideas, values, and 

conclusions. The most convincing evidence from this philosophy course was mentioned earlier; the 

average homework grades in the class rose between the middle and end of the semester. Students 

started devoting more time into their assignments and improved their grades as a result. 

　　It is no small feat that English was used for philosophical discussion in a multicultural setting, 

predominantly between people who do not share English as their first language. The class became less 

fixed on linguistic accuracy and unconsciously more focused on communicative effectiveness. Apart 

from the native speakers, other good models of English usage emerged. This was reflected in the way 

that the Korean students, in particular, were the rising stars who ended up earning the best evaluations 

in the class. Moreover, some of the less language-competent students progressed significantly as 

they dedicated more time into their assignments. As a result, the overall intercommunication and 

inclusiveness increased throughout the course.

　　Such conclusions are echoed in other research of Asian student participation in western-like 

classroom settings. One analysis done at the University of Technology in Sydney claims that class 

participation and group work help Asian students to clarify understanding, giving them the opportunity 

to learn from others and gain better understanding of the content that they are dealing with. It helps 

to build speaking skills, assists in solving problems and questions, as well as making classes more 

interesting and enjoyable. Students are given the chance to improve English proficiency, better interact 

with the instructor and class, and get to know more people (Nataatmadja, Sixsmith & Dyson, 2007). 

Although completely different in content, it is no coincidence that this philosophy class precisely 
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mirrors other research. 

　　Above all, this course offered the opportunity for many to develop a greater consciousness on 

different sets of real life issues. The methods that were used enabled the students to develop their own 

beliefs and values, empowering them to make new, informed decisions. As stated at the beginning 

of this paper, one of the ultimate objectives was to make this course relevant and memorable. The 

aim was to offer all participants the opportunity to stir up a greater awareness of crucial life issues, 

ultimately contributing to their own ideology and abilities to independently draw their very own 

conclusions. When 100% of the class confirms that they made new, personal opinions or reaffirmed 

beliefs, it shows that this goal was accomplished. Future classes and further reflection will certainly be 

required to enhance the overall content, but considering this to have been a pilot course, the class met 

the goals and in some ways succeeded beyond expectations.
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Problem-Based Learning (PBL) and Self-Study Portfolios:
The C-PLATS System in the EFL Classroom at Otemae University注

Gordon Carlson & Kathryn Tanaka

Abstract: In this conversation, we discuss Otemae University’s groundbreaking educational platform, 

C-PLATS. We discuss the ways in which a portfolio-based learning system can be integrated into the classroom 

and the ways in which such a system promotes student participation. The notebook system raises student 

awareness and engagement with the material. Ultimately, it promotes independent thinking, problem-solving 

abilities, and motivation for learning. In our conversation, we talk about techniques we use with the portfolio 

system, its place in Otemae’s educational philosophy, and the successes we have had with it in our classes.

Keywords: C-PLATS, student portfolio system, student participation

要約

　以下の記録文は、大手前大学の先駆的教育方法である C-PLATS を題材として話し合われた対話の

まとめである。ポートフォリオに基づいた学習システムが、講義においてどのように取り込まれてい

るか、またこのシステムが学生の授業参加を促していることについて、見ていくことにする。またこ

れにより学生が教材をより深く理解することも可能となる。その結果、最終的には学生たちが自立的

思考や問題解決能力を習得することになる。この対話においては大手前大学の教育方針の中でどのよ

うに本システムを利用するかについて、また講義内での成功事例についても述べられている。

キーワード：C-PLATS、ポートフォリオシステム、学生の授業参加

Introduction

　　Kathryn: Today we are going to talk about the C-PLATS (competency platforms) we have here 

at Otemae and how we connect it to problem-based learning in the classroom. We will going to cover 

the different bases that C-PLATS works to build: analysis and creativity, planning and presentation, 

action and social responsibility, communication, logical thinking, and teamwork and leadership 

(Ashihara, 2011). Problem-based learning works well with this system, as it is a student-centered, 

process-oriented classroom technique that makes the classroom more dialogic. The class is driven by 

open-ended questions that students must answer on their own. Students should reach consensus, but 

they can work at their own levels and approach the problem creatively in their own way. The self-

注 The self-learning portfolio system described in this article is drawn in part from an article that will appear in 
PASAA: A Journal of Language Teaching and Learning by Carlson (2015). 
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learning system should serve as the record of their journey towards the solution of their problem 

(Hmelo-Silver, 2004). Thus, in our classes, each lesson is structured around a problem or question that 

students resolve together. One technique we use to record student progress is a notebook or portfolio 

system. Now, we would like to be clear that this is an in-class, paper-based portfolio. In my case, it 

is a collection of worksheets and assignments, but students can also use a diary-style notebook. The 

portfolio we focus on here, then, is different from the campus-wide, cloud portfolio system introduced 

in this journal, although both portfolio systems draw on the same student-centered, problem and 

ability-based educational philosophies (Ashihara et al, 2015). 

　　Gordon: The self-learning portfolio is simply a name for a notebook or some kind of file system 

our students use. It’s kind of a record of what they independently learn. That also means the notebook 

or portfolio should be personalized, something individual to each student. The reason it is best to 

use some kind of portfolio, or book, is because the students have something material to hold in their 

hands. It’s not just a gadget such as an i-pad or i-phone. Compiling an actual book is like leaving ones 

footprints on a trail—there is a visible log of how far one has traveled. Despite all the user-friendly 

and popular technology that we find these days, most studies published since the early 1990s confirm 

earlier conclusions: paper still has advantages over screens (Ferris, 2013). Maintaining a real book has 

a profound effect on how they keep it, how they take care of it, how they use it. So I encourage people 

to personalize it, make it their own, design it the way they like it, put some art work in it, whatever 

they like. By doing so, they form a portfolio that is familiar to them as a favorite pair of jeans, 

psychologically setting the stage for quality content to be composed inside. 

　　Kathryn: I agree that the materiality is very important, although I use worksheets. It doesn’t have 

to necessarily be personal, but familiarity with the form is an important part of the process. Thus if you 

have a standard format worksheet, that works well. 

　　Gordon: Right. The point I would like to make here is that it is important that the worksheets at 

least be put together in some kind of system so the student’s work is not disorganized. They need to 

keep track of what they do. When it’s all compiled in an orderly fashion, they have something to look 

back on and refer to. 

　　Kathryn: Absolutely. Assessment can be a tricky subject in problem-based learning (PBL). 

Constant feedback from both the instructor and their peers is necessary, but self-evaluation is an 

important part of the process as well. The ability to have a notebook or folder of class work to look 

back on is a cornerstone of problem-based learning, as students can look back and assess their own 

progress (Bridges, 1996). Ashihara, Hata and Masada touch on the importance of self-evaluation for 

Otemae Students in their article, and we do self-assessment. Now let’s look at the components of the 

self-learning portfolio, whether it be worksheets or notebooks. 

　　Gordon: We use PBL as the foundation of our EFL classes at Otemae University. One of the 

outcomes we expect is increased language ability. To this end, we encourage language development 
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as part of the preparation process. Each class is centered around a reading assignment or something to 

research. It could be from the Internet, a text, or an article that we provide, but they need to work on it 

outside of class. The issues presented in the homework are the problems for the class to address. Now, 

this can depend on the class or the teacher, but personally, I ask the students to start their portfolio 

writing with ten or more new words or phrases that they picked up from the reading.

　　Kathryn: The base text can also be from a video clip, a movie, or a song. I’ve used newspapers, 

music and videos with this system. But there must be a base text that all students reference. And from 

that base text they go ahead and pick out, as you said, new words or phrases.

　　Gordon: The reason why I ask them to pick words out independently is because teacher-

selected vocabulary places kind of a ceiling on how students are able to progress (Haggard, 1986). 

And more competent students might already know words that less-competent students struggle with 

it. It’s easy to assume, therefore, that higher-level learners will exert less effort in the class than some 

of their counterparts who wrangle with the material. The balance in work and effort seems unfair. 

Some kind of equivalence is achieved, however, when more proficient students independently choose 

the most ambitious words in the text while lower-level aspirants prefer easier, higher-frequency 

words just to comprehend the text. If leading students already understand all of the words in the 

text, they’re still able to select key words and practice them in various forms and contexts. They ‘re 

charged with writing original sentences, often changing noun, adjective, and verb forms of the words 

that they choose. Through this process, words that they once merely understood actually become 

used and internalized. In a nutshell, higher assumption is placed on more advanced students while 

strugglers work to the best to their abilities. In fact, it’s often the case that the higher-level students 

end up devoting the greatest amount of time into their assignments. This cannot happen if all of the 

vocabulary is either book or teacher-selected.

　　Kathryn: It is also worth noting that despite different levels, almost every student will have at 

least one word in common, maybe two. Thus, you can still do vocabulary exercises together based on 

words in common even if student levels are different. 

　　Gordon: Very important, because it gives more reinforcement with the words that they’re learning. 

Some people might think it’s risky to give them such independence, but when you give students the 

ability to exercise their own judgment, they start to grow as the teacher becomes a facilitator of 

learning rather than an imparter of knowledge. This enables learners to make informed decisions about 

how to move their learning forward and make better choices. With self-assessment students no longer 

have to depend on the teacher to tell them what they need to do next (Farrell, Thomas & Jacobs, 

2001). The students take some of the lead in their learning instead of a teacher or book dispensing 

vocabulary. This is not to say they have total freedom in the words they use; I have a few criteria. First 

is that the chosen words must be relevant to the text and the meaning contained. Second, the words are 

preferably useful and applicable to every day use, and third, choices should generally be appropriate 
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to the level of the students.

　　Kathryn: I work in a similar way. Sometimes I give my students absolutely no limits or guides 

as to what they can pick for vocabulary, but sometimes if the students do need guidance, I require 

that they choose, for example, at least one adjective, or at least one phrasal verb. Then they must 

pay attention to the parts of speech and how the words are used. This allows students to engage with 

vocabulary in a variety of different ways – from having it very structured to giving students absolutely 

no limits. 

　　The beginning of the portfolio system is words and phrases. The next part is to ask students to 

use the words in an original sentence. That helps them to reinforce the vocabulary. I often have them 

write sentences on the board in class too, and we correct them together. 

　　Gordon: I’ve been criticized for having them write original sentences because they might take 

the words out of context. However, I find that as students come together in class and share their 

sentences and words, they tend to correct each other, which is student teaching. By sharing in pairs 

or small groups, the words are fortified rather than weakened. Students deepen their internalization as 

they discuss their selections and sentences with their counterparts in class. In essence, they actually 

advise each other on the vocabulary that they have acquired through their own research and thought 

processes. Through the act of teaching, students get to consolidate what they have learned, which 

leads to a deeper understanding of the ideas to be taught (King, 2002). 

　　Kathryn: The next part of the portfolio is picking the main points from the base text. What is 

the author or director of the base text trying to demonstrate or show in that particular section or article 

we looked at? For newspaper articles this is typically fairly easy, and you can ask students to pick out 

several main points. A movie, or a literary work, or a song, can be more subjective. I ask them what 

they think that the song is about, or what’s important about it rather than what is a main point. 

　　After they articulate what they think are the main points, the third part of the notebook system is 

to write their opinions about what they read. I think that naturally building on the main points of the 

text and learning to formulate what you think about is an important skill, and one that doesn’t come 

naturally too within any context. In a sense, this is part of the pedagogical scaffolding embedded in 

this PBL process. 

　　The final part of this self-learning portfolio is asking students to prepare three questions to ask 

others in class—questions that are based on, but not about, the material. Here is an example from a 

course I teach called English in Media (Figure 1). In this class, we look at the way Japanese culture 

and society is represented in English-language media. I adapted the text from a Guardian newspaper 

article about the dark history of a popular tourist destination (Coldwell, 2014). The students read the 

text, then answer the questions on the worksheet. The worksheet then becomes the basis for our class 

discussion. Every week we read a new article, and the collection of worksheets becomes their final 

portfolio. 
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Figure 1: An example of an assignment from English in Media, adapted from Coldwell (2014).

　　Gordon: My notebooks work similarly, as you can see from my examples (Figure 2). Here, no 

matter what the student level, the three questions are about content rather than the assigned text. For 

Why do you think animal cafes or animal islands are so popular 
now?  
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

Have you ever been to a tourist site that promotes tame animals? 
Where?    
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

Do you think dark histories can be forgotten when places are made 
cute or pretty? 
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
________________________

Finally, write down your opinion about the article. For example, you 
can write about dark tourism in Japan.  
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

appreciation of all things cute – the bounding herds of friendly rabbits are a 
much bigger attraction than the Poison Gas Museum. But although the source of 
the rabbits remains a mystery, it may be that the origins of the island's fluffy 
residents is intertwined with its history as manufacturer of chemical weapons. 

Between 1929-1945, the Japanese army secretly produced over 6,000 tons of 
poison gas on Okunoshima, which was removed from maps of the area and 
chosen because of its discreet location and distance from civilian populations. At 
the time, an unfortunate colony of rabbits was brought to the island in order to 
test the effects of the poison. 

While some claim the rabbits that live there now are relatives of the test bunnies 
that were freed by the workers at the end of the war, others are less convinced; it 
has been reported that all the rabbits were killed when the factory ceased 
production. The other theory is that eight rabbits were brought to the island by 
schoolchildren in 1971, where they bred until they reached their current 
population, which is potentially in the thousands. And with the island being a 
predator-free zone – dogs and cats are banned – if the number of rabbits hasn't 
hit the thousands yet, it's inevitable it will do soon. 

Now the island, a short ferry ride from the mainland, is a popular tourist resort 
with a small golf course, camping grounds and beautiful beaches. Tours are also 
given of the now derelict poison gas facilities, while ruins of military outposts 
are dotted around the island. 

In some ways the allure of the bunnies is similar to that of Japan's and, more 
recently, England's cat cafes. Most apartments in Japan forbid pets, so an 
opportunity to enjoy the company of a furry friend is a welcome one. 

Visitors to Okunoshima can buy food for the remarkably tame rabbits, who 
became an online hit in February when a video of a woman being chased by a 
"stampede" of rabbits was posted online. 

Adapted from:  
http://www.theguardian.com/travel/2014/jun/02/rabbit-island-okunoshima-
japan-holiday-resort-bunnies

Name:_________________________
Write down ten new vocabulary words and their definitions. 

1. __________________ 2.____________________ 
3.___________________ 4.____________________ 
5.__________________  6. ____________________ 
7.__________________  8._____________________ 
9.___________________10.____________________

Use the vocabulary words in an original sentence! 
1.______________________________________________
2._____________________________________________
3._____________________________________________
4._____________________________________________
5._____________________________________________
6._____________________________________________
7.______________________________________________
8._____________________________________________
9._____________________________________________
10._____________________________________________
Write down three questions you have after reading this article.  
1.______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
2._____________________________________________
_______________________________________________
3._____________________________________________
_______________________________________________

Write down three main points you found in the article.  
1.______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
2._____________________________________________
_______________________________________________
3._____________________________________________
_______________________________________________

RABBIT ISLAND: 

A JAPANESE HOLIDAY RESORT FOR BUNNIES 

Okunoshima, an island where Japan produced poison gas during the second world war, is 

now a haven for friendly rabbits. 

Will Coldwell  

As islands that are occupied by wild animals go, Okunoshima, better known as 
Usaga Jima or Rabbit Island, is probably the cutest. 

Situated in the Inland Sea of Japan, the small island is occupied by hundreds of 
wild rabbits that roam the forests and paths, chase tourists, appear in viral 
videos and just generally lounge around. They also provide a much needed 
counterbalance to the island's otherwise dark history – as the production site for 
Japan's chemical weapons during the second world war. 

Of course, Japan being the birthplace of kawaii – the distinct cultural 
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example, you can see they don’t ask “What does “exist” mean?” but instead they ask “When do you 

think it is OK to tell a lie?” or “What situation do you tell a lie?” This is a point that we will return to 

later, but you can also see that no matter what the level of the student, their work contributes to the 

class discussion. 

4

                                                                                                         

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                     

                                                                                                      

**Lying is something that humans have always done.                                                         

**People today are poor liars.                                                                             

**Most sensible people agree that lying is something that we cannot live without.                                 

**Truth should not be spoken all the time. It can hurt people and cause problems.                               

**Lying should be done for good, not evil.                                                                  

**We can improve ourselves and society of we study how we lie.                                             

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                     

                                                                                                     

1.) What is most recent lie you told?                                                                      

2.) Have you ever tell a funny lie, like a prank?                                                              

3.) Would you lie to policeman or criminal to protect your family?                                              

                                                                                                       

                                                                                                       

                                                                                            

                                                                                                       

I feel that lying is important to a life. I agree with Mark Twain. If we do not lie, we hurt other people’s feeling. For 

example, my girlfriend saw some photo of me at the sea with another girl on my phone. When she asked me who 

it is, I told her it’s my cousin from Okinawa. I only saw the other girl for about five weeks, so the girlfriend does not 

need to know about other girl. So we are happy now, but we might not be together if I told him truth. We are both 

happy now, so it’s better she not know truth.                                                                    

                                                                                                     

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                       

                                                                                                         

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                       

                                                                                                     

                                                                                                        

                                                                                                       

                                                                                                        

                                                                                                        

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                       

Main Points: 

Questions

My Opinion 

2

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                    

                                                                                                      

**Mark Twain says that lying is something that humans have always done and will always do.                    

**People lie more poorly today than ever.                                                                  

**Most sensible people agree that lying is something that we cannot live without.                               

**Truth should not be spoken all the time. It can hurt people and cause problems.                               

**There is no such thing as a person who doesn’t lie. No such person has ever existed.                          

**Lying is universal and necessary. All human beings do it.                                                   

**Lying should be done for purposes of good, not evil.                                                       

**We can improve ourselves and society of we study how we lie. We need to improve this skill.                       

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                     

                                                                                                         

1.) When do you think it is okay to tell a lie?                                                               

2.) Do you think that the government lies to us? What kind of lies do they tell?                                  

3.) Have you ever told a white lie? What was it?                                                               

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                     

                                                                                                       

I believe that lies are usually used to control people and manipulate situations. Parents, teachers, companies, 

and even governments lie to manipulate people. They know that they can get people do almost anything if they 

make people believe what they say is true. Even in everyday life, people use lies as a selfish way to get what they 

want. That’s why I think that lying is wrong in most situations.                                                   

                                                                                                     

When I was little, my parents told me lies to control my actions to either control or protect me. For example, I 

remember my mother did not want me to get into her things in the basement, so she told me to stay away from 

there because there was an evil man lived there.  If he found me, he would chain me, fill me with many babies 

and then eat them when they were born. I believed her and stayed away from the basement because of fear. 

Maybe she had good intentions, but it really taught me not to trust what she says to be true.                    

                                                                                                     

After the Fukushima nuclear plant was destroyed by the tsunami in 2011, the government has continually told us 

that we are safe from radiation. Now we know that cancer in people of all ages is rising quickly across the Kanto 

area. Four years later, the plants are still broken, and radiation continues to go into the sea and the air. Now 

nobody believes what the government or power company says to be true.                                          

                                                                                                      

Trust is the most important thing to have in any relationship. It is very hard to live in a society and work with 

people who we cannot trust. Can I trust the government? Can I live with a lying boss? Can I live with a lying 

husband? I cannot. Therefore, I think that lying should be avoided at all times.                                      

Main Points: 

Questions

Opinion

1

                     The Art of Lying by Mark Twain

                                                                                                     

                                                                                                     

humorous (���) My teacher thinks he is humorous, but nobody laughs at his jokes.                           

(adjective) par. 1       *Also: humor, humorously, sense of humor                                               

                                                                                                      

complaint (��) I continually make complaints against the noise next door, but it won’t stop.              

(noun) par.2           *Also: to complain                                                                     

                                                                                                      

obvious (����) It is obvious that my boyfriend is cheating on me.                                        

(adjective) par. 2,4      *Also: obviously                                                                      

                                                                                                      

sensible (���) Sensible people do not lie about their age on job applications.                               

(adjective) par. 3       *Also: senseless                                                                       

                                                                                                      

unbearable (������) That movie was unbearable. It’s the worst I have ever seen.                         

(adjective) par. 4                                                                                           

                                                                                                      

chronic (���) I have a chronic headache from my teacher.                                             

(adjective) par. 5                                                                                           

                                                                                                     

deception (����) My teacher is full of deception.                                                       

(noun) par. 5           *Also: to deceive, deceptive, deceptively                                                

                                                                                                      

on purpose (���) I stepped on his foot on purpose because he was a jerk.                                    

(adverb) par. 6                                                                                             

                                                                                                          

thoroughly (���) I thoroughly checked my bag, but wallet was gone.                                         

(adverb) par. 6                                                                                              

                                                                                                       

awkwardly (�����) He awkwardly put his arm around my shoulder and gave me a kiss.                       

(adverb) par. 6                                                                                             

                                                                                                        

a great deal (���) I’m in a great deal of pain from lacrosse practice.                                           

(adverb) par. 7                                                                                              

Student A is near the top of the class. She has done two homestays in New Zealand and is able to 

carry a normal conversation in English. Since she has one of the highest level of English among her 

peers, she is encouraged to get the other members of her group involved in the dialogue that they 

have in class. Higher expectations are placed on her to do work according to her level. 

Key Words: 

3

                         The Art of Lying                           
                                                                                                       

                                                                                                     
                                                                                                      

humorous (��) My father is humorous, but his jokes is black.                                               

(adjective) par. 1                                                                                       

                                                                                                       

suggest (����) Can you suggest a nice restaurant?                                                     

(verb) par. 2                                                                                             

                                                                                                       

obvious (����) She is obviously a good choice.                                                          

(adjective) par. 2,4                                                                                       

                                                                                                       

sensible (���) I try to be a sensible shopper.                                                             

(adjective) par. 3                                                                                        

                                                                                                       

unbearable (������) My mother’s singing is unbearable.                                                

(adjective) par. 4                                                                                            

                                                                                                        

exist (����) Does love really exist?                                                                     

(verb) par. 5                                                                                                

                                                                                                       

gesture (������) These chocolates are gesture of my love.                                              

(noun / verb = to make a gesture) par. 5                                                                       

                                                                                                       

on purpose (���) I forget my homework on purpose.                                                     

(adverb) par. 5                                                                                             

                                                                                                        

gracefully (���) She gracefully skated on the ice.                                                         

(adverb) par. 6                                                                                              

                                                                                                         

examine (��������) I examined my girlfriend’s phone, but I found nothing .                               

(verb) par. 6                                                                                               

                                                                                                       

Student B is a fair student who has completed all of his homework. He is not the best English speaker 

in the group, but not the worst either. You will notice that he makes some mistakes, however, puts forth 

some effort into his work. There is a lot of room for improvement, but what he writes is still usable in 

class.

Key Words: 
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　　Gordon: These are some examples to introduce the notebook system, but now we would like to 

talk about how this system works within the larger framework of C-PLATS at Otemae University.

THINKING BASE

Creativity, Logical Thinking, Analysis 

　　Kathryn: How does this system work in practice, and how does it support the goals of PBL and 

the competencies of C-PLATS? I think the best way to begin this conversation is to go through the 

C-PLATS bases and talk about the portfolio system and what it achieves. Let’s start with the thinking 

base and creativity. 

　　Gordon: I think the place we most often see student creativity is in the questions. I encourage 

this, and I’ll sometimes have them ask hypothetical questions. 

　　Kathryn: Students are very good at asking creative questions. I teach a course on Japanese 

literature in English translation, and in that class, many of the student questions are hypothetical.

Students naturally extend their thoughts beyond the text. When we read a short story, half the students 

will ask, “What does the main character do after the story ends?” – a kind of imaginative exercise that 

extends beyond the text. This expansion is part of the active reading process. From my students, I’ve 

learned to embrace this creative extension of source materials, and I’m very grateful for that. 

Figure 2: Three examples of student work from Advanced Vocabulary and Note Taking.

6

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                      

1. What situation do you tell a lie?                                                                           

2.  Do you lie to who?                                                                                  

3.                                                                                                    

                                                                                                         

                                                                                                       

                                                                                                     

                                                                                                      

I think I lie every day. Example, somebody say, “Good morning!” How are you?” I say, “I’m fine.” But I’m really no 

fine. Or, my teachers says, “Do you understand?” I gesture “yes” with my head, but I’m really “no.”                

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                  �

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                           

                                                                                                     �

Questions

My Opinion 
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suggest (����) I suggest my teacher no homework.                                                   

                                                                                                     

                                                                                                     

complaint (�����) He makes complaint to me. He said I took his chocolate.                              

                                                                                                     

                                                                                                     

exist (����) Do you think angel exist?                                                                

                                                                                                     

                                                                                                     

gesture (������) My gesture is “peace.”                                                            

(to make a gesture)                                                                                    

                                                                                                     

on purpose (���) I go home on purpose.                                                              

                                                                                                     

                                                                                                     

universal (��) I go to Universal Studios.                                                                

                                                                                                     

                                                                                                     

custom (��)  It is Japanese custom to go to shrine on January 1nd or 2nd .                                  

                                                                                                     

                                                                                                     

                                                                                                      

**Lying is something that humans will always do.                                                          

**Sensible people agree that lying is something that we cannot live without.                                    

**There is no such thing as a person who doesn’t lie. No such person has ever existed.                         

**Lying is universal and necessary.                                                                       

                                                                                                     

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                     

Student C has the lowest English level in the group and he struggles to keep up. His homework is 

incomplete and simply done, but the people in his group can help him fill in the gaps. He might be a 

little reluctant to share what he entered in his portfolio, but he feels comfortable enough with the others 

after five weeks of class. 

Key Words: 

Main Points: 
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　　Gordon: Students are quite creative. They can also generate some very lively conversations 

based on what topics our texts cover. If the subject is about single motherhood, for example, a male 

student might say, “How would you feel if you were a stay-home dad and your wife went out and 

earned the money?” They really get into these kinds of issues, and that lays the groundwork for 

extended conversations.

　　Kathryn: I learn so much from the ways students use their creativity to elucidate the material. 

But if they bring creativity to their questions and the angles from which they approach the material, 

then they also bring logical thinking, or planning, into their assignments as well. 

　　Gordon: One of the most important parts of planning or logically engaging the material is doing 

the homework and preparation before they come to class.

　　Kathryn: That’s a huge part of planning. But also as we said when we introduced the system, 

students also work at their own level. And that’s an important part of planning – to recognize your 

level. 

　　Gordon: Students quickly realize that the class depends on their planning and involvement. 

Consequently, some students will excel and do above what is required or expected. 

　　Kathryn: On the other hand, sometimes certain students won't prepare for class. Motivated 

students can really excel, but students who don't complete their homework are still able to participate 

in the class. You’ll always have some students that just aren’t as motivated, but this system allows 

them to participate and learn almost unwillingly. 

　　Gordon: Right. The lower-level students are at least able to contribute according to their ability 

and often beyond their ability.

　　Kathryn: Under this system, when students don’t complete the assignment, they are still able 

to participate but they rely heavily on their classmates to catch them up. The fact that if they don’t do 

their assignment they must rely on their peers often motivates them to do at least a minimum amount 

of preparation. Students quickly learn there are consequences in not doing their work, not only for 

them, but for the entire class. 

　　Gordon: And in real life that’s what happens. Students have to take responsibility for their own 

learning. For some of them, it’s the first time that they’ve had autonomy in their whole lives, and that’s 

great. It’s a whole new concept for them.

　　Kathryn: It’s not only in the questions, but also in the articulation of their opinions for the 

notebook system that we can see the impact of the thinking platform of C-PLATS. 

　　Gordon: Before we begin doing this system in class, many, if not most students, really do not 

know how to express an opinion. That is why it’s imperative to invest time into teaching them exactly 

how to formulate opinions in various ways. For example, I first teach the students how to give a 

strong opinion, a moderate opinion, or even a mild opinion for times when they need to be a little 

more diplomatic. This is followed up by giving them a chance to exercise what they just learned by 
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throwing them some questions to solicit some mild, diplomatic, or strong points of view. When asking 

stimulating or provocative questions, this activity generates a great deal of fun, and lot of laughter 

results as we develop these skills. As you can imagine, it’s really productive to actually teach them 

how to form and opinion before we ask them to express one (Carlson, 2015).

　　Kathryn: Yes, and the scaffolding that is inherent in the portfolio system really does allow the  

skill of stating your opinion to progress naturally out of engagement with the material. But students 

do need to learn how to articulate their opinions. I often assign incredibly controversial texts that 

they almost must oppose. I’ve used that technique in classes that have been particularly shy about 

expressing their own opinion. I will assign them material that would be very difficult to agree with. 

　　Gordon: Right. And mind you, these opinions are supposed to be formed before they get to 

class. And so even students who struggle to expressing themselves at least arrive with something to 

contribute. And as we base the class off the notebook, I’ve found that when I start asking questions to 

the class I receive great answers because many of them already have some thoughts and ideas prepared 

beforehand. They’ve already thought about it, and so it’s quick and easy to begin a productive class 

discussion. 

　　Kathryn: And as a teacher, when you ask questions or the students ask each other questions, 

you’re creating a more productive and inclusive dialogue than you would if you were just lecturing.  

　　Gordon: It takes about half a semester, average, for this process to really take root. Then things 

start working the way you hope it will. 

　　Kathryn: The next aspect of the thinking platform that we’d like to talk about is analysis. 

Students analyze the material when they expand it and find ways it is relevant to their own lives.

　　Gordon: Yes, I’d like to say a bit about personalizing the material. When students take on an 

assignment, they do not only try to understand the language in it, but they start to develop analytical 

or critical thinking skills in order to articulate what they think about it. I continually ask the students 

to connect the material to their own lives and form questions based on those affiliations. That’s why 

the questions that they come up with become so important to their own development. And they 

start to think of how social issues relate to their daily lives as they transcribe their questions in their 

portfolios. They never fathomed that they could achieve such a feat in English! Even some of the 

more competent students say, “Teacher, I’ve never done this before. I’ve never had to come up with 

ideas like this, and it’s hard!” Yet it’s very gratifying to read the student’s evaluations at the end of the 

course and see that every single one of them has come up with new ideas and new beliefs as a result 

of taking the class.

　　Kathryn: Fresh ideas and new approaches is, in fact, the ultimate goal of C-PLATS. It gives 

students new ways to approach material, new ways to think about material, and hopefully, it teaches 

them that there are different ways of including new ideas. 

　　Gordon: In addition, they’re doing it in another language, which blows their minds.
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　　Kathryn: There’s a freedom that comes with teaching content in English in Japan, I think. 

Certainly, articulating your thoughts in a foreign language requires an extra step of logical thinking, 

but you are also free from some of the assosiations that native speskers have.  

　　Gordon: Could you elaborate on that? I think that sometimes when you speak in your native 

language, within your own culture, there’s some kind of wall or barrier that kind of prevents you from 

saying or expressing certain things. But you’re saying that when they’re doing it in a second language, 

somehow, some of these barriers are removed? 

　　Kathryn: Well, language is constitutive of culture, and vice versa. With culture comes social 

norms, social hierarchies, and things like that. Sometimes people feel a little bit constrained, especially 

in a language like Japanese where gender norms and social hierarchies are very much part of the 

language (Inoue, 2006). In fact, some students are drawn to the study of English specifically because 

they associate the language with greater freedom (Takahashi, 2012). For some students, there’s a 

freedom that comes with learning a second language, and there’s an ability, sometimes, to express 

yourself and say things you wouldn’t necessarily say in your native language. This isn't only 

because of greater linguistic freedom, but also because part of learning a new language is learning 

to think more broadly. In short, if you’re learning a second language, you’re learning to think more 

deeply about the world in general. You see that not every society is the same, not every culture is 

the same, and you learn to think about things you haven’t necessarily thought about before. 

　　Gordon: I think that it is an important point to make, and I really want to highlight it because I 

don’t hear anyone else talking about it very much. I would like to add that communicating in second 

languages can also allow people to be more direct. As they start to master the nuances of voabulary, 

they tend to come across as a lot more honest because they may not have developed the skills to 

cloak words or meanings. They truly are not verbally able to skirt around a subject, so they learn to 

speak more directly because of it. There’s an honesty in language learning as well, which to me is 

refreshing, because in Japanese culture, there can be a linguistic vagueness or indeterminacy, where 

it can be difficult to read cultural subtexts. Ultimately, my point is that some of those cultural barriers 

start to crumble as students express themselves in a language different from their own. Using logical 

thinking, students are able to think through the material and make it their own. They feel a sense of 

ownership that empowers them to express their opinions. In the classroom, we solidify the skills they 

need to know how to discuss and voice their opinions. Logical thinking occurs when students take the 

material we’ve given them and then relate it to their own lives. 

　　Kathryn: Indeed, with this system, students learn how to critically engage with the content. 

They’re not passive readers anymore. They become active readers, formulating their own opinions, 

actively engaging with the text. Although these are all thinking steps, they are in fact inherently active 

steps as well. Students not only learn to ask questions and share opinions, but they also learn to filter, 

summarize, and find key points.  
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　　Gordon: Right. And through doing it over and over they become better at it. Now, it’s a little bit 

tedious, to be honest, in the beginning when they don’t really have the feel for it. But the complaining 

about the homework recedes as they get the hang of it. And through doing it a few times, they become 

a lot faster at it, and they start investing less time in it. Why? Because they quickly develop the skill to 

filter and to summarize, and they didn’t realize it’s easier than they thought it was. 

　　Kathryn: Excellent point—the thinking platform in this system becomes a subconscious skill. 

They don’t even realize they’re learning a new way to think. But that’s what’s so valuable about it. 

It becomes an active step that they can then use outside the classroom as well. C-PLATS is an on-

going dialogue that is inherently active as students re-engage with not only the skills they’re using and 

learning but with the materials as well. 

ACTION BASE

Communication, Presentation, and Leadership

　　Kathryn: Let’s move on to the second platform of C-PLATS, which is Action. The first step 

in Action that we’d like to talk about is communication. On the face of it, the ways in which this 

system fosters communication seem self-explanatory. The students learn concrete discussion skills, 

and they’re getting communication tools to work with, which they make them their own. We should 

note that with this system, both written and verbal communication are fostered. They do the writing 

preparation before they come to class, and then this is verbally reinforced in class. Thus, they get 

verbal reinforcement of what they prepared on their own. 

　　Gordon: And in the classroom, whether they be sharing key points or key words, there’s some 

overlap. That repetition is really essential for them to absolutely absorb and remember it. That is to 

say, if they only read the text once, they are not going to remember it. They might write some things 

down, but that’s not quite enough repetition to reinforce new vocabulary. 

　　It’s also important to note that the overlap is a process. Initially, students all come up with 

different ideas of what they think is relevant in the text. When they come together in class and review 

these points with a partner or group, they start to consolidate those points. Additionally, they find that 

one student might find an item that somebody else missed. As they develop the skills of abstracting 

the main points and summarizing, they start to consume less time trying to comprehend the essential 

parts of the passages. Furthermore, they are able to repeat, recall, and strengthen what they read and 

wrote with their counterparts when they meet in class.

　　Kathryn: We usually do the main points and go over them as a class rather than in pairs or with 

a partner, because I think that really brings out the diversity in how you can read in different ways.  

Going over the main points in class, as you say, is an invaluable technique for teaching them to read 

for content and pick up what’s important in a base text. It is also an essential reinforcement of the 
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vocabulary and conversation skills embedded in the assignment. 

　　Gordon: And when they come together and do this as a class or small group, what they do is 

have quick review and recollection of what they read. That helps in two ways. First of all, they can 

recall what they read from up to a week ago, and they can instantly come back to the topic. That way 

we don’t have to tediously go through the entire text again with the whole class. It saves a lot of time 

for the teacher and takes up less class time. Sometimes on occasion, however, you might have students 

who haven’t done their homework for one reason or another. Perhaps they were absent or lazy. So 

my second point is that when that occurs, such people are quickly brought up to date with what’

s happening as they go through the main points that their classmates created. They are then able to 

comprehend the discussion instead of being lost in a fog. It makes a big difference. It gets them caught 

up, and they are still able to participate and learn.

　　Kathryn: These are key points. I think the main ways communication skills are fostered in 

the action base is through concrete discussion. But, this system engages both verbal and written 

communication, and both are reinforced through the worksheets and their use in class.  

　　The next platform of action that we’d like to talk about is Presentation. Of course, students 

present their opinions and their questions. This presentation encourages dialogue. Through this, 

students learn to consider the same issue from a variety of viewpoints that don’t naturally occur to 

them. This is a particular strength of small universities with diverse student bodies like Otemae; you 

have students from so many different backgrounds come together and learn to listen to each other. 

They learn that you don’t necessarily have to agree with everyone. You have to understand why 

someone has an opinion that’s different than yours and why that is important. This is something that 

doesn’t come naturally to a lot of people. But because students must present their opinions, they 

also learn to create a dialogue based on the presentation of those opinions. 

　　Gordon: It is. And because everyone participates and presents their opinions, community is 

developed in the classroom. Some people start sharing some personal things which are pretty amazing, 

and this allows their peers to see a totally different perspective. They’re hearing a point of view from 

somebody who, for example, comes from an abusive home situation, and they get a whole new take 

on life. Sometimes they can come to a consensus on certain things, but they don’t have to. They really 

don’t; it is often enough just to hear each other.

　　Kathryn: Learning to understand that not everyone has to agree all the time is an incredibly 

important skill. You learn to understand that as much as you talk or try to argue you will never  agree 

with everyone. Many times the best thing you can come up with is a compromise. But through 

presentation of their ideas and their opinions all students do participate in class.

　　Gordon: As this process happens, as presentations are happening, and students are getting 

more and more involved, I’ve noticed that both the class attendance and student retention are high, 

especially in comparison to more book-oriented, teacher-centered classes that I teach. Text and 
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teacher-selected vocabulary and questions have value, but do not create the same level of student 

involvement as when students prepare their own vocabulary, questions, opinions, and answers. 

I believe a big reason is because they each become a valuable member of a community, and are 

therefore motivated to come and contribute with their portfolios.

　　Kathryn: Through sharing opinions, and discussing the material, community is created through 

everyone’s involvement. All students learn that they have a stake in the classroom and of the direction 

of the discussion and what will be done in class today. As a teacher, I may come into class fully 

expecting that the article I assigned was about cultural appropriation, and I may have a discussion plan, 

but then the students will take the class in an entirely different direction. That’s exciting for me. I learn as 

much from my students as they learn from me. We’re all learning, and they learn from teachers and from 

their peers, which is the basis of problem and peer-based learning system.

　　Gordon: Yes. Peer-based learning is inseparable from the portfolio system and problem-based 

education.

　　Kathryn. Agreed! But we must move on: the last platform of action is leadership, and this again 

seems fairly straight forward, because of course you have natural leaders emerging in the classroom. 

But this system is designed so that quiet members still have to participate to the best of their ability, 

and their voices are also heard. We learn to take their opinions and voices into account. This in turn 

encourages students to think inclusively. As I said before, you don’t have to agree, but that doesn’t 

mean some one's opinion doesn’t count. 

　　Gordon: Yes. I would say that most teachers struggle to incorporate the more awkward, silent 

members in classes whose voices are rarely, if ever heard. Such people are difficult to include, but it 

can be done. I recall having a student with several disabilities. In addition to some physical handicaps, 

he was silent and stuttered. He was generally poor at communicating on any level. By the end of the 

course, however, he became the most-liked member of the class. Through total involvement with the 

portfolio system, the other students got to know what he was really like on the inside. That made room 

for him to become a leader in the class. Moreover, he was also included in other social activities, such as 

dinner and karaoke, with people whom he normally wouldn’t have associated with. 

　　Kathryn: Ultimately, students learn that everyone has something to contribute, and that prejudice 

can blind them to real contributions a student has to make. They learn to think inclusively. 

　　Gordon: And they’re learning and communicating in English at the same time. That’s the beauty 

of it. 

SOCIETY BASE

Teamwork and Social Responsibility

　　Kathryn: Our final C-PLATS platform is Society. We have two points that we want to discuss 
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in terms of society, one of which is teamwork. In a way this is a continuation of the points we just 

made, but the portfolio system allows students to learn how to listen and include voices of the entire 

community in their discussion. Thus, even voices of students who are shy or quiet are still heard 

and counted. Students also learn to value opinions from diverse perspectives even if they disagree. 

They learn you don’t have to agree all the time, and that there doesn’t have to be class consensus. 

The notebook system allows room for disagreement and for open-ended conclusions, which is part of 

working as a team.

　　Gordon: They’re working with people they never would have imagined working with, and it’s 

amazing to see what they can actually come up with together, even though they naturally don’t like 

each other.

　　Sometimes there are personality conflicts. To illustrate, I’ve gotten emails from time to time 

saying, “Dear sensei, I can’t work with so and so. I don’t like him.” or “He’s too difficult to deal with.” 

In one case a girl was going to drop the class, but I was able to convey to her that if she couldn’t 

handle such issues in the classroom, she would have more difficulty in the real world. I emphasized 

that we need to learn to deal with people and accept each other for our weaknesses and strengths, and 

the classroom experience provides the perfect opportunity to do it. And the response I have gotten from 

students like her has been positive, basically saying, “You’re right. I’m going to stick with it.” I’ve seen 

some beautiful outcomes emerge as a result.

　　Kathryn: It’s interesting to see how students bring out elements in each other that aren’t always 

readily apparent. 

　　Gordon: Well, they’re learning to deal with other people. 

　　Kathryn: They also learn that even if they do disagree, they can come up with collective 

conclusions, even if those conclusions are really basic. Maybe we can’t agree how to save the 

environment, but we can all agree there is a problem that needs more discussion.  

　　Gordon: That’s an important skill to learn, and I sometimes force students to think outside their 

own ideas and convictions. I like to split the class in two groups and tell them, “You are going to take 

a certain side of an issue. Whether you are for or against it, it doesn’t matter. You have to argue your 

point.” So collectively they have to define and defend their positions. In following, they have to stand 

on their viewpoint and debate. It’s wonderful. Through this process I have seen people either reaffirm 

their beliefs or change them.

　　Kathryn: The final aspect of society that we’d like to talk about is Social Responsibility. I feel 

very strongly that this system gives students a stake in society, and you’ve made the point that it 

becomes personal when they ask the questions and relate the material back to their own life. Students 

learn to see how social issues relate to their personal lives, and this gives them another level of 

engagement with the material inside classroom and outside of the classroom. 

　　Gordon: One thing I’d like to add on to social responsibility is that people start applying what 
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we discuss in class to life the outside the classroom. On many occasions, I have seen students change 

their lifestyles or become socially active as a result of an issue that we covered in the course. To 

illustrate, one of my classes was recently considering environmental issues. As a result, both the 

students and I made conscious efforts to recycle, including a small project to recycle plastic bottles. A 

more extreme example would be when my class discussed the issue of role models and the influence 

that various people have upon our lives. One young woman, while contemplating this issue and 

working on her portfolio, resolved to dedicate her life to helping underprivileged children. At 

this moment, she’s working as a volunteer in another country. Ideas like hers are conceived in the 

classroom, developed in the portfolios, and then spilled out into the real world.

　　Kathryn: Ultimately, the goal of C-PLATS is to go from the classroom to the broader society 

and give students a sense of social responsibility. 

　　Gordon: Additionally, this system requires students to work with different groups. Students do 

not always work with the same people all the time. Naturally, there will be stronger groups and weaker 

groups. Often the weaker group will have to rely on somebody to get the ball rolling. That somebody 

will have to step up and lead, although he or she normally wouldn’t do so. I love it when they surprise 

themselves by being able to initiate a discussion. As their confidence grows, they discover new 

abilities in themselves.

　　Kathryn: It ends up being an empowering experience.

　　Gordon: That’s the aim. And those long-term results are the goal of the C-PLATS system as 

a whole. But by using this portfolio system on the very small scale of the classroom, I can honestly 

say that the work students do only improves over the course of the semester. It doesn’t digress, it 

progresses, and that is a real, immediate, and measurable benefit.

　　Kathryn: That is an excellent point. The system works because it allows students to continue 

to challenge themselves, because not everyone is doing the same work; they’re not all answering the 

same questions in the same way. The only person the student really has to challenge is herself, and 

that can be incredibly freeing. It’s an important lesson, to learn to measure yourself only by your own 

standard. 

　　Gordon: And they do exactly that. In fact, some of the best and most beautiful portfolios are 

made by those with the lowest competency levels. Some of them are just amazing. These students 

might not be the most eloquent speakers, but they’re engaging with the material and they’re compiling 

beautiful, delightful notebooks. On the other hand, there might be some more competent students 

who do not compile good portfolios, believing in the beginning that they can simply coast through the 

course. When higher expectations are placed on them, however, they are more than able to deliver and 

do what is expected.

　　Kathryn: The portfolio system is effective not only because it engages each level of C-PLATS 

competencies, but also because it does work so well for students on so many levels, from individual to 
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social.  

　　Gordon: Moreover, students realize their own capacities to learn through independent learning. 

Such realization results in higher motivation and greater effort into their assignments. Through class 

discussion based on their portfolio entries, learners are able to put their own studies into effect, 

resulting in students who are fully engaged in the learning experience. It also has other desirable 

attributes such as communication skills, teamwork, problem solving, responsibility for learning, 

self-reliance and respect for others（Wood, 2003; Carlson 2015）. To me, these are the elements that 

C-PLATS contributes to a student-centered class that is engaged with both the material and each other.

　　Kathryn: I’d like to conclude with a word about evaluations. We noted in the beginning that 

student self-assessment is an important part of the process. Equally important, however, is constant 

feedback from the instructor. When I use a worksheet system, I will return the sheets with detailed 

comments in the next class period. When we use notebooks, I collect the notebooks once every three 

weeks. My feedback is always detailed, and while grading is subjective, I do have a 5-point rubric that 

evaluates creativity, articulation of opinions, engagement with the base text, and the level of detail in 

the students’ work. At the end of the semester, students are required to do a self-assessment. This helps 

make my expectations clear, and again, I make sure my feedback on their homework is as detailed 

as possible. That way, the dialogue continues beyond the classroom. I think you handle grading in a 

similar way? 

　　Gordon: I might not follow the same rubric as you, but I will write two or three pages of 

feedback each time I check their notebooks. I believe that detailed assessment is one of the best ways 

to instill motivation in my students. There’s a big difference between what they write before they get 

my evaluations and what they submit after my feedback. When they see the amount of work that I put 

into them individually, they no longer view me as someone who is setting the bar too high for them. 

They know that my class in not a joke. I should be clear, however, that I’m not promoting mere praise 

in order to boost their confidence and self-esteem. Above that, I’m advocating the need for letting 

students know how to do their work more effectively. My comments and suggestions contained within 

my feedback need to be focused, practical, and based on an efficient assessment of what the student 

is capable of achieving. Statements such as “you can do better,” “get help with your grammar,” “good 

job!” or “did you Google-translate this?” are unhelpful. My assessment of student work needs to be 

clear and personalized feedback. This gives something students to build on. In turn, it results in better 

work done on their portfolios, which ultimately translates into better class participation. Obviously, 

the students come better equipped to take part. I have never seen a class exert much effort when they 

know that the teacher never checks homework or truly assesses their work. Conversely, students tend 

to step up their work when they know that their instructor invests considerable time into his or her 

students. It’s a lot of work, but it is more than worth it when my students respond by giving better 

output.
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　　Kathryn: So in conclusion, for us, C-PLATS is a dialogue, and this portfolio system is a useful 

pedagogical tool for engaging and activating this dialogue. It starts as a dialogue with yourself 

before you come to class as you go through the material and you do your homework, but it forms 

its true foundation in the classroom. Many of the visual designs of C-PLATS depict it as a triangle, 

but we would rather imagine it as a spiral that moves to encompass larger communities, as students 

transfer their skills from the classroom to society. C-PLATS and this portfolio system don’t just create 

conscientious students. They create students with personal stakes in a community, and this leads to 

questions of social responsibility and action, which leads to further questions. Then the process begins 

again and again on a different scale each time. You said you had a student who started thinking about 

issues in the classroom, and then did NGO work in another country. I’m sure she has more questions 

now and is coming up with new ways to change the world! So the system really begins in the 

classroom, then it goes on to social responsibility and action. And then ultimately, hopefully, global 

responsibility and global action.
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Principles for Teaching Writing in English to 
Beginner EFL Students

John Jackson and Robert Sheridan

Abstract:  This paper draws together two key educational frameworks, Otemae University’s C-PLATS: A 

Problem-Solving Ability Development System (Ashihara, 2008, 2011) and The Four Strands of a Language 

Course (Nation, 2001, 2013), in order to create a guide for teaching practical writing skills to beginners. After 

describing these frameworks, the authors present a number of fundamental principles to facilitate this process.

Keywords: EFL/ESL writing course design, development of beginners' writing skills, C-PLATS

要約

　本論文は、「問題解決開発メソッド・C-PLATS」（蘆原 ,2008,2011）と The Four Strands of a Language 

Center (Nation, 2001, 2013) の二つの教育的システムについて考察し、初心者を対象とした実践的英作

文入門書を作成することを最終的な目的としている。

キーワード：EFL・ESL における英作文授業のありかた、初心者の英作文技術を向上させること、

C-PLATS

The key frameworks 

　　This paper builds upon two educational models to 

present effective and engaging ways to teach writing 

skills to beginning English learners. The first model, 

C-PLATS, was originally created in 2008 at Otemae 

University, a private university in western Japan, to 

develop students’ problem-solving skills by utilizing 

six key competencies: Creativity, Presentation, Logical 

Thinking, Artistic Sense, Teamwork and Self-control. 

Ashihara (2011) considers these core competencies 

to be essential in preparing students to successfully 

function as members in society. In 2011, this framework 

was updated to include 10 sub-competencies (see Figure 

1) classified into three groups related to Thinking, 

Action, and Social Responsibility.

Figure 1: Competency Plaforms at Otemae 
University (Ashihara, 2011)
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　　The second model, and a well-known framework in EFL course design, is the The Four Strands 

of a Language Course by Nation (2001, 2013). As described by Nation (Laufer, Meara, & Nation, 

2005) and further examined by Sheridan’s piece in this volume, it provides learners with optimal 

opportunities for learning. It proposes that any successful language course must consist of four 

balanced strands: meaningful input, meaningful output, language-focused learning and fluency 

development. According to Nation (2013), when applying this theory to teaching writing, students 

should be given the opportunity to: 

●　perform writing activities that match their level of current knowledge (meaning-focused output),

●　integrate reading and listening activities (meaning-focused input) with writing activities (meaning-

focused output),

●　practice writing that explicitly focuses on aspects of the writing skill (language-focused learning),

●　use language they are already familiar with to freely convey their message without being marked 

for errors (fluency development). 

A well-balanced language course should place an equal amount of emphasis on each of these strands. 

　　The authors will now examine the ways in which the aforementioned frameworks contribute to 

the overall success of a writing program for beginners and establish six key principles that contribute 

to accomplishing this. 

Principle 1: Teach writing at the word and sentence levels

　　Laufer (1989) and Nation (2001) have shown that a second language learner’s vocabulary size 

is strongly correlated with their overall L2 competence. Browne, Culligan, and Phillips (2013) reveal 

that knowledge of just the first 2801 lexical items found on their New General Service List (NGSL) 

gives learners over 90% coverage of the running words in general written texts (see Table 1). Laufer 

(1989) defines a functional lexicon as 3,000 word families and posits that knowledge of these 3,000 

high-frequency word families is essential for L2 learners at the university level (Laufer, 1992). From 

this research, it is evident that considerable time and focus on this small group of high-frequency 

vocabulary is recommended. 

Browne, Culligan, and Phillips (2013)

Table 1: Coverage provided by the NGSL
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　　Nation (2001) also advocates that direct instruction (language-focused learning) is particularly 

effective in teaching high-frequency lexicon to beginners and learners who lack functional vocabulary 

knowledge. Two popular explicit techniques that the authors have tested in their classrooms to teach 

writing at both the word and sentence level are traditional vocabulary cards and user-generated flash 

cards created on Quizlet (2005), and the collaborative learning strategies that accompany them.

　　When creating traditional (see Figure 2) or electronic vocabulary cards, learners are instructed to 

follow the guidelines below (from Sheridan and Markslag, 2014), adapted from Nation (2001, 2005, 

2013) to help maximize their vocabulary gains:

●　choose 10–15 unknown high-frequency vocabulary items per week;

●　be sure to select items that are not related in meaning and start with different letters of the 

alphabet to avoid interference;

●　promote retrieval by putting the English word and example sentence on the front of the card and 

the L1 translation on the back;

●　use pictures when possible;

●　include the vocabulary item’s part of speech and pronunciation;

●　provide collocates when possible to help understand different ways in which the item is used.

Figure 2 : A Sample of a traditional vocabulary card.

　　By allowing learners to assess themselves, analyze and plan in accordance with the C-PLATS 

planning and analysis sub-competencies, they are given the opportunity to autonomously choose 

their own vocabulary items and authentic example sentences, thus, taking control of their own 

learning. Tseng and Schmitt have shown that in order to help learners “become self-motivated experts 

in vocabulary learning” (2008, p. 388), they need to be taught which strategies to use, and how to 

appropriately use those strategies. Vocabulary cards are an effective method to assist learners in 
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identifying gaps in their L2 knowledge and working towards bridging these gaps.

　　Moreover, the use of collaborative vocabulary games, such as Connections + and (Re)telling a 

Story as discussed in Sheridan and Markslag (2014), promotes teamwork through active learning, 

while providing the repetition necessary to help students learn high-frequency vocabulary and develop 

deeper connections with the words by focusing on form, usage and meaning. These activities also 

encourage and motivate students through collaborative learning. 

Principle 2: Pre-writing planning and heuristic techniques

　　Prior to any composition task it is essential that writers, and in particular, beginner writers, are 

aware of what they fundamentally want to express. Through thorough planning, students are better 

positioned to produce an effective draft and express themselves more meaningfully as described in 

Nation’s (2005) meaning-focused output strand.

　　“Pre-writing” refers to the initial stage of the writing process, which is followed in turn by 

drafting, revision, editing, and completion. Cotton (1997) has shown that encouraging learners to 

engage in a variety of pre-writing procedures results in much greater writing achievement than writing 

done without this kind of preparation. 

　　The authors have found that allowing students to find or discover and, ultimately, clarify ideas 

through exploratory or elimination processes – that is, adopting a heuristic approach to the pre-writing 

stage – produces excellent results. Heuristic techniques involve experiences that aid problem-solving 

competencies: writers continually gather, experiment with, discard and modify information. 

　　Brainstorming is a highly effective and collaborative method of eliciting topics and formulating 

ideas. All class members should participate and the process should not involve criticism – it is purely 

an information-gathering exercise.

　　Additionally, there are other methods that students can adopt to successfully gather content and 

apply it to meaningful writing. They should consider looking at ways to improve and ask themselves 

a number of heuristic questions that address and aid this gathering process. Key questions the student 

should consider are:

●　Am I able to effectively incorporate key vocabulary into my project? 

●　Have I selected the most precise, effective and appropriate words to express my message? 

●　Is the level of my writing relevant to the context in which it is being used? 

●　Am I being repetitious in the use of key vocabulary and phrases? 

●　Is my work interesting to the reader?

　　In most cases, self-assessment and self-editing strategies such as reading texts aloud to peers for 

feedback greatly assists in the pre-writing stage. Additionally, knowledge of basic grammatical rules, 

structures, and their application to sentence formation, contributes greatly to offering and appreciating 
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feedback from both teachers and peers. This grammatical understanding plays an important role in the 

pre-writing stage. 

　　As exemplified throughout this stage of the writing process, activities such as brainstorming, 

verbally and non-verbally presenting texts for feedback along with other heuristic pre-writing 

techniques promote planning, teamwork, logical thinking, and analysis, as well as presentation, which 

the C-PLATS framework advocates as integral factors in the problem solving process. Moreover, this 

stage helps to draw learners attention to the form of the language while providing opportunities for 

meaningful input and output as described as essential components in Nation’s (2005) four strands. 

With this in mind, let us now examine the relevance of grammar instruction as part of a successful 

writing program for beginners. 

Principle 3: The inclusion of a grammatical component.

　　One key factor of grammar-based-teaching (GBT) in writing is that it assists students in the 

discovery of the nature and nuance of a given language – that is; how a particular language uses 

regular patterns that are consistent and, more importantly, predictable in application and practicality.

Another important benefit of GBT in beginner writing is that it helps students gain an understanding 

of grammatical structures and concepts and teaches the expression of tenses and time relationships 

through parts of speech. Without this grammar component, learners have only individual vocabulary 

output and thus, are unable to express themselves in any meaningful way. A focus on grammar also 

represents a focus on form (FonF), as meaning and form generally cannot be separated. FonF and 

GBT combine both communicative teaching and grammatical concepts which Nation (2005) identifies 

as two fundamental components of any successful EFL course. 

　　Research in this field strongly suggests the most effective method in helping learners improve 

their understanding of grammatical rules is to utilize the student’s written work as the model 

for discussion of grammatical components (Calkins, 1980; DiStefano and Killion, 1984). These 

researchers agree that it is substantially more effective to teach sentence structure, punctuation 

and usage in the context of the student’s individual written work than by teaching these skills 

independently.

　　As the beginner writers begin to revise and edit their own compositions, teachers can then 

provide more practical grammar instruction to guide them towards identifying problems and 

correcting errors in sentence structures. This can be achieved through introducing grammar teaching 

into this process of revising and editing. It helps students apply these changes immediately and allows 

them to observe the relevance and importance of grammar in their own written work.

　　Because writing is a challenging, and in many cases, complex activity for beginners, 

teachers need to focus specifically on the grammatical concepts that illustrate and promote clear 
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communication and meaningful output. Weaver (1998, p.16) maintains “what all students need 

is guidance in understanding and applying those aspects of grammar that are most relevant to 

writing.” She proposes five grammatical concepts that greatly assist beginner writers to demonstrate 

improvement in the revision, style and editing of sentence forms.

　1.　Teaching concepts on subject, verb, sentence, clause and phrase, and their related parts of 

speech.

　2.　Teaching style through generating and combining sentences.

　3.　Teaching sentence through the administration of syntactic elements.

　4.　Teaching both the dialects of power and the power of dialects.

　5.　Teaching punctuation and the mechanics for convention, style and clarity.

　　As revealed in this stage of the writing process, learners are required to critically assess their 

content grammatically. This form of comprehensive analysis is critical as shown in the analysis and 

planning stages of C-PLATS. 

Principle 4: Teaching paragraph and discourse structure

　　GBT in writing also seeks to involve and engage students in activities that present opportunities 

to use target structures creatively and meaningfully. This also provides the learner with structure 

awareness, that is, an awareness of form and meaning and how to appropriately and correctly 

formulate ideas that provide the building blocks for discourse and aid in the progression from sentence 

to paragraph construction. In GBT, errors become opportunities for further learning. Corrective 

feedback is a highly important aspect of grammar-based instruction. Learners should always be 

encouraged to self-correct and offer corrective feedback to classmates or peers. Furthermore, students 

naturally make use of their cognitive skills in the pursuit of second language acquisition (SLA). In 

fact, many second language learners find it highly advantageous to comprehend and appreciate how 

the English language essentially “works.”

　　These inductive and deductive approaches work in combination, as learners are encouraged to 

deduce grammatical patterns but are also given specific details or information regarding grammar. 

However, new or unknown vocabulary should not be introduced simultaneously with a new structure. 

Unfamiliar vocabulary can conflict with the students’ existing understanding of the meaning of 

a particular grammar form. Only after there is genuine comprehension of a structure should new 

vocabulary be introduced, particularly in contextualized exercises.

　　One of the most difficult tasks for beginner writers is learning the process of combining sentences 

to form meaningful and structured paragraphs. Hillocks (1986) states that “sentence combining 

practice provides writers with systematic knowledge of syntactic possibilities, the access to which 

allows them to sort through alternatives in their heads as well as on paper and to choose those which 
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are most apt” (150). While structured sentence-combining procedures provide students with guidance 

for creating new sentences, unstructured exercises allow more variation but still require students to 

create logical and meaningful sentences. Through oral and written sentence combination activities, 

learners better perceive the ways in which structure, punctuation and usage combine in sentences to 

express, relate and affect meaning.

　　The authors strongly recommend the integration of GBT into beginner paragraph writing at 

university. By incorporating grammar naturally into the writing process and the subsequent revision, 

proofreading and editing stages, we can greatly assist beginner writers in gaining confidence and 

markedly improving the quality and quantity of their work.

Principle 5: The integration of reading and writing

　　There has been extensive research concerning the value of the integration of reading and 

writing skills in learning capacities. Graham and Hebert state in the 2010 Writing to Read report “we 

believe that reading and writing instruction will be even more effective when they are designed to 

work together to achieve common goals and reinforce the reciprocal acquisition of central literacy 

knowledge skills, and strategies” (p.76). 

　　As university teachers, how do we assist our students in establishing main ideas and additional 

supporting details and applying them to the organization of logical paragraphs? Structures in texts 

contain signal words associated with them that help students to successfully address this (Neufeld, 

2005). Sequence paragraphs frequently include the signal words first, next, and finally to indicate the 

progression of events, while words such as because, since and consequently constitute cause-and-

effect paragraphs. Students who are competent readers are usually aware of the different styles and 

roles of paragraph formatting and the corresponding and relevant signal words contained. Through 

this recognition they are able to locate main ideas and enhance their understanding of a given text. 

　　Once students have successfully been taught expository text structures, they can then apply 

them to generating paragraphs of their own. For example, during class time in the first semester of a 

writing class, students work on context-seeking exercises, allowing them more precise definitions of 

new vocabulary through the use of dictionaries. They are then encouraged to create original sentences 

from these words. As the students progress, the teacher introduces Guided Writing, that is, guiding 

the students in composing longer sentences or phrases via controlled or restricted activities such as 

providing authentic models as examples.

　　The assimilation of reading into beginner writing classrooms can involve getting students to read 

an article, poster, or text containing illustrations. This reading can be followed by a discussion on how 

the wording was organized and paragraphed. In further reading a strong emphasis should be placed on 

the grammatical, lexical and phrasal structure of a given text. 
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　　From the introduction of reading tasks, beginner writers can gain invaluable knowledge 

concerning the layout, organization, grammatical features, tone, style and overall message, which in 

turn, promotes logical thinking and fosters task-based-learning (TBL) through multiple and varied 

approaches to exercises and tasks. 

　　Additionally and conversely, writing aids comprehension of a given reading, thus providing 

teachers with more opportunities to gauge or measure students’ progress and ability, and further 

observe any misconceptions or areas that are unclear or confusing (Reid, 1993). “Students become 

better readers, writers and thinkers when they learn reading and writing together” (Carson, 1993, 

Spack, 1998, p. 84).

Principle 6: Developing writing through fluency

　　According to Nation’s (2005) four strands, learners should be given the opportunity to develop 

their fluency skills through writing freely using language they are already familiar with. They should 

do this without any correction from themselves, their peers, or the teacher, in order to develop 

proficiency and positive attitudes towards writing. The focus should be on the flow of language and 

the number of words produced within a specific period, regardless of spelling, grammar and content 

(Fellner & Apple, 2006, Brown, 1994).

　　Writing fluency can be achieved through a variety of well-established activities such as journals, 

diaries, stories, letters, 10-minute writings, and more. However, using the Internet and computer-

mediated communication, asynchronous writing platforms such as blogging, social networking and 

emailing are becoming increasingly important tools for teachers to develop and improve learning 

(Fellner et al., 2006), collaborative skills (Beldarrain, 2006), online engagement (Lin & Yuan, 2006), 

and community building in the classroom (Arena, 2008).

　　Blogging has been shown to increase the amount of output, the quality of output, and the use of 

high-frequency vocabulary (Fellner et al., 2006). It is easy for teachers to track students’ work and 

progress, including the number of entries and comments as well as the length of their work. Teachers 

can also easily edit or delete any inappropriate material and create new posts or material to help 

further stimulate discussion and input. Blogging integrates reading with writing as it provides learners 

with authentic learning opportunities. One student’s output becomes another student’s comprehensible 

input, helping them to develop both their reading and writing skills (Zamel, 1992, Nation, 2001). 

　　The authors have adopted kidblog.org as an effective platform for their students to improve their 

writing fluency and allow them the freedom to express and openly communicate with their peers in a 

private and completely secure environment. Students are asked to write one personal 20-minute blog 

on a topic related to the in-class lesson and make 3 comments on other classmates’ blogs weekly as a 

tool to promote writing fluency, interest and self-expression. Learners should be able to progressively 
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produce an increasing amount of written language within this 20-minute time frame throughout the 

semester. 

　　In line with the research results mentioned above, the authors have found this to be an extremely 

effective method for developing students’ writing fluency. Moreover, blogging, in accordance to 

C-PLATS provides students with valuable opportunities to express creativity through writing as found 

in the communication, presentation and creativity sub-competencies.  

Conclusion

　　This paper presented and discussed the importance of two major educational frameworks 

instrumental in the implementation of a successful and practical teaching guide for beginner writers 

using Otemae University’s C-PLATS and Paul Nation’s The Four Strands of a Language Course. 

It also examined how these frameworks include, compliment and support principles that are 

fundamental to the success of teaching writing skills to learners at beginning levels. The principles 

listed and elaborated on in this paper promote the acquisition of sound vocabulary and grammar skills, 

encourage pre-planning and heuristic approaches and assist students in improving sentence, paragraph 

and discourse structure. The relevance of collaborative activities and exercises requiring inductive and 

deductive skills is also stressed by the authors – as is the importance of teamwork and peer feedback 

in the classroom.

　　These six elements are very much an integral part of the philosophy of the frameworks 

highlighted. Rather than acting independently from these frameworks, they in fact, function cohesively 

with them. The authors of this paper also firmly believe that the integration of the key problem-solving 

competencies outlined in C-PLATS, blend harmoniously with Nation’s strands consisting of meaning 

focused output, meaning-focused input language-focused learning and the development of fluency.
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The Five Essential Components in Building 
a Successful Language Course

Robert  Sheridan

Abstract:  In Japanese university classrooms, language instruction is often weighted towards text-based, 

grammatical instruction. In contrast to this, this paper examines current research in second language acquisition 

to identify five key components instrumental in constructing a successful language course: input, output, focus 

on form, fluency, and motivation. It illustrates the importance of each in the EFL classroom, giving concrete 

examples not only of their implementation but the ways in which these diverse strands act together to promote 

student competency. Finally, the paper concludes with a pedagogical demonstration of how the components 

can be effectively integrated into language classrooms. It provides a sample lesson plan as well as additional 

activities that illustrate how to effectively incorporate these components.

Keywords: EFL/ESL course design, input, output, focus on form, fluency, motivation

要約

　一般的に日本の大学における語学教育は、テキストを使い文法に重きをおいた講義が主流である。

しかし、本論文では、第二言語習得に関する最新の研究について検討し、語学学習を成功に導くため

の 5つの主な要素―インプット（リスニング・リーディング）、アウトプット（スピーキング・ライティ

ング）、文法、流暢な言語使用、学習者の動機づけ―を特定し考察することを目的としている。それ

ぞれが、外国語としての英語学習（EFL）にとっていかに大切なものであるか、実践例の紹介だけで

はなく、上記 5つの要素が各々の特徴を生かしながら相互に機能し、学習者の語学能力向上に多大な

役割を果たしていることを、明確な実例を示しながら明らかにしていきたい。結論として、語学教育

の現場において、いかに上記の要素が授業の中に効果的に盛り込まれ、その役割を果たすことができ

るかという実践例を、サンプルレッスン教案を含めて提示したい。

Introduction

　　Research in second language acquisition (SLA) (Laufer, Meara and Nation, 2005; Dörnyei, 

2001; Beglar 2009) collectively identifies five major components that are essential to the success of 

any language course: input, output, focus on form, fluency, and motivation. Nation (2005) suggests 

that the design of any well-rounded language course should contain an even balance of four major 

strands: meaning-focused input, language-focused learning, meaning-focused output, and fluency 

development, with about 25% of class time devoted to each strand. Dörnyei (2001) advocates 

motivation as the single most important factor in determining the success or failure of a learner 

regardless of their language aptitude. Based on the above theories, Beglar (2009) argues that all five 

of these components are in fact integral to the success of any language course. This paper thoroughly 
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examines these five, strongly connected components and provides an example lesson plan that 

demonstrates how to implement these components effectively. Furthermore, it suggests additional 

activities that teachers can adopt as alternatives to the ones outlined in the lesson plan. 

The Five Components of a Successful Language Course

1. Learning through meaning-focused input

　　The meaning-focused input strand of a language course develops learners’ receptive skills 

through listening and reading. Nation (2013) contends that learning takes place when the learner’s 

attention is centered on the ideas and messages conveyed by the material. Applying the rule above, 

teachers should dedicate a quarter of each course to this strand – this section offers a practical 

framework for achieving this target.

    

Provide as much comprehensible input as possible 

　　Most researchers agree that a large amount of meaningful comprehensible input is a vital element 

in learning a foreign language (Krashen, 1985; Terrell, 1982; Long, 1996; Nation, 2007). As described 

in Krashen’s Input Hypothesis (1985, p.2), language learners acquire language by understanding 

messages or receiving ‘comprehensible input’. Learners move from i, their current level, to i + 1, 

the next level by understanding input containing i + 1. Similarly, Long asserts in his Interaction 

Hypothesis (1996) that comprehensible input is important, especially when leaners have a chance to 

negotiate its meaning.

　　In order for materials to be comprehensible, research suggests that learners need to be given 

reading and listening texts in which they know 95–98% of the words. Laufer (1989) posits that 95% 

coverage, or knowledge of 95% of word tokens, is essential for learners to be able to read a text 

without the aid of dictionaries, whereas Hu and Nation’s research (2000) shows that 98% coverage is 

needed for learners to gain ‘unassisted comprehension’ of a text and to be able to read for pleasure. 

Provide opportunities for repetition

　　Studies have shown that second language learning (L2) can occur incidentally through 

comprehensible meaning-focused input (Day, Omura, and Hiramatsu, 1991; Hulstijn, 1992; Waring 

and Takaki, 2003), however, the rate at which this happens varies drastically. In an early study on the 

number of encounters needed to learn a word, Saragi, Nation and Meister (1978) found that a word 

must be encountered a minimum of 6 times for there to be a chance of learning it. Subsequent studies 

revealed that anywhere from 6–20 encounters are needed (Nation, 1982; Herman, Anderson, Pearson 

and Nagy, 1987; Rott, 1999; Nation, 2001; Waring and Takaki, 2003). From this research, it is evident 

that learners need to be given large quantities of input in order to get sufficient repetition of lexical 

items and grammatical forms. 
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　　To give learners the opportunity to acquire the language incidentally, Laufer, Meara and Nation 

(2005) suggest that learners should read at least one graded reader every two weeks. Day and Bamford 

(2002) recommend that learners set a goal of one simplified reader per week when designing extensive 

reading programs.

Monitor the cognitive load

　　Teachers need to take into account the cognitive load of the listening and reading texts and 

input tasks that learners will encounter (Rost, 2002), and ensure that it is not too heavy. In order to 

successfully do this, teachers should:

1.　Give learners time to prepare, thus minimizing the amount of bottom-up processing. Most 

problems for L2 learners are caused by trying to process the second-language sound system, 

lexis, or morpho-syntax (Beglar, 2009).     

2.　Make sure cognitive task demands are low by simplifying the text and/or the task (for example, 

reducing the length).

3.　Lighten the learners’ cognitive load (for example, put grammar or vocabulary on the board or 

in a glossary and/or use pictures).

4.　Provide learners with appropriate formulaic expressions so they have the chance to negotiate 

the language.

5.　Help reduce leaner anxiety and promote interaction by putting students in pairs or small groups.

Provide interesting and engaging material

　　If learners are interested in the material they are more likely to want to understand it. They will 

find it much easier to process the large amounts of input presented to them if they find it interesting 

and engaging. In Elley’s (1989) study of learning language through listening to stories, he found that 

learners had limited vocabulary gains when they listened to a story that lacked familiarity, humor, or 

excitement, but had significant gains when listening to stories that included those elements. Stories 

that lacked those attributes failed to arouse the attention and engagement of learners, and therefore 

ultimately restricted acquisition. Teachers should try to choose or design materials that elicit interest 

in order to give learners the best chance to learn.

Develop familiarity of different discourse types 

　　Listening and reading material should be authentic and consist of a broad range of genres and 

discourse types (for example, static, concrete, dynamic, abstract) that learners are likely to meet when 

learning the new language (Rost, 2005). Learners need to practice recognizing the features of the 

various types of language and understand when they are most commonly used.
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2. Learning through meaning-focused output

　　Meaning-focused output is centered on learners developing their productive skills through 

speaking and writing. As described by Lee and VanPatten (2003), structured output activities should 

directly follow structured input activities. The following tactics can assist the teacher in dedicating 

25% of the course to meaning-focused output. 

Connect input and output tasks

　　Learners need to be given the opportunity to produce meaningful output and authentic interaction 

while receiving meaningful input. Long posits in his Interaction Hypothesis (1996) that the best 

kind of input for L2 learners is interactionally modified comprehensible input, adjusted by the 

interlocutors after receiving some signal that their partner needs help to fully understand the message. 

This (often) two-way process of making meaning more comprehensible for both interlocutors forces 

them to modify their utterances in ways (for example, clarification requests, confirmation checks, 

comprehension checks) that not only increase the comprehensibility of the message but also highlight 

the usage of certain L2 forms. Providing such tasks:

　1.　can encourage more input as a result of the output.

　2.　enhances the development of accuracy by forcing the learner to focus on syntactic processing.

　3.　helps learners to develop a personal voice.

　4.　helps to automatize pre-existing knowledge.

　5.　serves as a tool to interact with others.

Push meaningful communication

　　Swain’s Output Hypothesis Theory (1985) argues that the act of producing meaningful output 

plays a major part in the process of second language learning. She states that pushing learners to 

produce the target language may be the trigger that forces them to pay attention to the means of 

expression needed to successfully convey their intended meaning. When producing language, learners 

are able to notice items in input that they were not aware of before, thus pushing learners to process 

language more deeply. Having noticed a gap in knowledge during output, learners may intentionally 

seek to fill the gap through outside sources such as teachers, peers, or dictionaries.  

Skill Activities
idaerevisnetxEgnidaeR ng, self-selected reading, 

sustained silent reading, paired reading,
gap-fill activities.

caevitacinummoCgninetsiL tivities (conversations), 
watching TV or movies, gap-fill and
receptive information transfer activities.

Teachers are able to facilitate meaning-focused input through the following techniques:
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Use interesting material and give learners the autonomy to choose topics 

　　It is important for administrators and teachers alike to make the curriculum and course materials 

relevant to the learners. Dörnyei (2001, p. 63) emphasizes that ‘learners will not be motivated to learn 

unless they regard the material they are taught as worth learning.' He argues that learners need to be 

involved in the design of the curriculum and educators need to incorporate their needs, goals and 

interests as much as possible. According to Beglar (2009), interesting topics and teaching materials 

encourage communicative intent, or the desire or need to use the target language. Relating speaking 

and writing topics to the everyday experiences and backgrounds of the learners will encourage output.

Give planned and unplanned opportunities to produce language

　　Teachers need to provide opportunities to produce both planned and unplanned output. As 

discussed later in this paper, planned output encourages learners to focus on the form of the target 

language, whereas unplanned output provides opportunities to learn incidentally. 

Encourage the use of different discourse types

　　Teachers should design speaking and writing activities to promote the use of the various genres 

and discourse types found in the L2. Learners need to be able to differentiate the features of each 

discourse type and practice how to properly use them.

Skill Activities
sklatderaperp,noissucsidgnivlos-melborPgnikaepS

and speeches (for example, show and tell), 
pair conversation, linked skills (speaking
and listening), issue logs

noitamrofni,kcabdeefhtiwgnitirWgnitirW
transfer, linked skills (writing and
reading), issue logs 

Teachers are able to facilitate meaning-focused output through the following techniques:

3. Focusing on form 

　　Focus on form or language-focused learning is a fundamental aspect of language teaching and is 

particularly concerned with the internalization of linguistic structures. Long and Robinson state that “it 

often consists of an occasional shift of attention to linguistic code features – by the teacher and/or one 

or more students – triggered by perceived problems with comprehension or production” (1998, p.23). 

As with the input and output components, one-quarter of the language course should be devoted to 

focusing on form (language-focused learning), and this can be achieved using the following methods. 
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Focus on form in a variety of ways

　　Form-focused instruction is viewed as a particularly effective technique to draw learner attention 

to linguistic form (Ellis, 2001). Teachers can present grammar structures or functions by using a 

combination of inductive and deductive approaches. An inductive approach to grammar teaching 

encourages noticing, while a deductive approach seeks to establish an awareness of the grammar rule 

(Ellis, 2005).

　　The more traditional style of teaching grammar, the deductive approach, teaches rules or 

structures to the students first. By decontextualizing grammatical features and lexical items, form-

focused instruction is effective for teacher-centered grammar instruction or teaching high-frequency 

vocabulary items to beginners and learners whose insufficient grammar or vocabulary knowledge 

hinders their receptive skills. Direct teaching can compliment incidental learning of the same words 

and grammar. It can raise learners’ awareness of particular items so that they notice them as they meet 

them while reading (Nation, 2001). 

　　The inductive approach provides students opportunities to learn the grammatical structures 

through practice of the language in context, and later notice the rules from practical examples. 

Provide clear and memorable examples of the target grammar

　　The examples for each grammar point should be interesting or relevant, thus standing out to the 

learner. In addition, the examples should be clear and written in natural English.

Promote meaningful opportunities to use the forms

　　Teachers need to provide learners with the chance to develop their knowledge of the language 

through speaking and writing activities where their main attention is focused on the information they 

are trying to convey (Nation, 2001). As shown by Beglar (2009), creating opportunities for meaningful 

output of the forms is important since it:

　1.　improves accuracy of language use.

　2.　acts as a means of expression.

　3.　helps to develop automaticity of pre-existing knowledge.

　4.　promotes interaction. 

Repeat and recycle the forms

　　As previously discussed in section 1, repetition is imperative for learning grammatical structures. 

As with lexical items, there is a great deal to know about grammatical structures. Several occurrences 

are needed in order for grammatical structures to be fluently accessed and accurately used. Repetition 

adds to the quality of knowledge and the quantity or strength of this knowledge (Nation, 2001). 

Grammar structures should also be recycled across the units of the textbook or course to optimize the 
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number of occurrences and the chance the learner has to learn the item. Opportunities for learners to 

review the target grammar in review units can be of great benefit as well.  

Connect focus on form to output by promoting interaction

　　As described by Beglar (2009), it is important to allow students to control topics and content, and 

also promote the use of phrases for negotiation of meaning in pairs and groups. In a study by Newton 

(1995), items that are negotiated are much more likely to be remembered compared to items that are 

not negotiated. 

Teach formulaic language

　　As identified in Levelt’s production model (1999), learners frequently experience breakdowns. 

Teachers need to teach learners strategies to promote independent study and to help them deal with 

these breakdowns. Providing the students with formulaic expressions encourages them to negotiate 

unclear and confusing aspects of the interaction to make it more comprehensible. These expressions 

can be used to encourage greater participation, motivation, and engagement.

Provide personalized contexts to use the forms

　　Similar to providing students with an opportunity for interaction, providing personalized contexts 

to use the form allows students to control topics and content. Furthermore, Dörnyei (2001) suggests 

that promoting interaction, cooperation, and the sharing of genuine personal information among the 

learners will increase student motivation. 

Skill Activities
gnidulcni,seitivitcagnidaerevisnetnIgnidaeR

reading cloze, skimming, scanning,
putting sentences or paragraphs into the 
correct order

gnidulcni,seitivitcagninetsilevisnetnIgninetsiL
dictation, listening cloze, word recognition
tasks

,)noitaicnunorp(tnereffidroemaSgnikaepS
identifying (pronunciation), formulaic
speech

rehcaetdnareep(srorrerofgnikcehCgnitirW
feedback), substitution tables, putting
sentences or paragraphs into the correct 
order

Teachers are able to facilitate focus on form (language-focused learning) through the 
following techniques:
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4. Developing fluency

　　The fluency development strand of a language course should involve reading, writing, speaking 

and listening. Learners should not encounter any new lexical items or grammar forms and the content 

should be largely familiar to them. This strand should consist of activities where learners can become 

more fluent with what they already know (Laufer, Meara and Nation, 2005). They should not be 

constrained by any pre-set questions or tasks, and material should be at the learners’ level (i=1) or 

below (i-1). Teachers should devote one-quarter of the course to this fourth and final strand, and the 

following guidelines can help them achieve this. 

Maximize the amount and speed of processing

　　Nation (2013, p. 36) identifies the goal of fluency as “not to make learners use the language 

at faster than normal speeds but to use the language at a speed which approaches that of native 

speakers.” To achieve this he suggests targets of 150 words-per-minute for speaking and 200 words-

per-minute for reading.

Do not assess the language but maximize the amount of processing

　　Learners should be given the opportunity to process and freely use extensive amounts of 

language that they are already familiar with. They should not need to use dictionaries and should be 

able to use the language without any correction. The focus should be on the flow of language and 

the number of words encountered and/or produced within a specific period, regardless of spelling, 

grammar and content (Fellner and Apple, 2006; Brown, 1994). 

Apply pressure

　　The teacher should apply pressure to help the students improve fluency development and 

automaticity. 

　　In the 4/3/2 technique the students prepare a four-minute talk and repeat it three times to different 

classmates: first in 4 minutes, then in 3 minutes and finally in 2 minutes. The students are pushed to 

produce meaningful output at an increasing rate of speed. Nation (1989) found that the number of 

hesitations decreased and grammar accuracy and complexity of sentences increased when teachers 

applied pressure and had learners retell stories using the 4/3/2 technique. Laufer et al (2005) suggest 

techniques such as 4/3/2 for speaking, as well as speed-reading, ten-minute writing, and listening to 

easy stories, to help improve fluency. 

　　While applying pressure, teachers must be careful to monitor learners’ output to ensure that they 

do not fossilize any incorrect forms. They should be on the lookout for any commonly made errors in 

speaking or writing activities and possibly take up these errors at the end of the lesson or beginning 

of the next class by writing the incorrect statements on the board and having the learners try to correct 
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them in pairs or small groups.

Assist fluency development

　　Research using the 4/3/2 technique suggests that assisted fluency activities are more effective 

than unassisted ones (Kuhn and Stahl, 2003).

　　Another assisted task effective in increasing fluency is shadowing, in which students talk along 

at the same pace as a native speaker or a recording of a short speech recorded by the native speaker. 

Shadowing can be used to increase the strength of formulaic sequences (chunking) resulting in faster 

access to them in subsequent speaking and writing tasks.

Use the same form in different contexts

　　In fluency development, teachers should give learners frequent repeated practice across all skills 

and in different contexts for them to be able to automatize the target language.

Provide meaningful tasks

　　As with the other strands, teachers need to select material that is meaningful to the learners so 

they can focus more effectively on receiving meaning in listening and reading activities and conveying 

meaning in writing and speaking activities.

Skill Activities
otgninetsildnagnidrocer,euqinhcet2/3/4gnikaepS

speech, rehearsed talks, shadowing
suounitnoc,seiraid,slanruoj,sgolBgnitirW

writing (10-minute writings), story
writing, letter writing

Skill Activities
(gnidaerevisnetxEgnidaeR i=1, i-1), repeated

reading, speed reading, rate build-up 
reading, skimming and scanning, 
shadowing

(gninetsilevisnetxEgninetsiL i=1, i-1) (for example,
listening to easy stories), repeated
listening, 4/3/2 technique, shadowing 

Teachers are able to facilitate fluency development of productive skills through the following 
techniques:

Teachers are able to facilitate fluency development of receptive skills through the following 
techniques:
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5. Motivating learners

　　Although Nation (2005) did not include motivation when developing the four strands of an 

effective language course, the author believes that it plays a large role in SLA and in agreement with 

Beglar (2009) includes it as the fifth component of a successful EFL or ESL course. 

　　Several researchers contend that motivation plays the single most important role in determining 

the success or failure of a learner in any learning situation (Gardner and Lambert, 1972; Gardner, 

1985; Dörnyei, 2001). Dörnyei adds that from his experience, highly motivated language learners “will 

be able to master a reasonable working knowledge…regardless of their language aptitude” (2001, p. 2). 

The following tactics can help enable teachers to foster students’ motivation throughout the entirety of 

the language course. 

Promote autonomy

　　Learners need to be encouraged to take charge of learning by setting personal goals and utilizing 

learning strategies (Brown, 2007). Dickenson (1995, pp.173–174) posits that “enhanced motivation 

is conditional on learners taking responsibility for their own learning…their own learning successes 

and failures are to be attributed to their own efforts and strategies rather than to factors outside their 

control”. According to Dörnyei (2001), teachers can promote autonomy by: 

　1.　allowing learners to make as many choices as possible regarding the learning process;

　2.　handing over as many leaderships and teaching roles to the learners as possible; and

　3.　adopting the role of a facilitator. 

Motivate learners intrinsically

　　Classroom techniques have a greater success if they are intrinsically motivating and self-

rewarding. Teachers need to foster intrinsic motivation through tasks that are fun, interesting, relevant, 

and challenging to students. 

Stimulate learning through interesting tasks

　　Dörnyei (2001, pp.75-77) illustrates how materials are most effective when the tasks are 

attractive to learners. Teachers can inspire learning by making tasks challenging (e.g., puzzle), 

interactive (e.g., jigsaw activity), personalized (e.g., show and tell), exotic (e.g., different cultures), 

competitive (e.g., games) or humorous (e.g., cartoons). Teachers should develop a variety of tasks 

throughout the course to maintain a high level of interest in the material. 

Create community and promote interaction

　　According to Dörnyei (1997), building community or group cohesiveness is one of the most 

important features of a successful communicative language class as it promotes interaction and 
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encourages students to help one another. When learners have a sense of belonging in the classroom, 

anxiety levels will decrease and their willingness to participate and communicate and help each other 

will increase.

Get to know your students   

　　Teachers should get to know their students and tailor their instruction to match their strengths, 

weaknesses and interests. By showing personal interest in them through one-on-one teacher–

student interaction, teachers will be able to better assess the learners’ individual needs and abilities. 

Developing a personal relationship with them will help motivate them to learn and actively participate 

in activities.

Sample lesson plan implementing the five components of a successful language course

　　Having illustrated the five connected components, the author will provide an example lesson 

plan using a number of the activities previously mentioned in order to clearly demonstrate how to 

implement these components effectively.

Lesson plan for giving more information and asking follow-up questions

*Please note that this is the 2nd lesson of the first semester. In the previous lesson, the students were introduced to the 

course outline, made name cards, did an activity using formulaic expressions, and participated in ice-breaker activities 

to get to know one another.

Students: approximately twenty-five 1st-year university students.

Course title: Communication Strategies 1

Course description: This class is designed to introduce students to spoken English. It will focus on 

students' active participation in pronunciation, speaking, listening, and beginning conversations.

Level: False beginner/pre-intermediate students, 150-250 TOEIC score.

Objectives (Linguistic and Affective):  

The students will be able to:

　•　practice and recycle high-frequency vocabulary items selected from the New General Service 

List (NGSL) and/or learned in previous lessons

　•　use formulaic expressions to negotiate meaning of any unclear or confusing aspects of the 

communication
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　•　form referential and “open” questions in the past tense

　•　ask follow-up questions to get more information and to keep the conversation going

　•　respond to questions about themselves and give more information

　•　discuss in detail some of their own recent past experiences

　•　use “open” questions to find out desired information about their classmates’ recent past 

experiences.

Length of lesson: 90 minutes

Description of lesson: This lesson will focus mainly on the students forming and answering open 

questions. Based on the author’s teaching experience in Japan, this is a skill that low- to intermediate-

level students are generally quite poor at.

Procedure (see table 1 for an overview of the lesson plan and timing):

　1.　Greet students, put them in groups of 3–4 and play the vocabulary card game: Slap Down 

(Sheridan & Markslag, 2014) (see Appendix 1)

　2. Have the students open their notebook and prepare for a dictation. Read three simple past 

statements and have the students write them in their books. Encourage students to use the 

formulaic expressions written on the back of the name card (see Appendix 2) if they do not 

understand what the teacher is saying. Read the first statement extremely fast, the second 

one very quietly and the third one quietly and mumbled so the students are forced to use the 

formulaic expressions.

a.　I went to USJ.

b.　My friend and I studied English.

c.　I went to Torikizoku.

Have the students quickly compare their answers to the dictation in groups of three or four. 

After taking up the answers by writing them on the board (or having three students write them 

on the board), have the students work together in their groups to see how many follow-up 

questions they can come up with for the three statements from the dictation. Try to turn this into 

a mini competition between the groups. After five minutes ask each group how many questions 

they came up with. Elicit some of the follow-up questions from the groups, starting with the 

winning group. Make any appropriate corrections and write some of them on the board.

　3.　Hand out the “Follow-up questions & giving more information” worksheet (see Appendix 

3) to the students. Have the students record the first simple past statement, “I went to USJ,” 

from part two under the headings “Who,” “What,” and “Where” on the worksheet. After 

each student has written the first statement, get the students to ask the teacher “What did you 
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do on the weekend?” The teacher will answer “I went to USJ.” Then have the students use 

the follow-up questions written at the top of the worksheet (and possibly also written on the 

board): How did you get there? Where did you go? When did you go? Who did you go with? 

Why did you go? etc. to elicit more information. Start expanding the short statement “I went 

to USJ” as the students ask more and more follow-up questions until you have a long sentence. 

Get the students to record the sentence and show them how the sentence can be broken up 

into individual parts (who, what, when, how, why etc.) Do the same for the second and third 

statement. Have the students write one sentence about what they did last weekend on the fourth 

line of the Forming questions and giving more information worksheet. After a few minutes, 

prepare the class for step 4 by modeling the activity with a couple of students. Ask a student 

what they did on the weekend. Then ask follow-up questions to get more information and write 

that information on a blank line of the worksheet.

　　　　Example (Model Conversation):  

　　　　Teacher: What did you on the weekend?

　　　　Student: I went shopping.

　　　　Teacher: How did you get there?

　　　　Student: By train.

　　　　Teacher: Where did you go? etc. 

　4.　Have each student interview five different students and write the information of the students 

they interviewed on lines 5–9. Discourage the students from showing one another their 

worksheets and just copying each other’s information. Encourage the use of formulaic 

questions to negotiate meaning of any unclear or confusing aspects of the communication. 

　5.　Write some of the commonly made errors during the interview on the board. Have the students 

work in pairs or small groups of 3–4 to correct them. After correcting the errors as a class, have 

the students look for similar errors on their worksheets and correct them.

　6.　Teach simple reported speech patterns (for example: A said that he/she ~ and/or A told me 

that he/she ~ ) and write them on the board. Tell students that they are going to report on the 5 

classmates they previously interviewed in a timed activity. Model the activity by having one 

student read out all five of the sentences of the students they interviewed.

              Example (Model Conversation):  

Student: I interviewed A. A said that she went shopping by train in Umeda on Sunday with 

her friend to buy a new skirt.

Student: I interviewed B. B told me that he played soccer in the park near his house on 

Saturday afternoon with 5 friends because he loves playing sports. etc. 

　　Put students in pairs and push their output using the 4/3/2 technique. Allow each pair four 

minutes to complete the task the first time (2 minutes each). Have the students change partners 

and now allow each pair 3 minutes to complete the task the second time (90 seconds each). 
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tnenopmoCytivitcAtnedutSfonoitpircseDfeirBytivitcAemiT

20-30 min Make 10 word cards

(homework)

Select 10 unknown words from the New General Service List

(NGSL) and make 10 word cards.

Meaning-focused input

Language-focused learning

Motivating

20-30 min Extensive reading

(homework)

Read one level-appropriate graded reader and take a short

comprehension quiz on mreader.org.

Meaning-focused input

Fluency development

Motivating

15 min 1. Greetings and word

card activity

In small groups of 3–4, play the vocabulary card game, “Slap 

Down”(Sheridan & Markslag, 2014) (see Appendix 1).

Meaning-focused output

Meaning-focused input

Language-focused learning

Motivating

15 min 2. Dictation using

formulaic language

Listen to 3 simple statements and write them in your notebook. Use

formulaic language to help with comprehension.

Language-focused learning

Meaning-focused input

Motivating

15 min 3. Forming questions

and giving more

information

Record examples 1, 2 & 3 from the dictation in the appropriate

sections of the worksheet (see Appendix 3). Use the question

prompts at the top of the worksheet to ask questions to the teacher

and record their answers in the appropriate boxes. Create your own

sentence by filling out the 4th line of the worksheet.

Language-focused learning

Meaning-focused output

Meaning-focused input

Motivating

20 min 4. Class interview Interview classmates taking turns asking and answering questions.

Record your partner’s answer on the worksheet.

Meaning-focused output

Meaning-focused input

Motivating

5 min 5. Error correction In pairs or small groups of 3–4, correct the commonly made errors

written on the board (provided by teacher).

Language-focused learning

Motivating

15 min 6. 4-3-2 activity using

reported speech

Use reported speech to talk about the classmates previously

interviewed. Teacher pushes output using the 4-3-2 activity.

Fluency Development

Meaning-focused output

Meaning-focused input

Motivating

5 min Wrap-up and Homework 1. Write 5 sentences about your week giving more information

2. Make 10 word cards

3. Read one level appropriate graded reader.

(homework 60–90 minutes)

Meaning-focused output

Meaning-focused input

Fluency development

Language-focused learning

Motivating

Table 1: Overview of the lesson plan, its components and timing

Have the students change partners one last time and allow them two minutes to complete the 

task (1 minute each). Encourage students to try to not read directly from their worksheet, but to 

make as much eye contact as possible while reporting to their partner.

　7.　Wrap-up and homework: Collect the worksheets and name cards and explain the homework (5 

minutes)
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Assessment:
　•　Collect the students’ worksheets at the end of class and correct them by circling any student 

errors for the next lesson. Take up any common/frequent errors at the beginning of the next class 
by writing the incorrect statements on the board and have the students try to correct them in 
pairs or groups of 3–4. After correcting the errors as a class, have the students look for similar 
errors on their worksheets and correct them.

Homework:
　1.　For homework, ask the students to write five sentences about their week in their notebooks. The 

students will be asked to record these statements on lines 10–14 of the “Follow-up questions & 
giving more information” worksheet at the beginning of the next class. These statements will 
be used in a warm-up/review activity.

　2.　Students need to make 10 new word cards each week for new words they learned in the lesson 
or from the New General Service List.

　3.　Students are also required to read one level-appropriate graded reader and take a short 
comprehension quiz on mreader.org

Materials:
　•　Name card which has formulaic expressions written on the back (handed out in the first week) (see 

appendix 2)

　•　Follow-up questions and giving more information worksheet (see Appendix 3)

　•　Student-made vocabulary cards – throughout the lesson students will be instructed/reminded 
to write down any unknown words on a word card and then complete the word card by writing 
an example sentence, the Japanese translation, and picture or collocation for homework. The 
students were also given the NGSL the previous week and instructed on how to make word 
cards. The students are expected to make at least 10 word cards each week.

Discussion: Justification of the lesson 

　　The author believes the design of all lessons should be highly motivating and strongly influenced 
by the theory put forward by Nation (2005), which proposes that a balanced language course should 
equally consist of the four major strands: meaning-focused input, language-focused learning, meaning-
focused output, and fluency development. This sample lesson plan accomplishes this goal (see Table 
2), despite the fact that slightly more time is spent on the language-focused learning strand than the 
ideal 25%. Since almost all lower proficiency level students in Japan struggle forming questions, it is 
important to dedicate a little more time focusing on this skill, especially at the beginning of the course. 
As the academic year progresses, the lessons for this communications course will become more and 
more balanced to equally account for each of the four strands. And of course it must be remembered 
that the 25% ratio is a guide, not a hard-and-fast rule.
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Table 2: How the five components are integrated into the lesson
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Meaning-focused input

Comprehensible input       

Opportunities for repetition      

Monitoring the cognitive load       

Interesting and engaging material      

Different discourse types    

Meaning-focused output

Connected input and output tasks      

Pushed meaningful communication  

Planned/unplanned production      

Different discourse types    

Language-focused learning

Done in a variety of ways   

Clear and memorable examples     

Meaningful use of forms     

Forms are repeated and recycled    

Connected to output tasks     

Use of formulaic language   

Personalized contexts  

Fluency development

Maximize the amount and speed  

Not assessed   

Pressure applied 

Assisted fluency development 

Same forms in different contexts  

Meaningful tasks   

Motivation

Autonomous      

Intrinsically motivating       

Interesting     

Interactive and community building    

Teacher/student interaction   
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　　As previously illustrated, form-focused instruction is viewed as a particularly useful technique 

to draw learner attention to linguistic form. Decontextualizing grammatical features in such activities 

as “Slap down,” the dictation and Forming questions and giving more information makes form-

focused instruction particularly effective for teacher-centered grammar instruction and teaching 

high-frequency vocabulary items to beginners whose insufficient grammar or vocabulary knowledge 

hinders their receptive skills. This form of direct teaching compliments incidental learning of the same 

words and grammar structures encountered in the weekly extensive reading homework assignments. 

This helps to “raise learners” awareness of the particular items so that they notice them when they 

meet them while reading’ (Nation, 2001).

　　When planning the focus on form tasks in this lesson, several things were taken into 

consideration: 

　1.　The examples provided to learners need to be clear and salient.

　2.　The form-focused instruction should be directly connected with the listening or reading task(s).

　3.　Grammar forms should be recycled 

　4.　Chunks of language should be produced. 

　　Students, especially those who are lower-level learners, need to be given several clear models 

of what exactly they should do to accomplish each task. This allows the students to focus solely on 

the target language when they perform the task. Furthermore, they need to be provided with several 

clear and salient examples as shown in all of the activities and worksheets in this lesson. The students 

in turn should be able to reproduce the follow-up questions in a variety of situations, especially 

when discussing past experiences. By the end of the 15-week course, the students should be able 

to successfully master forming future and present tense questions using similar worksheets and 

examples.

　　The dictation is also an effective activity for lower-level learners as it forces them to pay attention 

to specific language. By using their voice the teacher can easily match the speed of the dictation to the 

proficiency level of the students. Although the dictation might be read relatively slowly, it is important 

for the teacher to keep the speech authentic and not break the rhythm of the speech.

　　In the first week, students are given formulaic expressions (chunks) on the back of their name 

cards to encourage them to take an active approach in their own learning. These questions are 

recycled in a number of activities in this lesson and throughout the course to provide the students 

with repetition. As identified in Levelt’s production model (1999), learners frequently experience 

breakdowns. Instructors need to teach strategies to promote independent study and to help learners 

deal with these breakdowns. Providing students with these formulaic expressions encourages them 

to negotiate unclear and confusing aspects of the interaction to make it more comprehensible. These 

expressions can be used to encourage greater participation, motivation, and engagement.

　　Students are provided with numerous opportunities to produce meaningful output and authentic 
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interaction while receiving meaningful input. As proposed by Michael Long in his Interaction 

Hypothesis (1996), the best kind of input for L2 learners is interactionally modified comprehensible 

input, adjusted by the interlocutors after receiving a signal that their partner needs some help in order 

to fully understand the message. This two-way process of making meaning more comprehensible 

for both interlocutors forces them to modify their utterances in ways that not only increase the 

comprehensibility of the message but also augment the salience of certain L2 forms and make them 

available to the learner. The output from these tasks can be beneficial in that:

　•　Output can serve to get more input

　•　The development of accuracy is enhanced by forcing the learner to focus on syntactic processing

　•　Learners develop a personal voice

　•　Pre-existing knowledge becomes automated

　•　Learners interact meaningfully with each other.

　　Creating the types of opportunities for output as found in the Forming questions and giving more 

information activity is an important component of any language course. Learners should have the 

chance to develop their knowledge of the language through speaking and writing activities where their 

main attention is focused on the information they are trying to convey (Nation, 2001).

　　In the fluency development strand of a language course, learners should not encounter any new 

lexical items or grammar forms. This strand should consist of activities were learners can become 

more fluent with what they already know (Laufer, Meara, and Nation, 2005). In the interview activity, 

each student will be given the opportunity to answer six questions about the statement they wrote 

on line 4 of the worksheet five times. They will also be given the opportunity to ask the same five 

referential questions to five different partners, thus giving them the repetition necessary to develop 

fluency. 

　　Also in the fluency strand of the course, the teacher should apply pressure to help the students 

improve fluency and automaticity development. Laufer et al (2005) suggest such techniques as 4/3/2 

for speaking, as used in the final activity. Swain (1985) agrees that the teacher needs to push the 

students’ output by restricting the amount of the time spent with each partner. In the final activity, 

students are allowed the most amount of time with their first partner and the least amount of time with 

their last. 

　　It is also important for the teacher to monitor students’ output skills in order to ensure that they 

do not fossilize any incorrect forms. In the error correction activities both during the lesson and at 

the start of the next lesson, the teacher draws the students’ attention to common errors by writing the 

incorrect statements on the board, and has the students try to correct them in pairs or groups of 3–4.

　　Dörnyei identifies motivation as playing an extremely “important role in determining the success 

or failure in any learning situation” (2001). He adds that highly motivated learners “will be able 

to master a reasonable working knowledge…regardless of their language aptitude (p. 2).” Based 
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on this theory, building, maintaining and protecting motivation in learners should be a priority in 

every activity. Classroom techniques have a greater success if they are intrinsically motivating and 

self-rewarding – teachers can foster motivation through tasks that are fun, engaging, interactive, 

interesting, relevant, and/or challenging. 

　　Students should be encouraged to take charge of their own learning by setting personal goals 

and utilizing learning strategies (Brown, 2007) such as autonomously choosing key vocabulary and 

creating vocabulary and grammar cards outside of the classroom. Another beneficial strategy, seen in 

the Forming questions and giving more information activity, uses word parts and parts of speech to 

help remember words and chunks of language. 

Conclusion

　　It is apparent that the five major components – input, output, focus on form, fluency and 

motivation – are essential to the success of any language course. Teachers should carefully develop 

the curriculum and design tasks to incorporate all of these components in order to provide the most 

effective learning experience for students. The activities suggested in this paper will help to maintain 

a high level of student interest in the material and facilitate acquisition of language. Teachers should 

allocate approximately equal amounts of time to the four strands and foster motivation throughout the 

course to maximize their students’ opportunity to successfully master the L2. 
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Appendix 1: Vocabulary Card Game: Slap Down (Adapted from Sheridan & Markslag, 2014)

Slap Down Materials: Five to 10 vocabulary cards.

Activity time: 10-15 minutes Number of students: Groups of 3 or 4

Procedure:

Step1: Put the students in groups of 3 to 4 students. Have each group sit around a desk or table facing one

another.

Step 2: Have each student (from each group) choose 5 cards from their own set of vocabulary cards and

put them on the desk in front of them.

Step 3: Tell the students that they are going to be teachers. They will be responsible for teaching the 5

vocabulary items that they have chosen to the rest of their group. Using the formulaic language on the

back of the students’ name cards, write the following conversation on the board:

Student 1: How do you say that word?

“Teacher:”__________________ (EVERYONE REPEAT).

Student 2: How do you say it in Japanese?

“Teacher:”__________________

Student 1 or 3: Could you give us an example sentence using “the word?”

“Teacher:”__________________

Choose a strong group of students to demonstrate the activity with. Select one student from the group to

be the first “teacher.” Instruct the student to the right of the “teacher:” “How do you say that word?” Have

the “teacher” say the 1st vocabulary item they have selected aloud and get the other members of their

group to repeat the word. Next, instruct the next student to the right to ask the “teacher:” “How do you say

it in Japanese?” Have the “teacher” say the Japanese meaning of the English word. Finally, instruct the

next student to the right if the students are in a group of four or the student who asked the first question if

the students are in a group of three to ask the “teacher:” Could you give us an example sentence using “the

word?” Have the “teacher” say the example sentence, which they have chosen and written on their card.

The group should repeat these steps until the first “teacher” has taught all of their words. After the first

“teacher” has taught all of their vocabulary cards, choose another student to be the “teacher.” Repeat this

process until all of the group members have taught all of their vocabulary cards. Encourage students to

also use different formulaic language on the back of their name cards if they do not understand.

Step 4: Have the students randomly scatter all of their vocabulary cards on the desk with the English side

of the card facing up. Get the students to play paper-rock-scissors (janken) to decide the order of the

game (clockwise). The first person will say the Japanese meaning of the vocabulary item and the other

members will try to be the first to slap the word in English.

Variation: This game can be played with either the English or Japanese side of the vocabulary card face

up. When the game is played with the English side of the vocabulary card face up, it tests the students’

receptive knowledge. When the game is played with the Japanese side of the vocabulary card face up, it

tests the students’ productive knowledge.

Conclusion

This is an excellent warm up and/or review activity testing the students’ receptive or productive

knowledge of the vocabulary items. It requires little preparation by the teacher and can be done in only

ten to 15 minutes.
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Attendance
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

        

Could you say that again? もう一度言って下さい。 

Could you please speak more slowly? もう少しゆっくり言って下さい。 

Could you please speak louder? もう少し大きな声で言って下さい。 

How do you spell that? それは、どんなスペルですか？ 

What does this mean? これは、どういう意味ですか？ 

Could you write that on the board? それを黒板に書いて下さい。 

Is this correct? これは正しいですか？ 

I’m sorry, but I don’t understand. すみません、私はわかりません。 

How do you say this in English/Japanese? それは英語で何と言いますか？ 

Can you help me please? 手伝って下さい。 

How do you say this word? これはどのように発音するのですか？ 

Appendix 2: Student name card with formulaic language

Appendix 3: Forming Questions & Giving More Information Worksheet 

Who What How Where When With Whom Why

1 I went by car to USJ on the weekend with 10 of my friends to ride attractions.

2 My friend and I studied English in the library on Friday evening together because we had an English test on Monday.

3 I went by bicycle to Torikizoku on Saturday night with my family to eat "tsukune" (ground chicken).

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
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Using Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
in the EFL Classroom: Hosting a Student Blog Project

Jeff Flugel

Abstract: Having students create and manage their own blog is one potential method to increase the quality 

and fluency of their writing, general vocabulary and word usage, as well as enhance student interest through 

the use of  “New Media” tools and interactive feedback and communication blogging can provide. This article 

focuses primarily on the basic components of setting and running a student blog project, as well as offering a 

general overview of the benefits and drawbacks of two common approaches, collated from personal experience 

in two ESL courses at two separate Japanese universities: the “Individual” blog project type, wherein students 

design their own blog and are totally responsible for its theme and content; and the “Collaborative” blog project 

type, wherein students link their individual work in teams into a single blog, focusing on a set theme and 

subtopics. Both approaches offered distinct advantages and disadvantages, and it is the hope of this paper to not 

only recommend the efficacy of blogs as an adjunct to regular writing curricula, but to highlight some possible 

classroom problems and pitfalls that might occur in implementing such a project, and suggest some possible 

solutions.

Keywords: Classroom blogging, EFL writing, collaborative learning

要約

　学生にブログを立ち上げ管理させることは、作文能力や語彙数、語法の質向上につながる。さらに

は、道具としての「新しいメディア」を駆使し、自身のブログサイトをもつことが対話型フィードバッ

クやコミュニケーションを実践することにつながり、学生自身の関心も高まっていく。

　本論文では、まずはじめに、ブログプロジェクトの設定と運用における基本要素に焦点をあてる。

同時に、一般論として、二つのアプローチの利点と欠点に触れる。それらは、日本にある 2つの大学

で ESL クラスを教えた個人的経験と照合するものである。

　「個人」型ブログプロジェクトでは、学生がブログをデザインし、ブログのテーマや内容全てにお

いて学生が責任を持つ。「コラボレーション」型ブログプロジェクトでは、学生は自分がつくったブ

ログを協同ブログの中に位置づけながら、自身のテーマと副題に焦点をあてることによって固有性を

もたせるものである。それぞれの方法には利点と欠点がある。本論文では、ブログを通常の作文クラ

スの補助として利用する効果を推奨するのみならず、授業内で起こりうる問題やプロジェクトを遂行

する際の落とし穴ならびに解決策についても触れている。

キーワード：授業におけるブログ利用、EFL における英作文・共同学習
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Introduction
 

　　Teachers today who are used to more traditional methods and types of teaching materials, and 

who are looking to do something different in their lessons by using more of the technological tools 

at their disposal, can find a number of options out there, ranging from the relatively simple to more 

complex. One option is to assign students a blog project. While such a project does involve some 

basic familiarity with the internet, some word processing and layout skills as well as a certain facility 

with navigating the type of blogging software chosen, the main focus of writing a blog is just that: 

writing. As there are a variety of easy-to-use blogging software programs available for free on the net, 

the time investment required to gain basic skills in using said software is minimal. Therefore, teachers 

with experience in teaching traditional composition courses might find this a worthwhile tool to add 

some visual interest and a fresh angle to the classroom environment. It can spark some creativity and 

enjoyment within the students.

　　Blogging has been used as a learning tool in classrooms for over a decade, and as a result, 

numerous studies have been conducted regarding the effectiveness of using blogs to increase students’ 

writing ability. Many of these studies can be found online, others in academic journals, and most 

make reference to or include data conducted in ESL classroom environments. Nakatsukasa (2009), 

Gedera (2011), and Cequena (2013) each offer useful overviews of several studies conducted which 

indicate the quantitative advantages gained from using blogging in the classroom. Such post-blogging 

project benefits referenced in the above articles included students’ increased word count, fluency and 

lexical complexity in their writing; increased facility with revision and editing as a direct result of 

collaborative feedback from other students (in the form of blog comments), and increased honing 

of students’ information researching, reasoning and critical thinking skills. This paper takes as a 

given that using blogging can be a useful tool when used to complement more traditional, textbook-

based writing and composition curricula, and is designed as a basic overview of simple techniques on 

how to use blogging in an ESL classroom environment, including an anecdotal comparison between 

individual and collaborative approaches.

　　So what is a blog? Short for “web log,” a blog is, in essence, an on-line magazine. Articles, 

essays, stories or criticism are published in “posts,” and appear in date order, i.e. the most recent 

post is on top of the webpage, with previously published posts appearing next in descending order 

backward in time. Blogs come in many types, ranging from text-heavy essays to more image-based 

content, and cover all manner of topics and subjects. While it is likely that few of your students 

will have designed or created their own blogs before, most will undoubtedly have at least a basic 

familiarity with the concept of a blog from their time spent on the internet. This article aims to provide 

a step-by-step guideline for setting up and managing a class blogging project, as well as a brief 

overview of the various types of blogging software available for general use. It also covers tips for 
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handling potential problems that might arise, based upon anecdotal information gleaned from recent, 

and past, experience.

　　This project occurred to me first and foremost because I have a fairly long history of not only 

reading and visiting blogs daily, but of writing my own, having started and abandoned several blogs 

in the past until finally establishing a film history and review blog in early 2012, which I continue to 

run to this day. The blog has been both a useful tool to sharpen and develop my creative writing and 

basic design layout skills, as well as providing a diverting hobby. The relative ease of setting up and 

maintaining such a project made it seem a natural fit for college and university classes, especially 

those with a higher level of English ability. I have used this blogging project concept at two different 

universities, with varying levels of success. This piece will primarily focus on a blogging project 

conducted in an English & the Media course, an upper-level EFL course taught at Otemae College 

in spring semester, 2014. The article will finish with a comparison between this recent effort and an 

earlier example conducted at another university several years prior, with some thoughts on the pros 

and cons of the two approaches. It is hoped this will give a balanced assessment and guide for other 

instructors who might wish to attempt such a project in the future.

 

Choosing the Right Blogging Software
 

　　Most net users read various blogs on a daily basis without paying much attention to the type of 

blogging software used. People who write and manage blogs (known as “bloggers”) have a variety 

of options to choose form. Those who have prior knowledge or skill of HTML or code writing 

often purchase their own domain name and build their own dedicated webpage, which is ideal but 

too costly, time-consuming or technically difficult for most casual users. Thankfully, a number of 

software companies exist which offer both free and paid services. These companies, such as Blogger, 

WordPress, Weebly and others, provide the software, basic design templates and bandwidth hosting 

capabilities. All the end user has to provide is some limited design choices and the content.

　　All the main blogging software providers listed above offer simple, easy-to-use, perfectly 

acceptable free blog options, and these are the types recommended for use in the classroom. Students 

who sign up for the free blog option will have sufficient freedom to play around with the design 

elements of their blog. Both Blogger and WordPress appear to be the most popular and commonly-

used services on the net. For varying reasons, including its user-friendly interface, I chose Weebly for 

the 2014 English & the Media “Individual” class blogging project; Blogger was the service used in the 

earlier “Collaborative” project.
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Choosing the Type of Blog Project

　　There are numerous types of blogs populating the internet, and as a teacher you have the option 

of how much freedom or restriction you care to give the students. I conducted two distinct blogging 

projects at two different schools, the latter and most recent being at Otemae. The earlier project was 

for a 3rd year university essay writing course, made up of students who were all planning to complete 

a study abroad program in the following semester. The blog project was designed to act as their “final 

essay” in the course grading criteria, and followed a chosen theme. Each year a large number of 

foreign exchange students, primarily from the U.S. and Canada, attend that particular university, and 

so the topic of the blog project was to introduce Japanese culture in general, and the Kansai region in 

particular, to similar foreign exchange students. The “Study Abroad” Composition students were split 

into self-chosen groups, or teams, of approximately 5-6 members. Each member was then responsible 

for their own “page” on a given facet of the topic, such as “Typical Kansai Dishes,” or “Sightseeing 

Destinations,” “Practical Information,” etc. The members would then link their individual blog 

pages to those of their fellow members, and the course finished with a group presentation in front of 

the class. While not without some technical challenges and snafus, stemming from the logistics of 

interlinking the varying group members blogs, this was overall a successful project which, judging 

from verbal feedback and overall enthusiasm on their part, the students clearly enjoyed.

　　For the 2014 spring semester Media course at Otemae College, I opted to allow more freedom 

and creativity on the part of the students. Students were required to produce three distinct pieces 

of text - “ posts” - each one to include a minimum of one or two images (photos, illustrations, etc.) 

The theme and content of the blogs were left entirely up to the students discretion (within accepted 

limits of taste and decorum). Students were encouraged to build their blogs around their own personal 

interests, i.e sports, travel, manga, video games, movies, food, etc. A considerable amount of time 

was then spent helping them with the technical side of building their blogs as well as giving them 

some advice and ideas about content that fit their chosen theme. As might be expected, some students 

responded very well to this freedom, while others struggled without a more rigid focus, and the 

ultimate outcome ran the gamut from very successful blogs to poor or incomplete projects.

　　The pros and cons of both approaches will be covered at the end of this article, but at this point 

it is important to note that both approaches are potentially quite effective, depending on the particular 

make-up and interpersonal bonds of the students, and the environment of the classes being taught. 

These two approaches are not the only options, either, and represent only two ways of using blogging 

technology. It should be noted that the level of English ability in both cases ranged from intermediate 

to high intermediate. This would not necessarily preclude this type of project being used in lower-

level classes; however, the nature of the project and content would likely need to be simplified to be 

effective.  
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Implementing the Project

　　Depending on the nature of the course being taught - whether it is a once-a-week or twice-a-

week course, the number of students in each class, etc. - the length of time that seems to fit best for 

the blogging project to be completed properly is between 4-6 complete lessons, from inception to final 

presentation. This could conceivably be shortened or lengthened if the needs of a particular course 

dictated such measures, but roughly 4-5 lessons seems a sufficient amount of time to get everything 

done without undue haste. In the two test cases performed, the 4 lesson model was followed, which 

can be broken down into the following steps:

　●　  Lesson one – Introducing the Blog Concept

　●　 Lesson two – Nuts and Bolts: Setting up the Blog and Crafting a “Look”

　●　 Lesson three – Tweaking and Perfecting the Design and Content of the Blog

　●　 Lesson four – Presenting the Finished Blog to the Class

　　Note, unless your classroom is equipped with multiple computers, Lessons two and three need to 

be held in a Computer Lab. This means you will need to make reservations or other arrangements for 

such rooms ahead of schedule.

 

Lesson one – Introducing the Blog Concept
 

　　Some preliminary groundwork in the classroom is necessary before the students enter the 

computer lab. First, the teacher needs to introduce the concept of blogs and blogging, define the terms 

of the project and give the students some in-class time to brainstorm ideas. The English & the Media 

course started with a group discussion of various questions about “new media,” including Social 

Networking Sites, discussion boards, online dating sites and of course, blogs and other related content-

based websites. The basic parameters of the blogging project were outlined using a whiteboard, 

accompanied by a detailed, printed handout that ran through the parameters of the project. Via an 

overhead projector, students were shown some of the content on my own movie review blog, as well 

as a handful of other types of blogs, to give them an idea of the scope of content available to them. 

The rest of the lesson was spent in the students generating possible blog topic ideas on their own. The 

lesson concluded with the assignment of the students to do some preparation work in choosing a likely 

theme and some possible content in anticipation of Lesson two.

 

Lesson two – Nuts and Bolts: Setting up the Blog and Creating a “Look”

　　Due to the technical details of this stage, the second lesson is perhaps the most chaotic and 

micro-managed of the process. The students convened in the computer lab and, through the use of 
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the overhead projector and the example monitors located between each pair of PC work stations 

throughout the classroom, were taken step-by-step through the process of setting up their own blogs, 

using Weebly's free blog software program. First, each student needed to sign in with their university 

or college I.D., then proceed to the Weebly homepage (www.weebly.com). From there, the students 

had to register an account with the blog provider company. The software then led them through the 

set-up process in a fairly smooth fashion, though some confusion and questions from the students 

occurred during this stage. While Weebly and other similar sites do have their own “blog building” 

online tutorials, it is helpful if teachers have some familiarity with this stage of the process to 

troubleshoot and assist the students as needed.

　　Students will need to choose a basic title of their blog, as well as the URL for their blog at this 

stage. This information can be easily changed later, but it is important to remind students to write 

down and keep a record of their Weebly password and ID, as well as their final URL domain name 

(which, since it is a free site, will always end with weebly.com at the end – i.e.: www.myblogpage.

weebly.com).  Students' failure to record the above information tended to be the biggest problem 

encountered during the “Teacher Review” and “Presentation” segments of the project.

　　Students then will arrive at a large selection of “Blog Themes” (design templates) to choose 

from. These free templates were designed by either by Weebly staff or other bloggers, and there are 

a sufficient number of them to allow a good deal of freedom in choice of color scheme, design and 

layout. It is helpful to remind students that they are not “locked in” to a particular template, but can 

always change it later if so desired. At this point, most students will happily play around with all 

manner of different themes until they find one which suits them. To allow for students to personalize 

their blog, it is important that some time should be allotted in Lesson two for this. It is helpful to 

encourage them to decide on a template before too much time passes, as some time also needs to be 

spent in searching the web for various images to incorporate into the “header” or “banner” of their 

site, as well as image content for their blog posts.

　　At this stage, teachers are advised to use Weebly's “hot blog designs” page to show the students, 

via the projector, just how colorful, varied and “cool” a blog can look if presented properly. It is also 

recommended to show students the “Pages” option, which allows them to link additional blog sites 

or pages to their main blog page, under any headings they choose (default headings usually include 

an “About” page, where the students can post a personal photo if they choose, or list some general 

information about themselves).

　　Next, students should try to at least start to post a piece of text, using the “Post” function. Weebly 

has a sidebar on the left of the screen which includes these various posting options, which can be 

“dragged and dropped” into the post and rearranged both before and after the post is “published.”
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Note: a handy step-by-step guide on how to post is also available at the Weebly site, at: 

http://hc.weebly.com/hc/en-us/sections/200354313-Beginner-s-Guide-to-Weebly

There is also a handy video guide hosted at YouTube:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qu50A7sZPCQ)

Daniela Munca-Aftenev also has posted an online Power Point 

presentation on “Creating a Blog for ESL Students”, available online at:

http://www.slideshare.net/daniMD/creating-a-blog-activity-for-esl-students

 

　　Students need to be reminded that they must “publish” their post before it will be accessible as 

a webpage. They can edit and save their post content as long as they would like prior to publishing, 

but others will not be able to read the post until it has been published. Once published, a post can be 

edited, re-arranged, deleted, etc. at the writer’s discretion, using the “Edit” function.

Lesson three – Tweaking and Perfecting the Design and Content of the Blog

　　Since most of the basic set-up of the blog should have been completed by the end of Lesson two, 

time in Lesson three should be devoted to working on content. Ideally, students should have done 

a good deal of work on their blogs at home, but in actuality, this rarely happens, as many students 

tend to procrastinate until close to the deadline. That means that most of the class time in Lesson 

three should focus on making sure the students’ have a clear identity and point of view for their blog, 

have its look and design mostly finalized, and that they have some direction or ideas related to post 

content. For the Otemae class, I asked them to produce three distinct posts, each to be approximately 

2-3 paragraphs in length. This proved to be a taller order for the group than at first expected, as 

many students seemed to struggle with providing sufficient text content. The third lesson is thus 

important not only because it focuses on the students’ blog content, but also because it is the last 

time you as the instructor will be able to provide feedback, guidance and technical help prior to their 

class presentation. You will likely receive many questions at this stage, and it is highly advisable for 

teachers to stroll around the PC lab, going from student to student, not only inquiring if they have any 

questions or need any help, but checking their progress, giving them some design or content feedback. The 

time can be used to confirm that students understand the process and are moving towards the creation 

of a fun, informative and visually-attractive blogs.   

 

Lesson four – Presenting the Finished Blog to the Class

　　The final stage is, of course, where the students show the results of their effort by presenting 

their blog to the class. Teachers should have given students the basic guidelines and format for the 

presentation in a prior lesson, so the students have sufficient time to prepare. Instructors will also 
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need access to a computer and overhead projector in the classroom to facilitate the presentations. 

Students may need some initial assistance in getting their blog pages set-up on the PC prior to giving 

their speech, so time needs to be built into the schedule to permit such transitions. For the purposes of 

the Otemae blog project, each student was responsible for creating and presenting their own blog, so 

most speeches could be completed within about 5 minutes. If you have a large group, you may need to 

allow 1½ to 2 full lessons to get through all the presentations.

　　In the Otemae group, students’ work was assessed in two areas: blog content and presentation 

quality. Notes were taken to critique each student’s performance along basic presentations skills 

guidelines: proper voice control, clarity of message, eye contact and audience interaction, use of 

visual aids, etc. The blog content portion of their grade was determined post- presentation, by visiting 

each student’s blog page and critiquing the design, content and basic English writing skills found on 

their blog. (To this purpose, it is recommended to have some sort of a sign-up sheet that can be passed 

around the class, where students can write down their name and the URL website address of their 

blog.)

　　One possible problem which will likely occur is that a number of students will neglect to publish 

the finalized version of their blog, and the instructor thus will be unable to access their website after 

the presentation. Still others might misprint or misremember their blog’s URL address, so when the 

teacher attempts to visit these students’ sites later for content assessment, he or she may not be able 

to find or open the correct pages. Therefore, it is very important to remind students to 1) properly 

publish their posts before coming to class on the presentation day, and 2) keep clear records of the 

correct URL address for the final version of their blog, and to print out said URL address in complete 

and correct form on the sign-up sheet. Clear and consistent reinforcement of these points will make 

for a much smoother experience for the instructor and the students.

Final Analysis

　　As previously mentioned, the two blog projects - the earlier “Collaborative” type conducted at 

another university, and the recent “Individual” type conducted at Otemae in Spring semester 2014 

- met with varying degrees of success. The “Collaborative,” linked group project proved the most 

successful, for several reasons. One, students generally enjoyed the process of working on the project 

together, meeting and coordinating both inside and outside the classroom. This social aspect is an 

important factor, especially in classes where the students are particularly close-knit and friendly with 

each other. Another reason is related to the first: the sense of belonging engendered by being part of 

a group experience, and the concomitant feeling of fidelity and responsibility to fellow members (in 

other words, not wanting to let their peers down). This seemed to increase the level of effort in nearly 

all the groups. At the same time, if a certain student opted to not attend the lessons fully, or didn’t pull 
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their own weight in the group, the final result only impacted that student’s own assessment, and not 

the group as a whole. A final component in the success of this “Collaborative” project type was likely 

tied to the restrictions placed on the students by the parameters of the assignment. Since the students 

were given a clear set of guidelines as to the general type of blog and content required (i.e., providing 

general information about the Kansai area to foreign exchange students attending the same university), 

there was less room for confusion in trying to find a focus for their blogs, such as was encountered 

in the “Individual” project. The only real disadvantage of the “Collaborative” type project was the 

technical difficulties in linking all the group members’ pages together, but this has been substantially 

mitigated in the intervening years as various blog software providers’ interfaces and tools have 

improved.

　　Conversely, the “Individual” blog project met with comparatively mixed to negative results. 

While a few students thrived in such an independent environment, producing strong blogs with a 

clear sense of design, purpose and interesting content, nearly half the class turned in incomplete or 

substandard work. A handful of students even dropped out of the project entirely, due to a lack of 

direction or disinterest. This became especially apparent on the presentation day, the subdued attitude 

of the students indicating not only the usual nervousness about giving a speech in front of the class, 

but the general mood of apathy and perhaps even embarrassment about not delivering work up to their 

usual standards. While these results were overall disappointing, I think the project would have turned 

out quite differently had I followed the “Collaborative” group format of the earlier, more successful 

project. Judging from an earlier group presentation project conducted in the same Otemae class, this 

particular group of students generally exhibited extremely tight bonds of friendship, and working 

together provided a much higher level of motivation from them to turn in better work. They also 

responded strongly to a separate project which gave them a certain level of creative freedom but was 

done in clear, well-established parameters.

　　Therefore, in utilizing technology and blogging in the classroom, it is recommended that teachers 

keep a close eye on the make-up and general mood of their classes, to best determine which type of 

project is ideally suited to the students, before deciding the type, direction and guidelines of such a 

project. Some other challenges in using blogging in ESL classrooms, such as students' lack of time, 

lack of writing skills and passivity in participation are discussed by Yunus, Tuan and Salehi (2013). 

Overcoming these challenges requires proper planning, tighter controls and continual monitoring on 

the part of instructors. Key to the success of such a project lies in maintaining students' enthusiasm 

and interest level. These perhaps are easiest to maintain in a more “Collaborative” type environment. 

An additional suggestion to add a more “Collaborative” aspect to the “Individual” blog approach 

would be to require students to visit, read and leave feedback (in the form of comments on individual 

posts), as well as requiring them to respond to comments left on their own blogs. This would add 

an inter-class communicative aspect within the “Individual” project parameters, hopefully resulting 
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in students feeling less isolated and more motivated to assist, and be assisted by, their peers. This 

feedback requirement could also be used in the “Collaborative” approach, encouraging greater 

communication and assistance between various blogging teams.  

　　In conclusion, conducting a class blogging project proved a worthwhile exercise, giving students 

a chance to flex their creative muscles, use current media in a fun and slightly challenging way. A blog 

can act as a refreshing change from the confines of the same classroom and textbook. The variety and 

flexible nature of blogging lends itself well to all manner of subjects and courses, and, if the criteria 

and content are well-matched to a particular class’s needs and aptitudes, should prove a useful and 

diverting learning tool.
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Teaching Peace Through Art Literature About the Atomic Bombings1 

Kathryn M. Tanaka

Abstract: Since the early 1990s, there have been calls for peace education in English as a foreign language 

curricula. As the world becomes increasingly globalized and conflicts over scarce resources intensify, the 

place of peace studies in English as a foreign language classrooms has become increasingly important. This 

essay introduces the way in which peace education can be incorporated into EFL classrooms through the use 

of literature. In particular, I describe how students engaged with issues of peace and the atomic bombings of 

Hiroshima and Nagasaki in two courses taught at Otemae University in Nishinomiya, Japan, and discuss student 

presentations at the Peace as a Global Language Conference at Kobe Gakuin University on December 7th, 2014.

Keywords: Literature in EFL education, Atomic Bomb literature, collaborative learning

要約

　1990 年初頭から、外国語としての英語教育の中に平和教育を取り入れようという声が高まってい

る。世界のグローバル化が進み、乏しい資源をめぐる紛争が高まるなか、平和教育が英語教育の中で

ますます重要になっている。

　本論は、文学を通してどのように平和教育を英語教育に組み込むかについて明らかにする。具体的

に、大手前大学で担当した 2コマの英語科目を例として挙げ、広島と長崎そして原爆経験を描く文学

を取り上げて平和教育をどのように行ったかについて触れる。最後に、2014 年 12 月 7 日神戸学院大

学で行われた Peace as a Global Language Conference での学生の発表も紹介する。

キーワード：日本文学、英語教育における文学、原爆文学、共同学習

Introduction

　　Since the early 1990s, there have been calls for peace education in English as a foreign language 

curricula (Fine, 1990; Stempleski, 1993). As the world becomes increasingly globalized and conflicts 

over increasingly scarce resources intensify, the place of peace studies in English as a foreign 

language classrooms has become increasingly important. This article introduces the way in which 

peace education can be incorporated into EFL classrooms through the use of literature and art. In 

particular, I discuss student engagement with issues of peace and the atomic bombings of Hiroshima 

and Nagasaki in two courses taught at Otemae University in Nishinomiya, Japan and demonstrate how 

their studies went beyond the classroom.. 

1  An abbreviated version of this artcle was published in Global Issues in Langage Education Newsletter 94 (February 2015), 
13-14.
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The Place of Peace in an EFL Discussion Course and a Japanese Literature Course

　　I do not teach a course devoted to peace studies; but I have embraced the idea espoused by 

McInnis and Wells (1994) that “peace education is an organic component of foreign language 

teaching” (63). To think about disaster and peace, I introduced artistic and literary representations of 

the experience of the atomic bombings in two different courses: one, Discussion and Debate, is an 

advanced course that focuses on debates about contemporary culture. The second course, Reading 

Canonical Japanese Literature, is a high level content course rather than a traditional EFL class. I 

teach Japanese literature in English translation to upper-level Japanese students and students from 

abroad who are studying in Japan. In both courses, however, I generally assign students a reading and 

a worksheet designed to facilitate discussion. Both classes include students with a variety of English 

levels, although the majority in both cases are advanced.  

　　I introduced the experience of the atomic bomb as a way to encourage my students to begin to 

think about the importance of peace. My classroom tactics were loosely based on the framework of 

three stages developed by McInnis and Wells (1994): awareness, assessment and action. In the first 

stage, knowledge of the problem is essential as the starting point of empathy and understanding of  

global interdependency. I chose to use the Atomic Bombings as examples of tremendous violence that 

altered the course of history not only for Japan but for the world. While of global importance, students 

could easily relate to the topic because the bombings occurred in Japan, and they brought the memory 

of what they had learned earlier in school into the course. 

　　In both courses, we began our study with a basic outline of the history of the bomb as it is taught 

in Japan and America. We explored the different narratives and the reasons for the discrepancy. 

Students considered what is erased or effaced in each country’s version of the events and why. 

Students were active and interested in presenting how they had learned about the bombings in the past, 

even bringing in high school history textbooks and other outside materials. This active engagement 

broadened our classroom discussion considerably, with students very curious about the multiple  

narratives. 

　　We then turned to the science of the bomb, and briefly examined the development of atomic 

weapons and how they have changed. Some students in the debate course connected the atomic 

bombings to the use of weapons with depleted uranium in the Middle East. Students in the literature 

course were interested in connections between Atomic Bomb literature and writing done by survivors 

of the March 11th earthquake, tsunami, and nuclear disaster. In both classes, then, students connected 

historical events to more recent nuclear tragedies.

　　We also spent time on the scientific side of the bombing as a technique to underscore the 

different ways in which the human and environmental costs of nuclear weapons are effaced depending 

on how the narrative is told. The scientific narrative of the bomb, couched in objective language and 
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focused on payloads, shockwaves, and blast energy obscures the utter devastation to humanity and the 

landscape wrought by the bomb. Similarly, many photographs of the immediate aftermath doscured 

or censored the bodies of the bombs' victims (Roeder 1996). To recover the human cost of the bomb, 

I asked students to choose a creative work that was done in response to the bombing and present their 

thoughts on it to the class.

Poster Project 

　　In the Reading Canonical Japanese Literature course, students were required to choose a literary 

work, but the students in the Discussion and Debate course were given the freedom to chose anything 

they liked that told the story of the bomb. Thus, students in the latter group chose songs, photographs, 

and paper cranes as ways to look at the human costs of the nuclear bomb. I gave the students very 

broad prompts to help them critically engage with the works they had chosen and think about 

how works about such tremendous violence could actually teach us about peace. Students did not 

necessarily answer every question, but as guidelines these prompts were helpful. 

 Give the background of your work—who wrote it? When? Does
the author say about the importance of the work?

 What is the piece about? Give a summary or description.
 What does the work tell us about Hiroshima or Nagasaki? 
 Does the work say anything about peace?
 Why is the work important?
 What does the work teach us about peace?
 How does the work contribute to a global discussion of the

importance of peace?
 According to your understanding of this work, what is Japan’s

role in global peace?

Guided by these questions, students were required to chose the work and present it, together with 

their analysis of the piece as a PowerPoint Poster to the class. Grading for the project was largely 

subjective, but I did use the following rubric. Ultimately, I was most interested in the message students 

took from the work.

5 4 3 2 1

Summary and

Description  

Provides

thorough and

thoughtful

details about the

material

Provides good

detail about the

material

Provides details

about the

material  

Provides

minimal details

about the

material

Provides inadequate

details about the

material

Questions and

critical thinking

Answers all

questions, raises

work-based, 

thoughtful

questions that go

beyond the piece

Answers all

questions and

raises thoughtful

questions that

engage with the

piece

Answers most

questions and

asks work-based

questions

Answers some

questions and

asks at least one

question

Answers minimal

questions and asks

none.
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Conclusion

　　Students chose a variety of works, but in every case their choices demonstrated a thoughtful 

engagement with the material. While many students chose work that had English translations, several 

students chose works that had not been translated into English, such as poetry, songs, and newspaper 

articles. In those cases, students translated the works into English themselves. Furthermore, out of the 

nine students who completed the project, five attended the Peace as a Global Language Conference 

at Kobe Gakuin University on December 7th, 2014 to present their posters and the lessons they had 

learned. In this way, the posters proved to be a way to effectively engage students in both the second 

and third stages of McInnis and Wells’ peace education platform. Through selecting an artistic 

representation of the atomic bombing and analyzing it, students not only organized and evaluated 

the information in the work, but they actively made connections to what the atomic bombings could 

teach about peace. Finally, by presenting their posters, first in class and then at the Peace as a Global 

Language Conference, students took a first step toward social action. Ideally, the dialogue that begins 

in the EFL classroom becomes part of the students’ lives and future actions. 

　　Although the students discussed here presented at a conference, simular presentations could be 

set up between classes on a university-wide scale, giving the the students' work a wider audience and 

encouraging their presentations as social events. The students’ posters are presented below with their 

permission. The first are from the Five students who presented their work at the Peace as a Global 

Language Conference. Reflections from the students themselves on their poster and participation in 

the conference follow their work. 

Students Respond to Representations of the Atomic Bomb

Orizuru, the atomic bomb, and Peace

Chihiro Kurokawa
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　　Sadako Sasaki is a famous person in the world. Why is that? Because she kept fighting despite 

her sickness. 

　　Sadako was born January 7th in 1943. When she was 2 years old, the atomic bomb was dropped 

on Hiroshima. And she was 12 years old, she became sick. It was leukemia. She died October 25th, 

1955. She lived as much as she could. There is the evidence she lived her best. It is paper cranes. She 

kept making a great number of paper cranes in her bed. Because she believed in the importance of 

belief. She first received the paper cranes from a high school student who lived in Nagoya. After that 

day, she kept making paper cranes. And she carried the conviction that she would “be healthy if she 

can fold 1000 paper cranes.” It was believed in the hospital in those days. It is believed now. 

　　So even now, a great number of paper cranes are brought to Hiroshima. They are a symbol 

of a wish for peace. Where do the paper cranes go? Recently, paper cranes are recycled into paper 

products, specifically business cards. How? First, the paper cranes arrive at Hiroshima Peace Park 

from around the world. Second, after they are displayed, they are picked up by the NPO Orizuru 

Hiroshima. Third, a factory of workers with disabilities sort the paper cranes. And a paper company 

recycles the paper crane into a new product, business cards. These cards can be shipped around the 

world. Finally, the business card company donates part of the profits from sales to the preservation of 

the Atomic Bomb Dome.

　　In this way, Sadako’s orizuru represent a wish to become well and a wish for peace. This 

symbolism is believed in Japan and the world. So orizuru continue to be sent to Hiroshima from 

around the world. We can get connected in peace to many people in the world by orizuru symbolism 

and Sadako.

　　　　　　　　　　　　　“Firefly” by Ōta Yoko　　　　　　　　Maako Ishitearai
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　　I chose the story “Firefly.” At first I had chosen another story, but because another person chose 

the same story, I changed my choice. I think it was a good change for me. I had the opportunity to 

meet the story that I had never read. 

　　“Firefly” is a short story and it is easy to read. But making the poster was too hard. I thought 

it was too hard to look at the pictures of the people of Hiroshima. The pictures showed me serious 

scenes. And it’s also hard to tell the message of the story in English. It was difficult to find the English 

words for telling the messages exactly. The most difficult thing was answering questions from many 

people at the Peace as a Global Language conference. I didn’t have many vocabulary words, so 

the poster and my presentation became difficult to understand. But the people coming to my poster 

understood my presentation. I was glad about that, and it was a good experience for me to answer 

questions in English. 

　　With this presentation, I learned about the importance of peaceful messages. In Japan, in August, 

many TV stations show us programs about the war. I think it’s important. But I think it’s necessary 

that the message is told all the year round. I think Japan must be a model of peace. We must read the 

books of war and advertise them. The conference was a good chance to do that. 

Hiroshima by John Hersey
Megan Hansen

　　After presenting my Hiroshima poster at the Kansai peace meeting, I was able to develop a 

new prospective about the Atomic Bomb. As an American, I become more aware of how Japan was 

affected by the bomb. When I was young, I was taught the bombing was necessary and I grew up 
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　　I learned what children thought and what they did during that time through the book’s story. I 

don’t know why such things as war happen, or why America thought it was really necessary to drop 

the bomb. Barefoot Gen taught me many things. This story is about war and children at that time. This 

book teaches you what war really is, what peace really means, and how terrible the atomic bomb was. 

　　From attending the conference, I learned that being able to tell you what I have learned from this 

story for myself is an important way to talk about war and spread the message of peace. 

believing that. Once I began college and meeting people from all over the world, I began to open up 

to my surroundings more and began questioning a lot of ideals, or thoughts I grew up believing. The 

bomb, unfortunately, remained a second thought to be until a came to Japan. Doing this project and 

presentation really helped to open my eyes to Japan's side of the story and I became more in tune 

to the true impact of the bomb. In the end, my thoughts on war have changed drastically and I now 

believe there are better ways to solve disputes, aside from complete annihilation. I want to continue 

researching such topics and maybe in the future, help aid in further prevention of this type of disaster.  

Barefoot Gen by Nakazawa Keiji

Shigeru Fukuya
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“Summer Flowers” by Hara Tamiki
Journey Edgell

　　The following posters are by students who were unable to attend the conference but still 

presented their work to the class. 

Thinking about the Atomic Bombing from Images1 
Kumiko Sugimoto

　　There are pictures that were drawn by people who had experienced the atomic bombing 30 years 

after the experience, and some pictures were drawn with explanations.

Drawn by Tamaki Ishiburo.

At the time of the bomb: 35 years old 

Age when drawn: 65 years

1 The images are available on multiple websites, including the “Floating Lantern: Hiroshima Speaks Out.” (http://h-s-o.net/
ryuto/en/drawings/)
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　　Translation of the text: I burn my daughter. My tears do not stop. “I’ll go, too. Go ahead,” and I 

pray.

　　My son has not yet been lost. I pray that he could escape to a safe area.

　　The oil of her body flows out with as she burns, little by little; a great deal of oil. I’m burning a 

healthy girl. I cannot see. I seem to go mad. I cannot believe that this is reality. It’s hell...

　　“For thirty years I have lived with apologizing to my children who died. It’s the responsibility of 

a mother. Forgive me for breaking the promise, children. (I could not have courage. )

Drawn by Shunsuke Makino

At the time of the bomb: 29 years  

Age when drawn: 86 years

　　Translation of text: In the train that was blown off, there were many dead bodies that had been 

left hanging on the strap.

Drawn by Akira Onogi.

At the time of the bomb: 15 years  

Age when drawn: 45 years

　　Translation of text: There was a crowd of people who wanted the water around the tank. When 

they drank water, they just died. A dead body of a young pregnant woman was floating in the tank. My 

heart aches as I paint with red paint.

　　Mr. Onogi’s last sentence, “paint with red paint” is important. There are many pictures with red 

paint. 
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Other examples:

　　 We can know that people were in a very miserable situation from these pictures. Burning, the 

death of a daughter, the death of many people in a moment, as if time stopped, or many people dying 

in the water tank are things that we cannot understand now. However, these horrible spectacles were 

the reality in Hiroshima and Nagasaki seventy years ago. It was caused by war and the atomic bomb. 

Although we cannot experience what atomic bomb survivors did, we can and must study about the 

war and think about the peace.

Photographing Hiroshima
Kentaro Kimura

(Images from Hibakusha: Survivors of Hiroshima and Nagasaki)
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“The Blue Sky” by Kyoko Komori
Shiho Fukuoka
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Ⅴ　大手前大学主催  第四回  スピーチコンテスト優秀者のスピーチ
Award Winning Speeches from Otemae University's 4th Annual International Speech Contest

１　序

第４回　スピーチコンテストに参加して　

―見た、聞いた、感動した！－

　昨年 12 月 6 日、国際交流センター主催の第 4 回スピーチコンテストに聴く側として参加

しましたが、どれも想像を超える内容で只々圧倒されました。昨年度も聴かせていただきま

したが、昨年と比べてスピーチの内容・態度・英語力すべてにおいて大きな進化を遂げてい

ました。これは IIE 設立による国際教育の充実と本学が進めている教育改革である C-PLATS

問題解決能力の養成が相まった成果だと自負しています。

　最初の留学生部門では中国・韓国・カンボジアからの留学生 6名が流暢な日本語で堂々と

スピーチされました。日本に来てまだそれほどの年数は経っていない筈ですが留学生の勉学

意欲と語学力のセンスの良さに感心させられました。

　アメリカのエベレットコミュニティカレッジやパリ国立高等美術学校（エコール・デ・ボ

ザール）からの交換留学女子学生 3人がゲストスピーカーとして華を添えてくれたのも嬉し

い出来事でした。日本に留学して間がないため、当然ながらまだ少したどたどしさの残る日

本語でしたが素晴らしい内容でした。

　次の海外研修参加者部門では 7 名が海外研修についてのスピーチを行いました。22 日間

のニュージーランド研修、韓国短期研修及びアメリカ NPO 研修（サンフランシスコでのボ

ランティア活動）に参加した学生により、留学による異文化体験、異文化間のコミュニケー

ションの大切さ、格差社会における Social Justice（社会正義）の在り方等様々な経験の成果

発表がなされました。この部門も学生の成長を感じる素晴らしい内容でした。

　圧巻は最後の英語スピーチ部門でした。優秀賞を受賞した井口めぐみさんの英語スピーチ

には感動致しました。あまりの素晴らしさに今度の入学式に「私の理事長スピーチの時間を

削ってでも良いから多くの人に聴いて欲しい！」とリクエストした程です。

　更には、彼女だけでなく他の 8名の参加者のレベルが本当に高かったことに驚かされまし

た。例えば、本多徹君の気合いの入ったメッセージは見ていて本当に“かっこ良い”もの

でしたし、島田美愛さんの表情とその目力に魅了されました。また、海外研修部門と英語ス

ピーチ部門のダブルエントリーという前代未聞のチャレンジをした杉本久美子さんのスピー

チは“Making People Happy”というタイトルそのもので聞いているこちらも幸せを感じるた

いへん魅力的なものでした。

　私はプレゼンテーションとは聞いている人たちに何かを贈ることだと考えています。まさ

にその実践を確信できたこのイベントに参加してくれた全ての学生諸君、ここまで指導され
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た教員並びに運営を支援してくれた全ての人たちに心よりの感謝を申し上げます。

　この素晴らしいイベントがもっと多くの人達の参加をいただき、学生の声を直に“見て・

聞いて・感じて”その感動が共有されますように願って止みません。

学校法人　大手前学園　理事長　福井　要

On Participating In the Fourth Annual Speech Contest
—I saw, I heard, I felt!—

　　On December 6th of last year, I was in the audience of the fourth annual speech contest held by 

the International Exchange Center, and I was deeply impressed by the contents of all the speeches, 

which surpassed my expectations. The year before last, I had also had the pleasure of hearing the 

speeches, but there was no comparison with the contents, skill, and English ability of the speeches this 

year; the students had all made great progress. I am proud to say that these advances are the results 

of the solid international education provided by IIE and the educational reforms advanced by this 

university, C-PLATs, and problem-resolution based education. 

　　In the first category of speeches by exchange students, six exchange students from China, Korea, 

and Cambodia gave speeches in fluent Japanese. They have not been in Japan very long, but I was 

impressed by their linguistic ability, their strong desire to study, and their good sense reflected in their 

speeches. 

　　I was also pleased with the fact that the exchange students from Everett Community College in 

America and Paris’ national art school, École des Beaux-Arts, cheerfully acted as guest speakers. As 

they had not been in Japan very long, their Japanese faltered a bit, but the contents were wonderful. 

　　In the next category of speeches by students who had studied abroad, seven students participated. 

They spoke of their growth through their experiences, such as 22 days in New Zealand, a short-term 

study abroad in Korea, and an exchange to an NPO in America (volunteer work in San Francisco). 

Through their participation, as students said in their speeches, they experienced different cultures, 

learned the importance of communication with other cultures, and saw differences in what social 

justice meant in different societies. The content of the speeches conveyed how much the students had 

grown; the speeches in this category were exceptional. 

　　The highlight of the day was the last category, speeches in English by Japanese students. The 

winner of this category, Megumi Iguchi, delivered a deeply moving speech. It was so wonderful that I 

made the request that she speak at our university’s entrance ceremony: “I want as many people to hear 

her as possible, even if it means shortening my speaking time as the chair of Otemae University!”

　　It was not only Megumi, but the eight other participants in this category all surprised me with 
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their high levels of ability. For example, the feeling behind Toru Honda’s message was “cool,” and 

Michika Shimada’s expression and eye contact were charming. 

　　I was also very impressed with Sugimoto Kumiko, who spoke in two categories, on her exchange 

student experience and another speech in English, making her an unprecedented double entrant. I felt 

the joy in her English speech, with the title, “Making People Happy.” 

　　I felt the presentations gave a gift to the audience. For all of the students who participated in this 

event, it confirmed their practical abilities, and for the teachers that have supported and guided them 

to this point, I offer my profound thanks. 

　　I hope the many people who participated in this wonderful event were as touched as I was by the 

emotion in the students’ voices that “I saw, I heard, I felt.”

Educational Corporation Otemae Gakuen

Chairman of the Board

Yo  Fukui 
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２　英語スピーチ部門　

Don’t Take Life for Granted

Megumi Iguchi

　　Editor’s note: This was a speech given at Otemae University’s 4th annual speech contest on 

December 6, 2014. A panel of judges awarded Otemae University student Megumi Iguchi first place in 

the English Speech category for her presentation. 

Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. 

　　Can you imagine that suddenly a huge earthquake or tsunami hits your hometown and your 

ordinary days are gone? In an instant you lost the person who is important in your life. What do you 

do? If you can think and get answers, that is great. But actually in real life if the same thing happened 

to you, you can’t do anything. I thought of the same questions and had answers but I could not do 

anything on that disastrous March 11th. 

　　This time, please allow me to share my experience of that unforgettable day.  

　　I don’t want you feel sad or feel pity. I just want you to listen. This is the first time I’m able to 

talk about this horrible experience. I realized there are many lessons that I learned. The biggest lesson 

from March 11th is: “Love the people who love you”. 

　　March 11th 2011 at 2:46pm, a very big earthquake hit the Tohoku (Eastern Japan) area. I was a 

junior high school student and I was having an English class with my friends. I didn’t realize what 

was happening that time. The building was shaking and my teacher yelled, “Go under the table now!” 

That night over 300 students from kindergarten to high school stayed in the retreat center. I could not 

contact my family and I was so afraid of the possibility that I would no longer see my family again. 

　　The next morning, until my father came to pick me up, I could not feel the sensation of being 

alive. I thought it was better to be dead. Why? I had a big fight with my parents the day before. I heard 

from the others in the center that the tsunami hit near my father’s school. I imagined that he maybe 

dead and I didn’t say “sorry” to him. I realized then the importance of my family and the people I 

love. 

　　In the Great East Japan Earthquake, 18,487 people died and some are still missing. 401,306 

houses were destroyed by the tsunami. Also the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant suffered a 

nuclear meltdown. Our daily life disappeared that moment. We could not get water and food, so we 

ate dried biscuits and we lined for water in the cold. The winter of Tohoku was very cold, and that 

time all the electric power was stopped. So my parents and I slept together and kept ourselves warm.

　　From this disaster, I learned how important people are. When I stayed in the school, I could not 

stop crying but my best friends were next to me. They comforted and calmed me down. When I slept 
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with my family in the same room, I realized my love for my family. 

　　That was 3 years ago, in my hometown of Sendai. Don’t think for a moment though that this 

couldn’t happen to you. This could happen anywhere in the world and especially here in Japan as we are 

in the Ring of Fire. Japan has many natural disasters, so please do not take life for granted: don’t think 

that tomorrow will be the same as usual. The future is not certain. That is why we should treat each other 

gently, especially those people who love you. I know it is awkward and embarrassing to say this, but if 

suddenly something terrible happen, you lose the chance to express how much you love them.

　　I will never forget the terror and the devastation of March 11th. But more importantly, I will never 

again take life for granted: that each moment is precious, a smile is priceless, the time we spend with 

each is invaluable. I chose a quote by an unknown author to end my speech: “Life goes by in the 

blink of an eye. So be sure to appreciate the many moments with family and friends that make life 

complete.” 

　　Thank you for allowing me to share my story. My name is Megumi Iguchi and I am a first year 

student at Otemae University. 
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３　海外研修参加者部門　

New Zealand研修を通して

　
杉本　久美子

　Editor’s note: This was a speech given at Otemae University’s 4th annual speech contest on 

December 6, 2014. A panel of judges awarded Otemae University student Kumiko Sugimoto first place 

in the Japanese Speech on Study Abroad Experience category for her presentation. 

　メディア・芸術学部 2回生、杉本久美子です。今日は New Zealand 研修を通しての学びに

ついてお話ししたいと思います。よろしくお願いします。

　私はこの夏休みの 3 週間、New Zealand に留学に行きました。昔から留学はしたいと思っ

ていたのですがなかなか決心がつかず、行くことができませんでした。高校生の時、学校に

留学のプログラムがありました。一応テストは受けに行ったものの、不安に打ち勝つことが

出来ず、結局その時は辞退してしまいました。今回ももちろん不安はたくさんありました。

申し込みをした時も知り合いがいなく、向こうでひとりでやっていけるのかとか、自分の英

語力で３週間も乗り切れるのかなど、マイナスなことばかり考えて、行きたくなくなってい

たのも事実です。そしてこの不安を抱えたまま飛行機に乗りました。New Zealand に着くと、

すぐにそれぞれのホームステイ先に送られました。家族に会い、家に入った時のあの緊張感

や不安は今でも思い出されます。翌日からは学校に行ったのですが、学校に行くにはバスに

乗らなければなりません。しかし、バスの乗り方がよくわかっていなかった私は終点まで行っ

てしまい、1 時間街中を彷徨いました。しかし、道行く優しい人たちに助けてもらいなんと

か学校に着くことが出来、現地の人の優しさに触れることが出来ました。それから一週間は

向こうの生活に慣れることに必死でした。毎日目の前のことで精一杯でその時は正直、留学

が良いもの、楽しいなんて思うことが出来ませんでした。

　しかし、このままではダメだと思い、自分から積極的に行動することを心がけました。ま

ずは、バスツアーです。学校には提携しているバスツアーの会社があり、週末のツアーに申

し込むことが出来ます。そして私はこれに申し込み、国籍も年齢もさまざまな 17 人で 3 日

間旅をしました。旅の内容は Rotorua、Taupo、Waitomo という場所を巡り、いろんなアクティ

ビティをしたり、観光するものでした。もちろん、これらの内容も楽しかったのですが、夜、

1 つの部屋にみんなで集まり、ごはんを作って何時間も語らいあった時間が何よりも幸せな

時間でした。お互いの母国語が理解出来ないので、みんなが自分の出来る限りの英語で自分

の意思を伝え合いました。それはとても楽しく、そこに留学の意義があった気がします。こ

の旅で出会った友達は今でも連絡を取り合ったり、交流があります。そしてこの旅を通して、

自分の英語力を気にするのではなく、今の自分に出来ることを精一杯使って、自ら行動する

ことが大事だと気付くことが出来ました。
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　それがきっかけとなり、それからの私は大きく変わることが出来ました。学校でも授業で

たくさん発言をしたり、いろんな人に話しかけたり、そして友達もたくさんできました。友

達や授業を通してその国の文化や考え方をたくさん知ることも出来ました。放課後はいろん

な国の友達とおしゃべりしたり、買い物、ディナー、動物園などいろんなところへ出かけま

した。バスの乗り方やルートもホストマザーに教えてもらったり、自分でいろいろ調べたり

と３週間目にはバスを乗りこなすことが出来るようになりました。

　また、私が今アルバイトしている店が New Zealand にもあり、英語ではどのように接客し

ているのかを学びにその店にも行きました。日本に帰ってきてアルバイトするうえで、外国

のお客さんに接客するとき、向こうで聞いたフレーズなどで対応するとスムーズに接客する

ことが出来、とても役に立っています。

　この研修を通して、少し不安に感じることにも勇気を出し、一歩踏み出すことで新しい世

界を見ることが出来る、成長出来る、ということを身をもって知ることが出来ました。留学

に行く前と今では自分の世界観も広がり、いろんなことに前向きに取り組むことが出来るよ

うになりました。留学が良いものとわかり、来年はアメリカに留学するという目標を立てま

した。そのためにこれからも英語の勉強に励みたいと思います。

　以上で発表を終わります。ありがとうございました。
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４　留学生部門（韓国からの交換留学生）　

日本語スピーチ

「私の人生を変えたドラマ」

世宗大学３年生　전한수

　　Editor’s note: This was a speech given at Otemae University’s 4th annual speech contest on 

December 6, 2014. A panel of judges awarded Jeon Hansoo from Sejong University first place in the 

Japanese Speech by an exchange student to Otemae University category for his presentation. 

　初めまして。私は韓国の世宗大学から来た、外食経営学科の 3回生のジョンハンスと申し

ます。皆さんに今から　「私の人生を変えたドラマ」　について話をしようと思います。

　私の父は、私が生まれるずっと前から料理をしている人で、今では料理長をしています。

その父を見ながら育ったので、自然に料理に興味を持ち、私も料理人になりたい、との考え

を中学生から持っていました。そして、料理の専門高校に入学しました。

　その学校は世界料理の種類の中で自分が習いたい料理を自分が選ぶことができて、なんと

なく私はイタリア料理を選びました。その時の私はただ、料理そのものが好きでした。料理

の飾りや料理の原理、歴史なんかが好きでした。その私を見ていた父が　「あのさ、おまえ

はまだまだ料理の本当のおもしろさをしらないんだ。料理の飾り、原理ももちろんいいが、

料理の本質に気づいたら、もっと料理が好きになるはずだよ」　って私に言ってくれました。

その話を聞いてもその時の私は全く理解できませんでした。

　その後、高校 3回生になって、日本のセンター試験みたいな韓国の大学入学試験を受けま

した。試験が終わって暇だったとき、学校の先生が勧めてくれたあるドラマを見ました。そ

のドラマは、私が初めて見た日本のドラマでした。そのドラマの内容はこれです。　「ある

夜から始まる食堂に各自事情を持っている人たちが来て、その店の料理長がその人々に合わ

せて料理を作ってあげる。」　との簡単なストーリーですが、非常にヒューマン的で、感動的

なドラマです。気づいたかもしれないですが、最近、放映されている 「深夜食堂」 です。

　そのドラマを初めて見たときは本当につまらなかったです。「何で料理ばかり出てくるド

ラマを見るんだよ？」「中学生からずっと料理に熱心だったのにドラマまで料理のドラマな

のか？」って。それで１話だけで見ることをやめようと思いました。でもそのドラマ、何か

気になったです。料理を食べて笑っている人たちが。本当に幸せな顔でした。父が言った料

理の本当のおもしろさは、料理そのものではなく、私が作った料理を食べたその人の幸せな

顔を見ることでした。料理が趣味や職業に持っている方は知っているはずです。相手が本当

においしそうな顔で食べてくれたら、その料理を作った自分も幸せになることを。

　「深夜食堂」　を見てから私は変わりました。料理の勉強を始めて、3 年になってから料理

の本質に気づいたのです。そして、ドラマの影響で、一生の料理を日本料理に決めることに
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しました。「日本料理ならもっと幸せな人たちの笑顔を見れるかもしれない。」　と感じたか

らです。それと、いつか日本に行って、何年間か住みながら、日本料理を学びます。そのた

めには、日本語が必ず必要でした。そして、あの時から今まで一生懸命日本語を勉強してい

ます。

　そうしてある日、日本の大手前大学に交換学生として、行く機会に出会いました。私はこ

のチャンスが二度と来ないと思いました。そして、面接と日本語会話を勉強して結局、交換

学生になって、ここに来ました。それで幸せな毎日を過ごしています。

　皆さん、あなたにはドラマを見て、笑ったり、泣いたりしたことがありますか？皆さんの

中には私みたいに、人生を変えたドラマもあると思います。私は多分、深夜食堂というドラ

マを見なかったら、今、ここにいなかったと思います。日本語の勉強もしませんし、いい友

達も出会えなかったと思っています。あのドラマは私にとって幸運でした。

　私はこれからどんどん日本語や日本料理を勉強して、立派な一流の日本料理人になりたい

です。そして、いつか韓国においしくて食べたら幸せになる、日本料理を知らせたいです。

今まで私の話を聞いてくださって本当にありがとうございました。
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